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Foreword

International organizations are making a substantial ef- way must be found to measure the prosperity and pro-
fort to incorporate environmental concerns iin their regu- gress of mankind.
lar operations. A great deal of work is now being done to
help clarify the linkages between development and the We have witnessed increasing pressure on the environ-
environment. This work will enable us to irntegrate envi- ment and the natural resource base. We have come to
ronmental and resource management concerns more ef- understand that, where te environment is concerned,
fectively in the economic decisionmaking process. It will "there is no such thing as a free lunch" and that someone
be an essential component in our efforts to establish the will eventually have to bear the "external costs" of pro-
basis for long-term and sustainable developrnent. duction and consumption activities. We must learn to

dis5tinguish between true income generation and the draw-
Environmental accounting is a complex and sometimes ing down of capital assets by resource depletion or deg-
elusive subject. It is also a tool with great potential, how- radation.
ever, a tool that can help ensure that future calculations This volume reflects the attention given during the past
of national income more accurately represent true, "sus- six years by the World Bank and the United Nations
tainable" income. The current system of national income Environment Programme, as well as others, to this impor-
accounting has some limitations. Gross domestic product tant topic. We hope it will help bring about a needed
(GDP) figures are widely used by economists, politicians, change in attitude and perception about this issue.
and the media. Unfortunately, they are generally used
without the caveat that they represent an income that Barber B. Conable Mostafa Tolba
cannot be sustained. Current calculations ig5nore the deg- Executive Director
radation of the natural resource base and view the sales President United Nations
of nonrenewable resources entirely as income. A better The World Bank Environment Programme
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Preface

This volume contains selected papers from a series of Numerous participants at the workshops made signifi-
workshops jointly sponsored by the World Bank and the cant contributions, either by presenting papers or by
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). UNEP substantial participation in the discussions. They are too
was created at the Stockholm Conference in 1972. Dur- many to acknowledge individually; instead we have had to
ing the past seventeen years, members of its Governing content ourselves with listing the names and affiliations
Council have urged UNEP to help clarify the linkages of all participants in the appendix to the text. Of the
between development and the environment. T he council more than thirty papers or notes that were presented, we
believed that such clarification would help integrate issues have selected the seven that appeared to us to have pro-
of environmental and resource management ooncern into vided broad insights or brought out new aspects of a
the framework of economic decisionmaking and thius pro- complex and sometimes elusive subject. In addition, we
vide a basis for long-term and sustainable development. have included three contributions that were written after-
In 1982, UNEP'S Session of a Special Character, which ward by workshop participants (Chapters 4, 9, and 10).
commemorated the tenth anniversary of the Stockholm In general, the papers indicate current thinking on the
Conference, requested the executive director to develop issue of environmental and resource accounting. Readers
methodological guidelines for developing countries on en- interested in examining papers not included in this vol-
vironmental accounting and its use in development policy ume are encouraged to contact the particular authors.
and planning. The chapters in this volume reflect different aspects

In February 1983, UNEP convened a consultative meet- and approaches to environmental accounting. They are
ing under the chairmanship of Yusuf J. Ahmad, assistant concerned mostly with financial and economic considera-
to the executive director and director for special assign- tions and the prospects of modifying the U.N. System of
ments at UNEP. The main objective of the meeting was to National Accounts (SNA) to reflect issues of environmen-
ascertain whether environmental accounting could be de- tal and natural resource concern.
veloped as a public policy tool, based on the present state In publishing this volume we have received encourage-
of the art. Robert Goodland was the only 'World Bank ment, support, or comments from Ramesh Chander,
representative at that first meeting. He subsequently pro- Vinod Dubey, Stanley Fischer, Robert Goodland, Ken-
vided much leadership and encouraged economists to neth Piddington, Ibrahim Shihata, Michael Ward, and
focus on these critical issues. He and Yusuf J. Ahmad, Jeremy Warford.
Salah El Serafy, and Jacques Theys chaired the subse-
quent workshops, which were sponsored jointly by UNEP Yusuf J. Ahmad
and the World Bank. Salah El Serafy

Ernst Lutz

xi
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Environmentdl and Resource Accounting:
An Overtiew

Salah El Serafy and Ernst Lutz

Most production and consumption activAities have some ance, and many other things. Development planners,
effect on the physical environment. As economic and economists, and politicians thus make frequent use of the
population growth have occurred, they have increasingly national income measure of gross national product (GNP)

put pressure on the environment and the nattural resource and its variants, such as GDP (gross domestic product)
base. Years ago, when the pressure was still small, econ- and NNP (net national product) for a variety of purposes.
omists may have been justified in making no reference to GDP, the most commonly used variant of aggregate in-
the role played by the environment, both as a resource come, is essentially a short-term measure of total eco-
base and as a "sink" to receive the residues of the pro- nomic activity for which exchange occurs in monetary
duction and consumption process. But there is little jus- terms within a given year. It is valuable mostly for indicat-
tification for this now. ing short- to medium-term changes in the level of eco-

Economists have considered the side-eifects of produc- nomic activity, and it is particularly useful for demand
tion and consumption activities to be "external effects." management and stabilization policies. As calculated at
But such effects are external only if a narrow view is present, however, it is less useful for gauging long-term
taken, which does not consider the effect on the resource sustainable growth partly because natural resource deple-
system as a whole. Although this system is generally large, tion and degradation are being ignored. Furthermore,
it is nevertheless finite, and in certain respects it is subject GDP is often used inappropriately as an indicator of "wel-
to great stress. The realization is growing that, where the fare," frequently without any caveat about its shortcom-
environment is concerned, "there is no such thing as a ings for that purpose. The concept of welfare is much
free lunch" and that someone will eventually have to bear broader than a monetary measure of income. It covers
those "external costs." If a broader view is talken, environ- many dimensions of subjective well-being other than those
mental costs would be internalized in the production that involve market transactions or that can be measured
processes. In this connection it is essential to reckon in monetary terms, particularly for people whose basic
costs and benefits properly and to distinguish clearly be- material needs have been met.
tween true income generation and the drawing down of As most economists know, there are several controver-
capital assets by resource depletion or degradation. This, sial issues concerning national income accounting as cur-
in general terms, is the subject of this volume. rently being practiced, such as the treatment of leisure,

household and subsistence production, other nonmarket
Shortcomings of the Current National transactions, and the services of long-lived consumer dur-
Income Measures ables. This chapter will not deal with any of those issues;

instead it addresses certain environmental and natural
Income accounting, if properly done, is a most useful resource issues as they relate to the proper measurement

tool for economic analysis and policy prescriptions. It can of income and variations in assets. GDP, as measured at
indicate the level of economic activity, its variations from present, does not adequately represent true, sustainable
year to year, the size of savings and investment, the limits income because of two shortcomings. These concern the
society can consume out of its current receipts, factor treatment of environmental protection costs and the deg-
productivity, industrial structure, comparative perform- radation and depletion of natural resources. The fact that

1



2 Salah El Serafy and Ernst Lutz

these issues are not properly dealt with in the current stream of income generated by economic activity. It has
U.N. System of National Accounts (SNA) is a serious flaw therefore been proposed that such outlays should not be
from an accounting point of view. As a result, policy counted as final expenditure, as is currently the case, but
advice based on measurements produced under the SNA rather as intermediate expenditure.
can be faulty to the extent that GDP does not adequately A conceptually different approach can be taken by con-
reflect environmental and natural resource erosion. sidering resources such as water, air, soil, and so forth as

natural capital. When such capital is drawn down or de-
The Necessity of Measuring Sustainable graded, this should show up as consumption in the meas-
Income urements of national income whether or not defensive

expenditures are actually being incurred to correct for
True income is "sustainable" income. This is a key the negative effects and restore the drawn-down naturalTrue~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~cptl Them difrec betweenle theme defesiv expendi-

point stressed by Daly (Chapter 2) and El Serafy (Chapter captal. The dlifference between the defensive expendi-
3). True income can be thought of as the maximum tures actually incurred and the depreciabon of the envi-
amount that can be consumed in a given period without ronmental capital would be reflected at the level of net

redcin th amuntof ossbleconumpionin fuure domestic product (NDP). This approach has been pro-reducing the amount of possible consumption in a future posed by Harrison and outlined in more detail in Chapter
period. This concept encompasses not only current earn- 4. A s arrconcal approach ha been propoed
ings but also changes in assets: capital gains increase 4. A similar conceptual approach has been proposed by
ingsm; b it.al..so es in assets. capi. Tal gssincrease Peskin (Chapter 10), who proposes the introduction of a
ionce;pit lncosehs rede incoed .The esenc ot nature account in addition to the standard accounts for

concpt f icom hasbee sttedby Sr Jhn ick as households, industry, and government. Aside from the
the maximum value that a person can consume during a dfulty ing a consen to hoite environ-
time period and stfi expect to be as well off at the end difficulty of reaching a consensus as to how the environ-
of the period as at the beginning (Hicks 1946, p. 172). a e mental or natural capital is to be treated conceptually,
ofudnth periodoma manatghembeginng (uics 1946, p.o172). the greatest difficulty lies in actually estimating the levelPrudent economic management requires that govern-
ments know the maximum amount that can be consumed of environmental services and damages.
by a nation without causing its eventual impoverishment. Measuring Pollution within the sNA Framework
It is important, therefore, that national income be meas-
ured correctly to indicate sustainable income. Adjust- Pollution-that is, the discharge of wastes in ways that
ments of the SNA appear to be necessary in the two areas raise the cost of later activities, harm people, or reduce
noted above, since these are currently not dealt with the enjoyment they get from their surroundings-is an
satisfactorily: the so-called "defensive expenditures" to tant area in from their accountsngs-is an
protect or restore the environment and the depletion and imp re inwichntental aconts clde

degradatio of natura resourcesused to Improve environmental policymaking. Bladesdegradation of natural resources. (Chapter 5) distinguishes four aspects of pollution and
considers the extent to which it is possible and useful to

Defensive Expenditures measure them within the framework of the national ac-
counts. These aspects are the output of pollutants, the

Action is often taken to defend the environment against damages of pollution, the costs of abatement, and the
encroachment by economic activity, and the SNA treats its benefits derived from it.
cost as generating income. Defensive expenditures can be Although it may be feasible to use national accounts to
large or small, depending on where the boundaries are measure the output of pollutants, the information so ob-
drawn. This volume considers only defensive expenditures tained may be too general to be useful for environmental
against the unwanted side-effects of production and con- policymaking. Chapter 5 notes that although there are
sumption (such as pollution) but not those relating to conceptual and practical difficulties in estimating the total
national security, even though similar arguments would costs of pollution damage, it would be possible and help-
apply to them. The most obvious category to be included ful to identify some of the main costs that are already
under defensive expenditures is the cost of environmental included in the national accounts but are not shown sep-
protection activities. Another possible category would be arately at present. The costs of pollution abatement are a
car repair and medical expenses as a result of traffic part of defensive expenditures. They have been measured
accidents. Leipert listed other costs that might be in- in several countries and have been incorporated in mac-
cluded and recently measured the defensive expenditures roeconomic models to show the effect of abatement poli-
for the Federal Republic of Germany (Leipert 1986 and cies on prices, output, and employment. In this area the
1987). national accounts would be a valuable tool for environ-

It does not make sense to incorporate expenditures mental policymaking, and Chapter 5 considers in detail
incurred to redress some or all of the negative conse- the conceptual and practical problems of measuring
quences of production or consumption activities in the abatement costs. Finally, although it would be interesting
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to measure the "market valuation" of the benefits of fected in developing countries in which natural resources
pollution abatement, the practical difficulties involved are are exploited by the public sector.
enormous, and it would generally not be feasible to incor- Underlying this asymmetry is the implicit, as well as
porate such data in the national accounts on a regular inappropriate, assumption that natural resources are so
basis. abundant that they are costless or have no marginal value.

Historically they have been regarded as free gifts of na-
Measuring the Difference between Environmental ture-a bias that provides false signals for policymakers.
Standards and Actual Behavior This approach ignores the depletion of valuable resources

and confuses the sale of commercially marketable natural
Hueting (Chapter 6) discusses several w& s toD deal with assets with the generation of income. Thus it promotes

defensive expenditures and lists the pros and ons of the and seems to validate the idea that rapid economic growthdefensive expenditures and lists the ps ad ccan be obtained by exploiting a resource base that may
various options. Since he is skeptical about the usefulness be rapidly diminishing. The growth can be illusory, and
of the willingness-to-pay-method, he prefers th't environ- the prosperity it engenders transitory, if the apparent gain
mental standards be determined by considerations of i i
health and sustainable development. The costi of achiev- in income means permanent loss in wealth, that is, if at
healtuch standasutiale dev be ent. Ite ost ofe least part of the receipts is not redirected into new pro-
ingld suho standards would nthen b s etimted. These rosts ductive investments. As income is inflated, often con-would show how far a country has drifted away from smto sas,adtecutycnendgt opa
sustainable economic development. Although the ap- sumption is also, and the country concerned gets compla-
susainab enomic de .t Althoug h the ap- would cent about its economic performance; as a result the
poach ha , inui tiven appa, dterm ingthe cost wol adjustment in economic policy gets delayed by the seem-
oinkages between production and consumption activities ing prosperity. In this regard, proper income accounting
linkges betweent is an aid to better decisionmaking, but, of course, it doesand the environment.

Generally speaking, the issue of the treatment of defen- not guarantee that improved decisions will actually be
sive expenditures for national accounting assumes greater made.
significance the higher the degree of industrialization of Existing natural capital of geological (nonrenewable)
the country concerned. The issues of depletion and deg- and biological (renewable) resources as well as of flow
radation, which are considered below, ar-e not directly resources (such as water and air) is needed for industrialraain whc ar cosdee below, ar.o drcl and agroindustrial production. New geological discover-
related to the level of industrialization, however, although asw a astreyl anduconservation, dosnovers
they seem to be particularly relevant to countries that tes, as well as recyclkg and conservaton, do not reverse
base their economic activities on the exploitation of nat- the depletion of known stocks. The newly discovered
ural resources. stocks themselves come from a finite stock of resources,

and they merely extend the time span over which deple-
tion can continue. Depletion of renewable natural re-

The Depletion and Degradation sources can have serious indirect effects by reducing the
of Natural Resources sustainable flow needed for industrial inputs and eco-

system services.
There is an evident asymmetry in how the SNA treats Similarly, crop production at the expense of soil erosion

man-made assets and natural resources. Man-made as- cannot be sustained. Only careful husbandry of environ-
sets-buildings and equipment, for example--are valued mental capacities can ensure sustainable and potentially
as productive assets and are written off against the value larger flows of income in the future. The optimistic argu-
of production as they depreciate. Natural resource assets ment that human ingenuity is bound to find substitutes
are not so valued or adequately accounted ifor in most for the natural resources being depleted may be generally
instances, however, and their loss produces no charge in valid, but it would be imprudent for society to base its
the national accounts against current income to reflect behavior on such optimism and would be wrong for econ-
the decrease in potential future production. If a country omists and accountants not to take rational precautions
is exhausting its renewable or nonrenewable resources, in case this does not occur.
its current income will thus be inflated by the sale of Two main conceptual approaches to deal with the de-
natural assets that will eventually disappear. Differences pletion or degradation of natural resources have been
in recording under the SNA may arise depending on proposed: the depreciation approach and the "user cost"
whether a resource is publicly or privately owned. Private approach. The principle of depreciation of man-made
companies tend to take a long view of the natural assets capital can be applied straightforwardly to the consump-
they own, and many make provision for the decrease in tion of capital embodied in renewable and nonrenewable
the capital stock of natural resources, and in certain resources (Daly, Chapter 2; Harrison, Chapter 4). Since
countries tax legislation permits such provisions to be geological and ecological information on depletion or
excluded from taxable income. No such exclusion is ef- degradation comes in physical units, this must be priced
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or valued in some way before some adjustment can be R-X would be the "depletion factor" (or user cost) that
made to GDP to arrive at a corrected net product. Valua- should be set aside and allocated to capital investment
tion could be based either on the principle of replacement and excluded from GDP, while X would represent true,
cost, where replacement is possible, or on (the discounted that is, sustainable, income.
value of) willingness to pay. Present conventions would This method is flexible enough to handle changing
value the depleted or degraded resources at current prices levels of extraction, movements in the discount rate, and
where available. If such a correction were effected, the alterations in reserve estimates. Such alterations would
gross product would remain unchanged, but the net prod- include new discoveries, which would change the reserve-
uct would be adjusted to reflect the depreciation of envi- to-extraction ratio. In the above formula this is denoted
ronmental capital that has occurred during the account- by n, that is, the life expectancy of the reserve measured
ing period. in years at the current period's extraction rate. The

Because the depreciation approach would leave GDP method is not concerned with valuing total reserves, but
unadjusted and because it would wipe out from the net only with the fraction of the resource being liquidated in
product the entire proceeds from natural resource sales, the current accounting period, which is valued at current
the user cost approach (see Chapter 3) has been pro- prices. That fraction relies entirely on physical quantities,
posed as a way of properly taking account of depletion of since the price is the same in the numerator and denom-
mineral resources. Possession of a natural resource con- inator. The method can be adapted to deal with mineral
veys on its owner an income advantage that is denied to extraction under conditions of deteriorating quality of the
those without a natural resource, and it is not satisfactory product and rising costs of extraction. Resource owners
to arrive at a measurement of zero net income, as pro- usually mine the richer deposits first, leaving inferior de-
duced by the depreciation method. The user cost ap- posits for later periods, thus inevitably raising the cost of
proach avoids the difficulties of putting a value on the future extraction.
stock of the resource, but it relies on the conscious as- This method, like all accounting methods, does not
sessment of current extraction rates in relation to the indicate an ex ante optimal rate of depletion, but merely
total available stock, measured in physical terms. Depend- mirrors decisions already made by the resource owner
ing on the rate of depletion and on a discount rate, the about liquidating his natural resource. The owner usually
revenue from the sales of a depletable resource, net of determines his extraction rate in the light of many factors,
extraction cost, can be split into a capital element, or user including his expectation of future price changes. If he
cost, and a value added element, representing true income. decides to extract 20 percent of his reserves in one year,
T-he capital element represents asset erosion, and it has then n in the above formulation is equal to 5; the income
been proposed that it should be hypothetically (El Serafy content of his net receipts, using a 5 percent discount
1981) or actually (Ward 1982) reinvested in alternative rate, would be 25 percent; and the user cost to be rein-
assets so that it continues to generate income after the vested is 75 percent. If, however, he extracts only 10
resource has been totally exhausted. Unlike the deprecia- percent of his reserves, that is, plans to exhaust his re-
tion method, this would seek to alter the reckoning of GDP source over ten years, then he needs to set aside for
itself, not just of NDP. This method would be in harmony reinvestment 58 percent of his net receipts, and will thus
with accounting principles and would use current market enjoy 42 percent as current income. The correction
prices for valuation purposes, but it would require a rule- needed to reckon "true" income out of natural resource
of-thumb discount rate for converting the capital sales into sales is higher the nearer the resource is to exhaustion,
an income stream. It is also rooted in a proper understand- and lower the longer its life expectancy at current extrac-
ing of the economic meanings of "value added" and "rent," tion rates. Only a 1 percent reduction would be necessary
which should not be confused with asset sales. in net receipts to arrive at "true" income using a 5 per-

How the net revenue can be split into user costs and cent discount rate if the resource is being liquidated over
true income is explained in Chapter 3. One needs first to 100 years. The choice of the discount rate materially
decide on a discount rate, r, say 5 percent. Second, one affects the calculation. A high discount rate, which de-
has to determine the number of periods, n, over which presses future against current valuation, raises the ratio
the resource is being liquidated. This can simply be read of "true" income in current receipts. But alternative in-
from the ratio between total reserves and whatever vestments must be found in which to sink the depletion
amount is extracted in the current period. Then the for- factor (R-X) so that it can yield that much as a return.'
mula developed by El Serafy (1981) is used to calculate
the ratio of true income, X, to net receipts (exclusive of Resource Accounting
extraction costs), R:

For resource accounting, data need to be collected on
X/R 1 -1 renewable and nonrenewable natural resources primarily

XIR = I)n+1 *for the purpose of planning their long-run exploitation in
(1 + r)~~1 pursuit of sustainable economic activity. Several industrial
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countries, including Canada, France, Japan, Norway, and urements in physical terms. Physical measurements are
the United States, have developed resource accounts that clearly essential, and without them accounting in mone-
are tailored to their available resources and pollicy priori- tary terms is impossible. Built into the French approach
ties. Some of the important features of the F'rench ap- is the assumption that a comprehensive physical inventory
proach to resource accounting are described below. system must be in place before any changes can be pro-

Instead of the term "resource accounting" the French posed in national accounting methodology. This is a point
use the expression "patrimonial accounting," which could of view shared by many, but there are many others who
be described as "accounting of the national environmen- would want to see national accounting methods adjusted
tal heritage" (Theys, Chapter 7). This is broader than gradually as measurements become available.
resource accounting because it includes, for example,
cultural heritage in addition to natural resources. The Linking Environmental and Resource
French resource accounting approach is jintended ulti- Accounts to the SNA
mately to relate economic growth to the quantities of
natural resources that have to be used up or imnported to The current version of the SNA, which has been in effect
make economic growth possible. Such a syst.em would since 1968, does not contain an explicit environmental
also help to optimize the economic value of available dimension. The ongoing SNA revision was mandated by
natural resources, determine the fraction of GDP that the U.N. Statistical Commission to simplify and clarify the
should be set aside for the efficient protection of the existing system rather than to propose radical changes.
environment, and orient economic growth so that it does The Commission desired to maintain consistency in
not threaten ecosystems. time series, even if the series contained conceptual short-

When fully developed, the system would be versatile comings.
and serve various ends. It would optimize the use of Among environmentalists and economists with environ-
natural resources as factors of production (for example, mental and resource concerns, there are several schools
inversion of a quantitative inputloutput table that would of thought about the best approach to the accounting
indicate the intermediate use of natural resources in the problem (Norgaard, Chapter 8). Some advocate environ-
productive process); it would describe the economic as- mental accounting in physical terms and have little inter-
pects of resource use (such as which resources would be est in establishing any linkage with the SNA. Their aim is
marketed and in what quantities and values, how to im- to use indicators of physical change to influence public
prove the productivity of processing industries to opti- opinion and environmental policies. At the other end of
mize the use of natural resources, and what the opportu- the spectrum are those who feel that environmental ac-
nity costs are of alternatives); it would treat resources as counting would not have an adequate effect unless the
"environmental goods" (taking into account changes in accounts are monetized and integrated into the SNA,

the quality of the environment, the costs and benefits of which would produce an adjusted national income that is
environmental policies, and the economic consequences more sustainable.
of alternative environmental policies); and it would take We believe that environmental accounting in physical
stock of the national environmental heritage and define terms is essential, particularly as this would cover collect-
the long-term implications of its transformations, so that ing data that indicate the direction and rate of change in
it could be preserved for future generatiDns. Since re- the quantity or quality of a resource. At the same time,
sources to develop such a comprehensive system are nec- we recognize that "monetization," to the extent possible,
essarily limited, stress is placed on satisfying the needs of is important as well and that a linkage with the SNA and
the policymaker. Although it would be easier to collect an adjustment of the current income concepts and meas-
environmental data in the form of flexible reports on the urements are urgently needed. Given the current state of
state of the environment and country profiles, the need the art, however, we believe that more conceptual and
for developing a system of environmental accounts is par- empirical work is necessary before GDP and NDP in the
amount, so that the information is standardized, exhaus- core of the SNA can be replaced by more sustainable GDP

tive, summed up in physical and monetary terms, and and NDP. That is why we, as an interim step, encourage
comparable in time and space. The long-term goal is to the construction of satellite accounts, linked with the SNA,

match the standards already reached by national (eco- in which the adjustments would be made (see Chapter
nomic) accounting, which make the SNA such a powerful 12). In other words, by having satellite accounts, the user
planning tool for short-term economic management. could compute sustainable GDP and NDP (SGDP and SNDP)

The French approach is only one amongs several being in them. This half-way solution would not represent a
pursued in industrial countries (for example, Norway has threat to the historical continuity of GDP but has a fair
been using resource accounts for several years; see Alf- chance of being adopted. If it is adopted, national ac-
sen, Bye, and Lorentsen 1987). The French approach is countants may take the issues discussed here more seri-
to build up balance sheets of resources and to monitor ously and might eventually be willing to adjust the core of
their change from year to year, with emphasis on meas- the SNA itself.
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Bartelmus (Chapter 11) discusses various options for faulty policy advice. Such readings frequently exaggerate
linking or integrating environmental and resource issues income and thus encourage consumption and promote
with or into the SNA. His chapter was commissioned by habits of behavior that cannot be sustained over the longer
the workshop organizers to summarize the views and term.
approaches expressed at the workshops. An interesting argument over "desirable and practica-

ble" adjustment is highlighted by the approaches regard-
Constructing Environmental and Resource ing depletable resources of Harrison (Chapter 4) and El
Accounts for Developing Countries Serafy (Chapter 3). Both are in fundamental agreement

about what constitutes sustainable income and what does
not. Harrison would work within the existing framework

In order for resource concerns to be reflected ulti- ofteNAbprevighedininofialemd
mately in the SNA and in policymaking, it is necessary to of the sNA by preserving the definition of final demand
make progress now at an operational level so that govern-
ment officials, national accountants, and economists alike capital as a parallel entry to consumption of man-made
cantsee howf , natioinclu environntalt and resucon-mists ali capital, with appropriate adjustments to NDP. Further, she
can see how to include environmental and resource con-'
cerns in the calculations. But it is clear that the develop- argues that income measures should exclude all capitalcers i th cacultins.Butit s cea tht te dvelp- consumption and therefore that net products should be
ment of environmental and resource accounts will take usdto ind theleve of eoni ctivityuad it

time.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Thsfc,hwvr.hudntke ttsia n used to indicate the level of economic activity and itstime. This fact, however, should not keep statistical and development over time. El Serafy, by contrast, would re-
planning officials in developing countries from initiating defelthendistinctioet intermeit and finlde-
relevant work now, especially on minerals or forestry, mand th at theeo n atu and final de-
where data to a large extent are already available. In the bved basgeing sale of natural capital must not
case of Indonesia, Peskin (Chapter 9) argues that a local
research effort should start right away, supported initially of that income should be excluded from GDP itself, as well
with periodic consultant inputs. Ideally not only environ- as from the net product. Thus the GDP measurement
mentalh but also other important nonmarket factors could continue to be used extensively, as is now the case,metl bu als ote imoran nonsarket factorsndgidcooicpliy
should be considered in an expanded accounting struc- to describe performance and guide economic policy.

ture. This iea iselabortediChaptrNorgaard (Chapter 8) is skeptical about the economists

Repetto and others (1987) have applied resource ac- and accountants concerned about the environment ever
Reetito feand fothers( resourcer ac- being able to agree on a set of corrections that would

counstin to feliand forvestr g reourest ionesa. For simply rectify and fill in gaps in the existing SNA to pro-
radation net of regrowth and suggested that it be treated duce one aggregate figure expressed in monetary terms.
rike depreciation of man-made assets, that is they pro- He claims that the existing SNA contains contradictions
liked dereduciaong oe maN-aD e assets,thmated is, pthep o because it is based on conventions and reflects consensusposed reducing the NDP by the estimated depletion. A
similar approach was followed for valuing the depletion of rather than being built on deductive reasoning. He does
fulm reservesacht wasee rservations about this aetnd an not view sustainability as implicit in the definition of in-
fuel reserves (but see reservations about this and an
alternative proposal in El Serafy Chapter 3). Another come, which both Daly and El Serafy do, but as an
alternat sive proposal inE Sersa1y a ter 3. Another "ethical" goal, representing a "separate social objective
empirical stud e Maon a and Aoilren 18 esiaTed thea of development strategies." He believes the undervalua-

cost~ ~ to the. ecnm ofsi rsonJv .Th anua tion of the concerns of future generations reflects the
amount estimated was US$350 million to US$415 million,
which is slightly less than 0.5 percent Of GDP. More than nonparticipation by future generations in the capital mar-
95 percent of this cost is the on-site cost of declining kets of today.

productivity. These two studies have made .valuable conA more conventional view would ascribe such underval-
productivity. Thnese two studies have made valuable con- uto oteueo o ihadson ae hc
tributions, but it is lear that further empirical work is uces the ue of tur nbei almost to nhing

nedd(e Catr1) reduces the value of future net benefits almost to nothing
the more distant the future. Since future generations will
never be able to participate in today's capital markets,

A Variety of Approaches, but a Common Theme the surest way of reflecting their preferences is to use
lower discount rates. Norgaard is raising questions re-

A variety of approaches for amending the SNA are pro- garding the economic approach to the "sustainability of
posed by various authors in this volume. This, however, development," which is based on accounting that relies
should not detract from the central theme argued by all on market valuations. He espouses "methodological plu-
of the authors: in their present form the guidelines for ralism" in the belief that a multiplicity of perspectives
income calculation under the SNA leave out important would ensure that "all values are respected to the extent
aspects of economic development that should be brought possible," so that decisionmakers have information alert-
into the accounts. These guidelines now produce readings ing them to "as many aspects of environmental and re-
of levels of activity and growth over time that can lead to source phenomena as possible." Norgaard, however, does
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not spell out how such alternative value systerns can be Revenue, and the Supply of Petroleum." The Journal of
established or used; nor does he speculate on the sort of Energy and Development 7(1, Autumn):73-88.
solutions they would produce. Hicks, John R. 1946. Value and CapitaL 2nd ed. Oxford: Ox-

There are other areas in which the workshop partici- ford University Press.
pants have expressed different points of vievw, but the Keynes, John Maynard. 1936. The General Theory of Employ-
main message this volume hopes to convey is ihe urgent ment, Interest, and Money. London: Macmillan.
need to recognize the shortcomings of the cun-ent meas- Leipert, Christian. 1986. "Social Costs of Economic Growth."
ures of income and to work toward a more sustainable Journal of Economic Issues 20(1):109-31.
concept and measurements-a common thread in all the . 1987. "Defensive Ausgaben in der Bundesrepublik
contributions included here. Deutschland, 1970 bis 1985: Absolute Werte und Relations-

zahlen mit dem BSP." International Institute for Environment
Note and Society, Berlin. Processed.

Magrath, William, and Peter L. Arens. 1987. "The Costs of Soil
1. J. M. Keynes (1936) first introduced the concept of "user Erosion on Java: A Natural Resource Accounting Approach."

cost" in relation to capital equipment. He defined it as the World Resources Institute, Washington, D.C. Processed.
"maximum net value which might have been conserved . . . if it Repetto, Robert, Michael Wells, Christine Beer, and Fabrizio
tthe equipment] had not been used." He described this concept Rossini. 1987. "Natural Resource Accounting for Indonesia."
as constituting "one of the links between the present and the World Resources Institute, Washington, D.C. Processed.
future." (See chap. 6 and its appendix of his General Theory.) Schramm, Gunter. 1986. "Practical Approaches for Estimating
Project analysis of depletable minerals has also made use of the Resource Depletion Costs." In Edward Miles, Robert Pealy,
concept of user cost at the micro level (see, fcr example, and Robert Stokes, eds., Natural Resources Economics and
Schramm 1986). Policy Applications: Essays in Honor of James A. Crutch-

field. Seattle and London: University of Washington Press.
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Toward a Measure of Sustainable Social
Net National Produdt

Herman E. Daly

Sustainable Income ment of NNP overestimates the maximum net product
available for consumption. Consequently, NNP increasingly

The central criterion for defining the concept of income fails as a guide to prudent conduct by nations.
has been well stated by Sir John Hicks: Two adjustments to NNP are needed to make it a closer

approximation to Hicks' concept of income and a better
isthgive purpose of incom calctionsof ine practicl aairs guide to prudent behavior. One adjustment is simply to
to giv pople antindicationeofsthegamountewhich extend the principle of depreciation to cover consumption

theyoang onu without, impoverishin th m se le, of natural capital stocks depleted through production.
defolling out mans idea, it woldsem tat we o h The other is to subtract defensive expenditures, or regret-
dfne acan'su duincome as theek mandstimu valuecwhce a table expenditures necessary to defend ourselves from the
can consume during a week, and stll expect to beg unwanted side effects of our aggregate production and

well. off ahen o te wes he was at te begin- consumption. Regrettable defensive expenditures are in
ning.~~~~~~~~~~~ Thswe. esnsvs epast ebte the nature of intermediate goods, costs of production

off in the future; when he lives beyond his income he
plans to be worse off. Remembering that the practical rather than final product available for consumption. To
purpose of income is to serve as a guide for prudent correct for having counted defensive expenditures in NNP,

pupse of inom is t o srv as..... a gud for prudent their size must be estimated and subtracted to arrive at
conduct, I think it is fairly clear that this is what the

central meaning must be. (1946, p' 172). an estimate of maximum sustainable consumption, or true
central meaning must be. (1946, P. 172). income.

The same basic idea of income holds at the national level. To summarize, let us define the corrected income con-
Income is not a precise theoretical concept but rather a cept, "sustainable social net national product" (SSNNP), as
practical guide to the maximum amount that can be con- net national product (NNP) minus both defensive expendi-
sumed by a nation without eventual impoverishment. WVe tures (DE) and depreciation of natural capital (DNc). Thus,
know that we cannot consume the entire gross national
product (GNP) without eventually impoverishing ourselves,
so we subtract depreciation and get net national product This definition entails no interference whatsoever with
(NNP), which is usually taken as income in Hick's sense. the current structure of the U.N. System of National Ac-
The central defining characteristic of income is sustaina- counts (SNA). There is no loss of historical continuity or
bility. The term "sustainable income" ought therefore to comparability. Two additional accounts are introduced,
be considered a redundancy. The fact that it is not is a not for frivolous or trendy reasons, but simply to gain a
measure of how far we have strayed from the central closer approximation of the central and well-established
meaning of income and, consequently, of the need for meaning of income. No attempt is made to deal with the
correction. controversial issues of national income accounting, such

But could we really consume even NNP year after year as inclusion of leisure, disutility of labor, household pro-
without impoverishing ourselves? No, we could not, be- duction, and services of long-lived consumer durables.
cause the production of NNP requires supporting activities The relation of income to welfare is not addressed.
that are not biophysically sustainable, and the measure- Since NNP is a familiar concept, it remains only to

8
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discuss briefly the new accounts: defensive expenditures cost for man-made capital by analogy with the more self-
(DE) and depletion of natural capital (DNC), which are by evident case for charging user cost for natural resources.
no means novel ideas, but are not yet included in as part The obvious categories of natural capital are geological
of an extended SNA. (nonrenewable) and biological (renewable). Both, of

course, are depletable. Depletion of geological capital is
Defensive Expenditures necessary for industrial and agroindustrial production.

New geological discoveries do not reverse the process of

The explosion of the populations of human bodies, of depletion, but they do extend the time span over which
artifacts of all kinds, and of the populations of plants and the depletion can continue.
animals exploited for human use that has happened in Depletion of renewable natural capital is in some ways
the past fifty years might better be called an "implosion," a more serious matter because reduced stocks or popu-
since it has occurred in a finite environment. The term lations of plants and animals will lead to a reduction in
implosion suggests a compressing together rather than an sustainable flow of resource inputs and ecosystem serv-
expanding apart, a process of congestion, mutual interfer- ices. Only by a future investment (reduction in consump-
ence, and self-canceling collision. Defensive expenditures tion) could the larger sustainable flow be reestablished,
reflect this increasingly prevalent phenomenon oi mutu- and even that is often not possible. Even in commercially
ally interfering, self-canceling activities. exploited populations that are above the level of maxi-

The category of defensive expenditures can be large or mum sustainable yield and therefore would yield more
small depending on where the boundaries are drawn. with a smaller stock, the consumption of the stock dimi-
Christian Leipert of the International Institute for Envi- nution is not a sustainable source of income, but rather
ronment and Society in Berlin has suggested five broad capital consumption.
categories of defensive expenditures. Geological and ecological information on depletion

comes in physical units and must be priced or evaluated
e Defensive expenditures induced by the overexploita- in some way before it can be subtracted from NNP. This

tion of environmental resources in the general course of will no doubt involve some arbitrary conventions. Valua-
economic growth, such as the costs of all environmental tion might be based either on the principle of replace-
protection activities and expenditures for environmental ment cost or on willingness to pay, whichever is less, in
damage compensation. order to be "conservative." It is not clear that any greater

* Defensive expenditures induced by spatial coricentra- arbitrariness would be involved than already exists in
tion, centralization of production, and associated urbani- current estimates of depreciation of man-made capital,
zation, such as increased commuting costs, housing, and especially if one counts obsolescence or "moral" depreci-
recreation costs. ation as well as physical.

* Defensive expenditures induced by the increased risks Income, as Hicks emphasized, is not a theoretically
generated by the maturation of the industrial system, such precise concept, but rather a practical guide to prudent
as increased expenditures for protection against crime, behavior. Surely some reasonable allowance, however im-
accident, sabotage, and technical failure. precise, for depletion of natural capital and some correc-

* Defensive expenditures induced by the negative side tion for the double counting of defensive (intermediate)
effects of car transport, such as traffic accidents with expenditures are required if the income concept is to
associated repair and medical expenses. remain a guide to prudent behavior by nations, which is

* Defensive expenditures arising from unhealthy con- its fundamental reason to be. The two adjustments are in
sumption and behavioral patterns and from poor working keeping with the central idea of income and involve no
and living conditions, such as costs generated by drug disruption of the existing SNA. The need for such adjust-
addiction, smoking (both active and passive), and alcohol. ments has already led independent scholars to begin work

on measuring defensive expenditures and the depletion
These categories are neither exhaustive nor mutually ex- ofntrlcpa.Whtemisstogvofcalttu
clusive and are naturally somewhat arbitrary. Category 1 andnforal cogi. .tio to te j e aimed at
might, in our classification, fit better under DNC. But itrepresents a start at subtracting expendkeeping the income concept as a reliable guide to prudent
represents a start at subtracting expenditures thlai do not bhvo nawrdta a hne infcnl ic
reflect any increase in the net product available for con- naion in aounting was firsinitionalize

sumptionwithouteventualimpovershment.national income accounting was first institutionalized.sumption without eventual impoverishment.

Depletion of Natural Capital Reference

This is entirely analogous to the depreciation of man- Hicks, John R. 1946. Value and Capital. 2nd ed. Oxford: Ox-
made capital. In fact, Keynes justified the conzept of user ford University Press.



The Proper Calculation of Income
from Depletable Natural Resources

Salah El Serafy

Recognition is growing that income is not being accu- revenue derived from the sale of natural resources as
rately calculated for economies based on natural re- current income, or rent, that is available for consumption.
sources. Some would even say that, for these economies, If the revenue accrues to the public sector, it can be used
national accounting methods produce misleading calcula- just like revenue from any other source, such as the
tions. They lead to measurements that neither faithfully proceeds from income taxes. Given their short perspec-
describe economic performance ex post, nor can they be tive, the politicians in charge of such economies often do
used as a basis for useful policy proposals. For such not want to be reminded that the revenue derived from
economies, current accounting practices exaggerate in- liquidating their country's natural assets is neither recur-
come, encourage unsustainable levels of consumption, rent nor sustainable. And many a developing country
and obscure the necessity to implement greatly needed rejoices in having its leadership praised for illusory rapid
policy adjustment. The problem is relevant to practically economic growth, apparently high rates of saving and
all countries where nonrenewable resources are being investment, and deceptively stable or near-stable price
exploited and where renewable resources are being run levels brought about by import surpluses.
down without being restored. But it is most acute where Such apparent prosperity is bought at the cost of asset
such resources are being exploited in the public sector, erosion-a sure recipe for future economic decline. Thus
either directly or through foreign interests. natural resources are exported and used up to prop up a

In the more industrialized countries, where exploitation truly unbalanced, but seemingly comfortable, external
typically occurs in the private sector, tax allowances for balance. An overvalued exchange rate inevitably develops,
depletion tend to correct the calculation of the "value and relative prices are upset as a "Dutch Disease" syn-
added" believed to be generated by such activities. Such drome sets in, whereby the prices of nontradable goods
correction of course is effected as depreciation, reducing and services rise in relation to those of tradables.' Con-
the gross product by an element to cover depletion. The sequently, the economy's capacity is reduced to produce
correction is frequently not exact, but it is a step in the and export the products of nonnatural-resource-based ac-
right direction. This process is being helped by the fact tivities that could provide badly needed employment and
that when properties containing marketable natural re- (sustainable) future income. Any comparative advantage
sources, such as subsoil deposits, exchange hands, their the country may have gets sacrificed during a period of
market value tends to reflect their natural-resource con- ephemeral prosperity and illusory growth. This is partic-
tent. By contrast, no such correction is made in most of ularly true where the exhaustion of the resource is immi-
the developing countries, whose economies depend in nent. Needless to say, the citizens of these countries find
varying degrees on the exploitation of their natural re- it only too easy to adjust to a higher level of consumption.
sources, such as mineral extraction or the commercial When the bonanza ends and the natural resource is
logging of forests to make timber and paper. This prob- almost exhausted, standards of living have to fall, and
lem, therefore, is one of paramount importance for the intolerable pressures develop on the external balance.
developing world. Quite often the country finds itself saddled with a high

The practice in these countries follows the United external debt, which it contracted in the prosperous years
Nations System of National Accounts (SNA), which treats when it had overestimated its capacity to borrow and its

10
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creditors had mistakenly assumed that the prosperity into a definition of income as that amount which a person
would continue. The government then finds itseliF in an can consume during a given period and still be as well off
impossible situation in which there are no margins left to at the end of the period as at the beginning.2 More
provide a cushion for urgently needed policy adjustment specifically, we are told in no uncertain terms that:
that should have been initiated years before. The halcyon

. .. if a person's receipts are derived from the exploi-period of plenty will have come to an end, and all the tation of a wasting asset, liable to give out at a future
putative economizing that had been done during those date, we shall say that his receipts are in excess of his
years is seen in retrospect to have been false and futile. income" (Hicks 1946, p. 187).
Defective accounting had led economic behavior and pol-
icy analysis astray. Natural resources are certainly "wasting assets" if they

The fundamental principle that is flouted by applying are nonrenewable (for example, minerals), or, if they are
conventional national income accounting to depletable renewable (for example, forests exploited for timber, fish-
resources is the separation that must be maintained be- eries, or agricultural soil), are not actually renewed
tween income and capital. This principle tells us that if through careful maintenance, thus causing the receipts
you liquidate your assets and use the proceeds for con- from their exploitation to give out in the future. Ignoring
sumption, you are living beyond your means, and in doing this elementary fact makes a mockery of what has been
so you are undermining your ability to create future in- passing as economic analysis and policy prescription for
come. The accounting profession was born, in the late economies based on natural resources (and in particular,
Middle Ages in the city states of the Mediterranean basin, those based on minerals), in which no effort has been
largely to separate from the proceeds accruing to mer- made to compensate for draining the national wealth by
chants that part which they could use to finance their depleting these resources. Maintaining capital intact is
families' current needs. Those merchants had to guard not a marginal issue. It is central to all economic behavior
against consuming their capital, which was the source of and analysis, and it is a poor economist indeed who is
their continued well-being. From its infancy the account- unable to tell capital from income.
ing profession specifically has addressed this task. In pres-
ent-day language the accountants were asked to define Conceptual Background
sustainable levels of consumption, and they could do so
only by attempting to keep capital intact. The confusion of capital and income, which has been

The same principle was taken up by Adam Smith, who the standard approach to income calculation in this area
saw capital as a means "to increase the productive powers and which derives support from the SNA, is becoming
of labor" and as an asset whose maintenance was imper- increasingly untenable. This chapter offers a way to esti-
ative, since it "is always repaid with great profit, and mate the true income content of the proceeds from min-
increases the annual produce by a much greater value eral sales. The treatment of income from renewable re-
than that of the support which such improvements re- sources such as forests, which have to be maintained
quire." The Wealth of Nations (Smith 1776) states that: through replanting, or fisheries, which have to be re-

The gross revenue of all the inhabitants of a great stocked, is more straightforward. Where such replanting
country, comprehends the whole annual produce of or restocking is effected at technologically acceptable
country,ncomprehends the who l annuea produ o rates that would keep capital intact, these activities could

thi lan an laor th nea reeu,wa .ean be charged against the gross returns from the natural
free to them after deducting the expense of maintain-
ing; first, their fixed; and, second, their circulating cap- resource to obtain the net value added generated; this is

ital; or what, without encroaching un .r c , similar to the way capital consumption is treated in na-ital; or what, without encroaching upon their capital, ioaacunsSilesonloblngtoheam
they can place in their stock reserved for immediate conal accounts. Sofl erosion also belongs to the same

consumption, or spn.pntersbsseieovn category of a natural resource whose depletion can be
icnsum, ord amuspmend uoTheir subsiste oo . n offset by restoration, and the cost of restoration should
iences, and amusemn. their r eat tooeisei be charged against the gross product of the soil to obtainproportion, not to their gross, but to their neat revenue.

a true estimate of the net product.
The SNA, in failing to distinguish between unsustainable But quite often, particularly in poorer countries, the
receipts, derived from the sale of natural assets, and resource is not restored to the same level of activity. As a
sustainable income, produced by the factors of produc- result the value added that appears to be generated con-
tion, disregards the fundamental Smithian concept of tains capital elements that should be removed. In this
"neat revenue," which should guide the consumption and case those who estimate national income should impute a
assessment of the wealth of the revenue recipienlt. capital consumption charge based on technically accept-

The distinction between capital and income has re- able criteria against current receipts to obtain the true
mained crucial throughout the development of econom- income from these activities. For soil erosion, some esti-
ics. In the present day, Hicks paraphrased this principle mate may be necessary of the declining power of the soil
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to produce, and this can be based, for example, on de- quence of accelerating the liquidation of subsoil assets is
clining land yields over time. This chapter, however, ad- applauded as good economic performance and is con-
dresses only the problem of estimating income generated fused with the growth that comes from labor, capital
from depletable, nonrenewable resources. formation, technological progress, and efficient organiza-

My thinking on this topic began to be shaped by a tion. The revenue accruing to countries that deplete their
sense of discomfort over what I thought to be an inappro- natural resources in this way is reflected in increased
priate use of economic concepts when the pricing of saving rates and investment coefficients and in improved
petroleum began to attract the attention of economists in parameters, such as incremental capital-output ratios
the early 1970s. To my mind the oil market had long (ICORS), which shed deceptively favorable light on the
been an oligopsonistic market, dominated by powerful economic performance of such economies. Policy advice
multinational conglomerates. Economic analysis had con- based on these calculations becomes dulled at best-and
tributed little to understanding how prices were deter- downright wrong at worst.
mined in that sort of market, beyond the traditional mod- The concept of rent in this situation is profoundly mis-
els of oligopoly theory, which concentrated on how used and totally misapplied. In the perception of the
equilibrium was reached rather than on the level of prices classical economists the rent that qualified as value added
produced by it. Later, when oligopsony in the petroleum derived from the indestructible powers of nature.5 Such
market gave way to an apparent monopoly allegedly insti- revenue is clearly sustainable where the powers of nature
tuted by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- to reproduce it are not impaired, and it can therefore
tries (OPEC), the price increases were too facilely attrib- legitimately be counted as income. The surplus, net of
uted to the powers of the exporters' cartel. extraction costs, emanating from liquidating natural re-

It was curious that many analysts overestimated the sources, however, has little kinship with either rent or
competition prevailing in that market before 1973 and quasi-rent as defined by Marshall (1920).
underestimated it afterward, emphasizing OPEC'S monop- There seems to be no alternative to bringing the capital
oly power. It was even more curious that many analysts in nature of such exploitation into the open and integrating
the 1970s appeared to think that if free competition were this in all economic thinking and measurements, not just
to prevail, competitive equilibrium would indicate a price to gauge welfare adequately, but to save the discipline of
equal to the marginal cost of extraction, which was-and economics from disrepute. Even noneconomists have on
still often is-referred to as production, and that it was occasion rightly perceived that mineral extraction reve-
only because of the alleged cartelization of supply that nues are not wholly current income. A small and under-
the price was able to rise above that cost.3 developed country such as Libya could thus legislate as

This construction was later challenged by those who early as 1963 (when it first began to extract petroleum in
were aware that the price of an irreplaceable natural commercial quantities) that at least 70 percent of petro-
resource, such as petroleum, should perhaps contain a leum proceeds had to be allocated to development. The
user cost or capital element, representing the erosion of perception was strong in that very poor country that this
the resource. Even under free competition, the marginal unique wealth truly belonged to future generations and
cost of extraction could not possibly indicate an equilib- should not be squandered on consumption, as would be
rium price level, since the cost of extraction is tanta- implied by treating its sales as current income. To recall
mount to the cost of asset liquidation and cannot deter- Hicks's standard definition, current income is that part of
mine the value of the very asset being sold. Hotelling had receipts which, if devoted to consumption, would leave
to be resurrected and used with great dexterity by an the earner no worse off at the end of the accounting
important economist like Solow for a more convincing period than at its beginning.
explanation of petroleum price increases before the eco-
nomic profession could be persuaded.4 But it has not Weakness of the Depreciation Approach
been completely persuaded, and doubters still abound.

Parallel to the microeconomic confusion about the pric- Like other economists of the same bent, I thought first
ing of natural resources, other inaccuracies have also of using the "capital consumption" or "depreciation" ap-
been perpetrated and have distorted thinking about mac- proach to treat income from depletable mineral re-
roeconomics in countries where the exploitation of de- sources. As the resource is depleted by the quantity of
pletable natural resources is significant. If the marginal extraction during the year, the amount of depletion, val-
cost of extraction was the only cost, then any surplus ued at current prices, can be deducted from the gross
accruing to the sellers was pure rent and represented proceeds, just as, for example, the depreciation of capital
value added to be included in the gross domestic product equipment used for manufacturing is subtracted from the
(GDP). This certainly is implied by the accounting prac- gross value added by manufacturing activities. The min-
tices currently being used under the SNA. Based on these eral extraction earnings can still be reckoned in GDP,

practices, the expansion of economic activity as a conse- provided that the value of the depletion is deducted from
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it for calculating net income. The problem of the exact zero-a measurement that is not particularly edifying. For
valuation of capital consumption in this case appears to the gross product this approach would not make any
be of secondary importance. Much more impcrtant is to adjustment and would simply eliminate the net product
try to make some adjustment. Various methods are al- altogether. Such a measurement of net income would
ready used to treat inventories and other capital assets belie the observable fact that having subsoil mineral de-
used up in the process of production. Shortcuts, approx- posits to exploit gives their possessors an income edge
imations, and arbitrary estimations are used throughout over those who do not have that advantage.
national income calculations, and no special harm can
come from adding the depreciation of natural. resources Conversion to a Permanent Income Stream
to the list.

On reflection, however, I moved away from this ap- Mineral deposits and other comparable marketable nat-
proach, both for practical as well as conceptual consider- ural resources are assets. Sales of assets do not generate
ations. First the conceptual. It is wrong to describe as value added and should not be included in GoP. They do
current production that which is not current production. vate added and howeve ich in be T to
GDP is an important measurement and is much more in generate liquid funds, however, which can be put to alter-
use than NDP (net domestic product). Even if NDP and its native uses. A country may choose to spend the proceeds
national parallel NNP are correctly measured, the whole (net of extraction costs) on consumption or investment
apparatus of GDP with its structure, input-output relations, or any combination of the two. But this is neither here
and changes over time would remain incorrectly calcu- nor there. From an accounting point of view, however, an
lated if revenues from depletable resources are counted income content of the net receipts can be estimated. This
as value added in GDP. income content should be part of GDP since it represents

It is not by chance that the gross product, rather than value added. The argument for this proceeds as follows.6

the net product, is the preferred quantity for macroeco- If an owner of a wasting asset is to consume no more
nomic analysis. It is often used as a denorninator for than his income, he must relend some part of his receipts
crucial macroeconomic ratios, with the nominator being so that the interest on it will make up for the eventual
money supply, exports, imports, external debt, debt serv- failure of receipts from the wasting asset in the future.
ice, savings, capital formation, and so forth. As Hicks has This proposition, which can be found in Hicks (1946
suggested, the concept of net income is usually eschewed chapter 14), suggested the need to convert the mineral
because it is always arbitrary. It relies on estimates of asset concerned into a perpetual income stream. The
depreciation and inventory use that are a miixed bag of finite series of earnings from the sale of the resource, say
hlistorical costs and estimation based on accounting con- a ten-year series of annual extractions leading to the
ventions, tax laws and allowances, and insurance com- extinction of the resource, has to be converted to anven ration s, taxlaws andallowas jcves, van suratonce bcom- infinite series of true income, such that the capitalized
pany practices, as well as subjective valuation by eco- values of the two series are equal. From the annual earn-
nomic agents who do the reckoning and wvho have a insfosae,nicmepronttcnbepntn
variety of expectations about the future (Hlicks 1981, ings from sales, an income portion that can be spent on
chap. 9). If an income correction is to be made, it should consumption should be identified; the remainder, a capi-
apply therefore to the gross product itself, and it is not tal element, should be set aside year after year and in-
enough to effect the adjustment at the net product level. vested to create a perpetual stream of income that would

Another reason why I discarded the depreciation ap- provide the same level of true income, both during the
proach to rectifying income accounting for depletable life of the resource as well as after the resource has been
resource activities is the fact that countries with market- exhausted. The two constituent portions of current re-
able natural resources are evidently better ofi than those ceipts need to be defined: the income portion and the
without such resources, and they can enjoy a higher and capital portion. Under certain a,ssumptions, which are
sustainable standard of living than the latter by virtue of neither too restricting nor too unrealistic, the ratio of
their resource endowment. Such an advantage should be true income to total receipts is:
reflected in calculating the income of both groups. If we 1
deduct from the gross receipts from mineral sales in any XIR = 1 - ____r_n_

one year an amount equal to the depletion along the lines )
described above, the value of net income from this activity where X is true income, R the total receipts (net of
becomes zero. Where a country derives 100 percent of extraction cost), r the rate of discount, and n the number
its receipts from, say, petroleum extraction--an extreme of periods during which the resource is to be liquidated.
case of a Saudi Arabia-the depreciation approach (ig- R-X would be the user cost or depletion factor that
noring the multiplier effect of ancillary activities related should be set aside as a capital investment and totally
to extraction as well as the contribution of other sectors excluded from GDP. On the expenditure side, this deple-
to value added) would give us a GDP of 100 and a NDP of tion factor would represent a disinvestment that should
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be set against capital formation in new assets, so that Figure 3-1. Income Content of Mineral Sales at Various
total expenditure would still be equal to the true income. Life Expectancies and Discount Rates
If all of the receipts were devoted to consumption and if
new capital formation fell short of the depletion factor,
the accounts should show a negative value for capital 1.0 r = 10 percent
formation, thus reflecting the disinvestment that had oc-
curred in the accounting period.

The ratio XIR depends only on two values: the reserves-
to-extraction ratio, that is, the life expectancy of the re-
source measured in years, and the discount rate. A country 3 percent
that liquidates its mineral reserves over fifty years needs to 0.8/
set aside for reinvestment a smaller portion of its receipts r = 2 percent
than another that liquidates its reserves over twenty years,
and thus it can count a larger portion of its receipts as r4I
income. Similarly, if the receipts set aside can be invested
at a higher interest rate, say 10 percent, a higher portion II
would be reckoned to income than if the interest was 5
percent. According to this formula, with a discount rate of ' 1
5 percent, a country that liquidates its natural resource r = 1 percent
over ten years can consider as income only 42 percent of E
its annual receipts, while another with a fifty-year horizon
can reckon as much as 92 percent of its annual receipts to 0.4
current income. At a 10 percent discount rate the former's I

current income would be 65 percent of the receipts and 1l

the latter's 99 percent, which would require almost no /
correction to GDP estimates as currently made.

Figure 3-1 shows the ratio XIR (the portion of total
receipts that is true income) as a function of the life 0.2

expectancy of the resource, N, measured in years, at ten
alternative discount rates, decreasing from 10 to 1 per-
cent. The same relation is given in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.
Table 3-1 shows the income content of mineral sales at
eleven alternative discount rates from 0 to 10, for re- 0...,.l.,.l.,.l.,.Il.,.l...,i.l.,.l.,.l
source life expectancies of 1 to 100 years. This is shown 0 40 80 120 160 200

as percentage shares of the receipts that are currently Ratio of reserves to extraction (A
being treated under the SNA as if they were wholly in- (Life expectancy of resource in years)
come. Table 3-2 is the complement of Table 3-1 and Note: r = alternative discount rates.

presents the user cost content of the annual sales, ex-
pressed also as a percentage of total receipts, for the
same discount rates and life expectancies. This percent- the utility of the resource to future generations. Current
age represents the capital element that, I believe, should practices for calculating GDP according to the injunctions
be excluded from GDP as a depletion factor. of the SNA are thus seen to be built on one of two

The calculations show that the present practice of untenable premises or a combination of both: that the
counting mineral sales proceeds as current income im- natural resource being liquidated would last forever and
plies that the fraction that the welfare of future generations does not matter.

1
(1 + r)n+l Clarification of the User Cost Approach

equals zero in the previous formula. For only then would In defense of this approach, the following points should
XIR = 1. This would be obtained, irrespective of the be clarified and emphasized.
discount rate, by having n = oo; or alternatively, where n
is finite, by having a very high value of the discount rate * A discount rate must be chosen. This decision has
so that r tends to infinity. Such a high rate of discount to be arbitrary, but the arbitrariness of the discount rate
implies a very strong time preference of the resource is not in principle any different from the arbitrary esti-
owners and is tantamount to setting a very low value on mation methods used extensively under the SNA. A rate
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Table 3-1. Income Content of Mineral Sales (XIR)
(percent)

Life expectancy of the - Discount rate (r)
resource (A) (years) 0 i' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 2 4 6 8 9 11 13 14 16 17
2 0 3 6 8 11 14 16 18 21 23 25
3 0 4 8 11 15 18 21 24 27 29 32
4 0 5 9 14 18 22 25 29 32 35 38
5 0 6 11 16 21 25 30 33 37 40 44

6 0 7 13 19 24 27 33 38 42 45 49
7 0 8 15 21 27 32 37 42 46 50 53
8 0 9 16 23 30 36 41 46 50 54 58
9 0 10 18 26 32 39 44 49 54 58 61

10 0 10 20 28 35 42 47 52 57 61 65

15 0 15 27 38 47 54 58 66 71 75 78
20 0 19 34 46 56 64 71 76 80 84 86
25 0 22 40 54 64 72 78 83 86 89 92
30 0 27 46 60 70 78 84 88 91 93 95
35 0 30 51 66 75 83 88 91 94 96 97
40 0 34 56 70 80 86 91 94 96 97 98
50 0 40 64 78 86 92 95 97 98 99 99
60 0 46 70 84 91 95 97 99 99 99 100
80 0 55 80 91 96 98 99 100 100 100 100

100 0 63 86 95 98 99 100 100 100 100 100
Note: Figures are rounded to the nearest digit.

Table 3.2. Capital Content (or "User C'ost") of Mineral Sales (1 - X/R)
(percent)

Life expectancy of the _ Discount rate (r)
resource (IV (years) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 84 83
2 100 97 94 92 89 86 84 82 79 77 75
3 100 96 92 89 85 82 79 76 73 71 68
4 100 95 91 86 82 78 75 71 68 65 62
5 100 94 89 84 79 75 70 67 63 60 56

6 100 93 87 81 76 71 67 62 58 55 51
7 100 92 85 79 73 68 63 58 54 50 47
8 100 91 84 77 70 64 59 54 50 46 42
9 100 90 82 74 68 61 56 51 46 42 39

10 100 90 80 72 65 58 53 48 43 39 35
15 100 85 73 62 53 46 42 34 29 25 22
20 100 81 66 54 44 36 29 24 20 16 14
25 100 78 60 46 36 28 22 17 14 11 8
30 100 '73 54 40 30 22 16 12 9 7 5
35 100 '70 49 34 25 17 12 9 6 4 3
40 100 66 43 30 20 14 9 6 4 3 2
50 100 630 36 28 14 8 5 3 2 1 1
60 100 54 30 16 9 5 3 2 1 1 0
80 100 45 20 9 4 2 1 0 0 0 0

100 100 :37 14 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
Note: Figures are rounded to the nearest digit.
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of 5 percent or thereabouts can be chosen as approximat- very well keep the reserves-to-extraction ratio unchanged
ing what the classical economists used to call a natural by raising his annual extraction when he realizes that the
rate of time preference. This could be changed periodi- reserves are larger than he had thought. This will also
cally, say every five years, guided by changes in the long- translate into higher income.
term market rates. * It is not necessary to estimate the absolute value of

* Under the proposed formula, the setting aside of part the total mineral reserves or to resort to what is known
of the proceeds for reinvestment is only a metaphor. The as "wealth accounting." Neither is it necessary to predict
owner may dispose of his receipts any way he chooses. future prices. The owner of the resource does all the
But he should be made aware of the fact that his true predictions necessary, and these are reflected in his an-
income is only a fraction of his total receipts. Proper nual extraction, which the accountant has to relate to the
accounting should convey this fundamental message. size of the total reserves in order to estimate income. By

* Equally metaphorical is the process of calculating implication, it is assumed that the unit value of the total
the yie!ds from investing the set-aside part of the proceeds resource is the same as the current price. Such valuation,
at the chosen interest rate. As stated previously, the rate appearing in both the numerator and denominator of the
should approximate an available market parameter that formula given earlier, cancels out, and what remains is
would indicate prudent behavior for the asset liquidator the ratio between two physical quantities: the size of the
and would guide his decisions about extraction. Thus he reserves and the annual extraction, that is, the number of
may decide to delay extraction if the market interest rate, years remaining before the resource is exhausted. Specu-
available for financial investment, appears lower than the lation about the ftuture course of prices, however, does
rate at which his resource would appreciate if left in the occur, and this, as mentioned above, affects the rate at
ground. But he need not in practice sink his finds in which the resource is liquidated, but this is not the ac-
physical or financial assets at that interest rate. However, countant's problem.
he would be wise to seek such a rate as a minimum yield * The problems of the terms of trade or of changed
on his new investments. The so-called Hotelling Rule technology that might lead to drastic changes in the valu-
states that if he left his natural resource alone, it would ation of the resource are not addressed here. Such changes
appreciate at the market discount rate because of its have to be acknowledged by the income accountants when
growing scarcity. they occur. The focus of this approach is on the volume

* Likewise, the extraction schedule, assumed to be at of extraction in the accounting period as it relates to the
a constant rate over some time horizon, is also a para- total volume of the reserves. In the manner of national
digm and is used only for making the calculations. The accounting, the market valuation of the product is taken
owner has a given resource. He may extract it for two as given and is used merely to weight the volume in order
years or twenty. Every period he may decide to alter his to assess the activity's contribution to GDP.

plans, depending on current prices and the expectations * The proposed method could be applied immediately
thereof, by increasing or decreasing the annual extraction to mineral deposits that are more or less ascertainable,
rate. He is at liberty to do so. All the formula needs is such as petroleum, for which the industry estimates proven
the ratio between the total reserves and the amount ex- reserves and publishes these estimates regularly.7 But even
tracted in the current period. Suppose an owner, who had for petroleum, and certainly for metals, owners tend to
been planning to liquidate his reserves over a ten-year mine richer and more accessible deposits first, which
period, decides to accelerate extraction because of an means that later extractions involve progressively higher
expected decline in future prices (reckoning that, since extraction costs. Rising extraction costs can undermine
his market share is small, he can do this with impunity, the sustainability of the activity as much as the physical
that is, without depressing prices) and now decides on a exhaustion of the resource. When market prices fall be-
five-year horizon. All that is necessary is to use the new low extraction costs, many previous sellers, still sitting on
ratio of reserves to extraction, and this can be decided large deposits, find profitable operation impossible. Esti-
period by period and changed every year if need be. mation of the volume of reserves therefore should be

* The same applies to the discovery of new deposits- adjusted downward by a factor that would reflect the
or a downward adjustment in reserves-usually a tough rising future cost of extraction. Shortcuts for such adjust-
nut to crack. The new discovery does not have to be ment need to be devised case by case.
counted as income, as some have suggested. All that is * It is important to remember that the issue here is
necessary, if this approach is followed, is to alter the national income accounting. Even if the identified global
reserves-to-extraction ratio (A) in the calculations, ihat is, reserves of a mineral get adjusted upward, the fact re-
if it is decided to keep the extraction schedule as before. mains that the reserves of individual countries inevitably
In this case, the discovery will reflect itself in higher are depleted as they are exploited. National income ac-
income than before, as shown by moving from left to counting should reflect this individual national aspect of
right on the x-axis in Figure 3-1. However, the owner may the activity.
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Conclusion infinite series X. The capitalized value of the finite series
R, accruing in equal amounts over a period of n years,

Although the user cost approach appears radical in that would add up to:
it seeks to alter the calculation of GDP under the SNA for r 1 1
certain activities, it is economical and practicable. It is an n | - + n+ld
effective way of impressing on developing countries that ER* (= 
depend on the exploitation of subsoil deposits that natu- o1 1
ral resources are being exhausted as they are exploited. I + r
The method proposed is in harmony with standard eco- The infinite series X would add up to:
nomic concepts. The national income accounting prac-
tices set out under the SNA distort these concepts when X
applied to depletable resources. They falsely call rent that X* 1
which is not rent, and include in value added that which 0 1 - + r
is not value added. A second-best alternative would be to
use the depreciation approach, deducting a depletion fac- Setting E R* = E X* and multiplying by the denomina-
tor from an inflated GDP to reach a corrected NDP. The o o

user cost proposed in this chapter would be the correct tor in both quantities,
measurement of this depletion factor, not the "full-value" r
depreciation, which, as argued above, would wipe out all X = R 1 - I
the activity from the net product. I (1 +r) 1

The correction ought to be made in the flow accounts X/R = 1 -
of the SNA at the GDP level. It is not enough to record (1 + r)n+1

depletion in balance sheets, reconciliation, or satellite 1- X/R = 1
accounts. This approach would make it unnecessary to (1 + r)n+l
attempt to show in such accounts absolute values of total
reserves and their annual changes-values that would be In thi ifmionit is asm at teripts I
as arbitrary as they would be unedifying. Its adoption alternatively, they accrue at the end, the fraction XIR
would lead to the proper understanding and measure- 1
ment of the special economic activity of depletable natu- would be 1 - . It is also assumed that the rela-
ral resource exploitation, and consequently to better pol- (1 + r)
icy analysis. tive prices of the resource and the goods and services on

which the stream of income will be spent do not change.

Appendix. Splitting Receipts into Income If there is reason to believe, for instance, that such goods
and Capital and services will appreciate over time relative to the re-

source, the capital element to be set aside has to be larger

In this chapter, receipts from the sales of a depletable (and the income content smaller) to make it possible to
natural resource are net of extraction cost. The extraction maintain a constant income stream in real terms. The
cost contains elements that do not directly generate value converse is true if there is reason to believe that the
added, such as materials used up in the process of extrac- resource would appreciate relative to the goods and serv-
tion, but would normally also contain payrnents to factors ices that would make up future income. But these are
of production, which should be included in GDP in the refinements that could be incorporated in the method
usual way. suggested and would not affect much the results obtained.

A time series of expected net receipts iR from the sale The method proposed, with the implicit assumption of
of a resource that, as a result of exploitation, will come constant relative prices, seems adequate if the direction
to an end in a future year n contains a lrue income in which relative prices will change is uncertain.
element X, where X < R, such that if R -- X (the capital Notes
content) is invested year after year at interest rate r, the
accumulated investment would continue to yield the same
levelato incomes t d 1. The term "Dutch Disease" originated in the 1960s to refer

leveltof is necoessar X. idntfyXR,thtis te rpotin to the adverse effects on Dutch manufacturing of natural gas
t is necessary to identify XIR, that is, the. proportion discoveries. Generally speaking, increased revenues from a nat-

of net receipts that can truly be called income, and its ural resource encourages spending on nontraded goods and
complement 1 - XIR, the capital element, also as a draws resources out of the traded, nonnatural resource sector,
proportion of net receipts. The capitalized value at inter- thus stifling diversification and retarding development of non-
est rate r of the finite series of receipts R should equal natural resource exports. See, for example, Corden (1984).
the capitalized value at the same interest rate of the 2. See Hicks (1946), p. 172. See also Keynes (1936), chapter
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6, on "The Definition of Income, Saving and Investment," and but this should not inhibit approximations that can be later
that chapter's "Appendix on User Cost." revised. In the words of the late Sir Dennis Robertson, "it is

3. OPEC admittedly met regularly to agree on the prices at better to be approximately right than precisely wrong!"
which its members would sell oil. But such prices cleared the
market without any quotas imposed to regulate supply. Not until References
1982, however, did OPEC behave like a cartel, with individual
quotas indicated for its members, but like all cartels this attempt Corden, W. M. 1984. "Booming Sector and Dutch Disease
to maintain prices in a declining market palpably failed. Economics: Survey and Consolidation." Oxford Economic

4. See Solow (1974), in which he recalled Hotelling's path- Papers 36:359-80.
breaking article, "The Economics of Exhaustible Resources," El Serafy, Salah. 1979. "The Oil Price Revolution of 1973-74."
Journal of Political Economy 39 (April 1931):137-75. Journal of Energy and Development 4(2, Spring):273-90.

5. "[T]he original and indestructible powers of the soil" as 1
formulated by Ricardo (1821). . 1981. "Absorptive Capacity, the Demand for Revenue,

6. 1 had been thinking along these lines for some time and and the Supply of Petroleum." Journal of Energy and Devel-
first expressed my views on this topic in a paper delivered in opment 7(1, Autumn):73-88.
March 1979 to the staff of the OAPEC in Kuwait (El Serafy Hicks, J. R. 1946. Value and Capital. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford
1979). I elaborated these views and proposed a method for University Press.
estimating income from depletable natural resources in a later . 1981. Wealth and Welfare: Collected Essays on Eco-
paper on absorptive capacity, presented in 1980 to an energy nomic Theory. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press.
conference organized by the University of Colorado. The con- Keynes, John Maynard. 1936. The General Theory of Employ-
cern at the time was that the so-called "capital surplus" econo- ment, Interest, and Money. London: Macmillan.
mies, which exported petroleum, had too low an absorptive Marshall, Alfred. 1920. Principles of Economics. 8th ed. Lon-
capacity. It was felt that if that could be increased, it would, don: Macmillan.
through increased imports, restore equilibrium to the petroleum don Macil.
buyers' balances of payments. I attacked this approach because Ricardo, David. 1821. On the Principles of Political Economy
it reflected the short-term interests of petroleum consumers and and Taxation. 3rd ed. London: John Murray.
not that of the owners of this scarce resource and of humanity Smith, Adam. 1937. An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of
at large. See El Serafy (1981). An appendix to that paper the Wealth ofNations, 1776. Cannan Edition. New York: The
entitled, "How Much of Petroleum Receipts Can Be Reckoned Modern Library.
to Income?" proposed the formula shown in the appendix to Solow, Robert M. 1974. "The Economics of Resources or the
this chapter. Resources of Economics." American Economic Review 64(2,

7. Occasionally estimating reserves would raise controversy, May):1-14.
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Introducing Natural Capital into the SNA

Anne Harrison

During the past ten to fifteen years public reaction to the "desirables" that the SNA omits and excludes the
environmental issues has broadened from a concern for "undesirables" that the SNA includes.
preserving endangered wildlife and aesthetically pleasing Such alternative statistical systems could form satellite
landscapes to the realization that the whole process of accounts to be used in conjunction with the revised SNA.

economic development depends on the utilization of nat- To the extent that such systems are greater elaborations
ural resources. In extreme cases, such as in Sub-Saharan of specific detail and rearrangements of existing items
Africa, the physical and economic survival of millions of and inclusion of others, no conflict should arise. How-
people depends critically on the management of both the ever, given the claim of the SNA to provide a comprehen-
quantity and quality of land and water resources. sive framework under which all such satellite accounts

When environmental economists wish tc demonstrate can be developed, it is important to establish an appro-
their concern in quantitative terms and to illustrate the priate interface with environmental matters in the process
effect of alternative scenarios, they find the present Sys- of reviewing the SNA.

tem of National Accounts (sNA) (United Nal:ions 1968) to From an environmental perspective, neither exhausti-
be inadequate for a number of reasons. The problems are ble resources such as mineral deposits nor permanent
both of omission and commission. On the one hand, resources such as land and water should be treated as
many activities undertaken by women in developing coun- free gifts of nature. Although land and water seem at first
tries, such as finding and carrying water amd fuelwood, to be free, these resources are not automatically self-
are excluded from the present measures of gross domestic renewing, and although humanity may have power to
product (GDP). On the other hand, majc,r projects to renew them, it has a much greater power to destroy them.
rehabilitate polluted rivers or otherwise restore degraded Economic activity necessarily interacts with nature, and
environmental resources are included in GDP, and in- allowance must be made for the existence of environmen-
creases in this type of activity lead to increases in GDP. tal programs, which husband and maintain these penna-

Steps to redress some of these shortcomings are in nent resources, and for the lack of such programs, which
hand. Various specialized statistical systems have been, leads to the destruction of natural resources.
or are being, developed to address questions in specific The presence or absence of such programs is therefore
areas, and the environment is no exception. Physical re- an economic decision that directly affects the potential
source accounts are being developed to show, in volume economic activity in subsequent periods, just as a deci-
terms, inputs and outputs of physical processes, including sion on the rate of depletion of nonrenewable resources
natural resources as well as manufactured 'products. The does. In both cases, therefore, there is a strict parallel
"Framework for the Development of Environmental Sta- with the decision to create and maintain man-made capi-
tistics" (United Nations 1984), for example, attempts to tal, and environmentalists argue that the SNA should rec-
show the interaction among environmental, economic, and ord these resources as alternative forms of capital. The
social statistics. Various proposals have beern, and are question, therefore, is how much present practices under
being, examined to develop an aggregate that includes the SNA would change if these resources were treated as

19
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natural capital. The main purpose of this chapter is to absorb the operating loss, and on the balance sheet the
answer this question. value of the reserves would be given as zero.

More complicated alternative valuations for mineral ex-
traction have been proposed. For example, El Serafy

Exploitable Resources (Chapter 3) suggests determining an income stream with
the use of a discounted cash flow analysis of expected

Much of the past discussion by resource economists has earnings from the deposit over its expected lifetime.
concerned the treatment of nonrenewable resources, such
as mineral deposits. In fact, similar arguments also apply Permanent Resources
to natural forests used for timber and to natural fish
stocks. Since both of these are renewable, even if not Another type of expenditure of concern to environmen-
actually renewed on a realistic time scale, it is convenient talists is related to the preservation of land, water, and.
to consider all three cases as exploitable resources. clear air. This is generally described as defensive expen-

In the production accounts of the present SNA, when diture, although further categorization is instructive, and
an exploitable resource such as oil is extracted and sold, income as well as expenditure needs to be considered. In
only the direct costs associated with its extraction, includ- contrast to the exploitable resources discussed above,
ing labor, are deducted from its market value, and the these resources will be referred to as permanent re-
whole of the difference is treated as gross operating sur- sources.
plus. Net operating surplus differs from this only to the Before considering how to deal with issues related to
extent that fixed man-made capital is consumed. Al- permanent resources, it is helpful to review the SNA guide-
though the process of oil extraction is treated as produc- lines on the treatment of man-made capital. Two types of
tion, neither the value of newly discovered reserves nor expenditures associated with capital occur on a yearly
changes in the value of reserves because of changes in basis. The first is the consumption of fixed capital (depre-
world prices is treated as production. ciation), which is an allowance to permit the replacement

This results in the rather anomalous presentation of of the capital asset at the end of its useful life. Over the
infdrmation about stocks. The value of the unexploited economy as a whole the value of the consumption of fixed
oil at the start of the year appears in a balance sheet for capital in a year is the value of all man-made assets that
the industry and the nation, as do the start-of-year values were used up in that year and that have to be replaced if
of man-made capital assets, but, since all changes to the the level of man-made capital stock at the start of the
value of exploitable resources between the start and end year is to be kept intact. The second is the current expen-
of the year are explained in the reconciliation account, diture necessary to repair and maintain the capital stock.
this occurrence in the balance sheet is like a memoran- The SNA distinguishes between current and capital re-
dum item. If exploitable resources were treated as natural pairs: "expenditures on current repair and maintenance
capital, part of what is now treated as gross operating make good breakages in fixed assets and keep them in
surplus in the production account would appear as con- proper working order, while outlays on capital repair and
sumption of natural capital, and net operating surplus alteration lengthen the expected normal lifetime of use ol
would be decreased by this amount. A matching entry fixed assets or increase the productivity of these good
would appear in the balance sheet of natural capital as- significantly" (para. 6.123).
sets. This distinction may be blurred in practice, however.

The question arises of what value is appropriate to Although current maintenance may not directly extend
attach to the exploitable resource before its exploitation. the life of an asset, the lack of maintenance may shorten
Daly (Chapter 2) and others suggest that, in addition to it, and, in practice, estimates of the lifetime of assets
the direct cost of extraction, an entrepreneurial return assume regular maintenance. There is thus a relation
(calculated perhaps as a standard markup on the direct between the levels of current maintenance and capital
costs) should also be deducted from the value of the oil consumption. Indeed, for a specific group of assets, in-
at the wellhead and that the residual would represent the cluding roads and dams, the SNA states: "it may be con-
subsoil value. This straightforward approach has the ap- sidered that expenditures on repairs and maintenance are
peal of simplicity and economic sense. Variations in world sufficient to maintain the asset in its original condition"
prices would lead to matching variations in subsoil values (para. 7.20); this is considered as justification for making
and would determine when a deposit was commercially no provision for consumption of these fixed assets. This
viable and when not; the latter being when the subsoil provision has already been questioned in the SNA revision
value fell to zero or below. In certain circumstances ex- process, and it is likely to be changed in the new SNA

ploitation might continue even if this value were negative, manual.'
for example, because the direct costs could not be averted. In several poorer developing countries, for example, the
In such a case, the entrepreneurial return would have to retrenchment of government expenditure has led to the
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neglect of road maintenance. Eventually new capital pro- does not make the case either for suppressing GDP as a
jects have been necessary to replace roads, and these measure of all economic activity regardless of desirability
involve capital expenditure that would not have occurred or for changing the accounting basis for discriminating
if there had been adequate current maintenance. Thus it between intermediate and final expenditure.
is suggested that if maintenance is not adequate to keep Even the alternative presented here-that when preven-
roads in their original condition, then the capital con- tive expenditure is undertaken by industry or by govern-
sumption of these assets should be estimated. Although ment on a charge-back basis, it is intermediate expendi-
not yet discussed in detail, the appropriate value of the ture-is oversimplified and misleading. The preventive
capital consumption would seem to be that of the "miss- expenditure consists of the purchase of labor and of goods
ing" maintenance. and services, which in turn have labor input. Therefore

How do these practicalities carry over to the proposal initiating a preventive expenditure program does increase
to treat natural resources as capital assets? Expenditures the value added, and thus GDP, even if it is first recorded
associated with permanent resources can be of two re- in the accounts as intermediate expenditure. Indeed, the
lated, but rather different, types. The first are expendi- fact that increasing pollution prevention would increase
tures intended to prevent the degradation of natural re- employment opportunities is often cited by environmen-
sources, and the second are to redress degradation that talists as an argument for initiating such programs. Under
has already occurred. Preventive expenditure clearly par- the present SNA, all alternatives lead to the conclusion
allels current maintenance and, in particular, the current that initiating a pollution prevention campaign, however
maintenance of roads. If all industries ensure that land, funded, increases GDP.

air, and water are not degraded, these natural resources It is suggested here, however, that no such apparent
remain in their original condition, and Ihe preventive increase in GDP should be shown. The consequence of
expenditure is clearly current. treating natural resources as capital assets is that degra-

Basically, such preventive expenditures may be made in dation of those natural assets is treated as capital con-
one of three ways: by industry itself (either voluntarily or sumption and should be included in GDP. This treatment
in response to government legislation), by government would exactly parallel the present situation of the treat-
and funded by taxes levied on industry according to its ment of roads described above. The new SNA proposal is
pollution potential, or by government and funded by gen- that GDP should include either the cost of maintaining
eral revenue. In the first case, expenditures by industry roads in their original condition or the consumption of
to prevent pollution would be classified as intermediate man-made capital of the same amount. This recognizes
expenditures. In the second case, since the payment to that the present practice, in which there is no mainte-
government is related to the service provided, this activity nance, leads to GDP being understated by the amount of
of government should be treated as a public enterprise. this missing capital consumption. For the environment,
Payments to government should not be treated as taxes, therefore, it is proposed that if preventive expenditure is
but as fees for services, and thus should also be classified incurred and no pollution results, GDP is correctly meas-
as intermediate inputs. (Government provision of waste ured. But if such programs are needed because pollution
disposal services to industry is already trealted as a public is increasing, but they are not being initiated, then GDP is

enterprise in some countries.) In the third case, when underestimated by the cost of the programs. A simple
government funds pollution control out of general reve- numerical example of the alternatives is given in Table
nue, this appears as a final expenditure. 4-1. This illustrates the case in which a country at present

Some resource economists argue that all such preven- has a GDP of 100 with consumption of man-made capital
tive expenditure should be excluded from GDP and there- of 10. The effect of environmental degradation is 5, which
fore wish to categorize even government-funded programs
as intermediate expenditure, but this proposal is inconsis-
tent with accounting definitions. The distinction between Table 4-1. Effect on GDP of Introducing
intermediate and final expenditure is determined by an Environmental Protection Program
whether the product is resold to another ec:onomic agent, aPreent SNA Proposed revision

not by the nature of the product. For welfare or other Without With Without With
analyses, specific activities may be excluded because of program program program program
their nature. In addition to environmental protection GDP 100 105 105 105
costs, such candidates as defense expenditures and crime Consumption of
and drug "industries" have been put forward for exclu- man-made capital 10 10 10 10
sion. The derivation of an alternative measure of a re- Consumption of
stricted set of activities by deducting from (and possibly natural capital - - 5 0
adding to) those included in GDP using normative criteria NDP 90 95 90 95
is a legitimate and arguably desirable development. But it - Not applicable.
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is exactly redressed by introducing an environmental pro- level based on different lifetime assumptions for different
tection program. types of assets in different industries. For the consump-

This highly simplified example highlights the conse- tion of natural capital such an approach is neither possi-
quences of the proposed treatment and of preserving the ble nor appropriate. Industry is not the only degrader of
existing position on natural capital. Net product measures the environment, and it may be impossible to attribute
are the same in both systems, which shows that the intro- the degradation to individual industries.
duction of an environmental protection program leads to Consider, for example, the case of three factories, all
an increase in NDP. Under the present SNA there is an discharging effluent into the same river. It is possible that
increase of equal size in GDP, whereas under the proposal the river could absorb the effluent from any one but not
described here there is none. But this is achieved by all three or that the combination of different effluents
increasing the present valuation of GDP without the pro- caused the problem. In such cases attribution of the cause
gram to allow for the consumption of natural capital. of the pollution among the three factories would be diffi-

At first it may seem counterintuitive that the degrada- cult and not especially instructive. Degradation may also
tion of permanent resources leads to an increase in GDP. be caused by final consumers, for example, by the car
This reflects the common lack of awareness that the exhaust of households or government. It may also occur
"gross" in GDP means "before allowance has been made not as a result of activity within the country, but as an
for consumption of capital." Common usage overlooks involuntary import from a neighboring one. For all these
this part of the definition or assumes that the allowance reasons, therefore, it seems appropriate that a single ad-
for depreciation is fairly constant over time, so gross and justment in money terms to the SNA definition of gross
net product measures move in line with one another, and product measures would be adequate. This might be seen
gross can be used as a proxy for net without undue as analogous to the adjustment for imputed banking serv-
distortion. This assumption has proved misleading for ices, which is made in total only and not attributed to
many poorer countries where new capital is not acquired individual industries.
as fast as the old is exhausted. In environmental terms For the national accounts for a year, it is the changes
the assumption is equivalent to assuming that the environ- during that year in the environmental endowments that
ment is not degraded, and it is the obvious refutation of need to be captured, not the deviation from an absolute
this that is the origin of the present concern. An objective state of perfection, and these annual changes can be
of the present review of the SNA must be to ensure not measured, for example, by air and water quality indexes.
only that GDP and NDP are properly measured, but also The cost of making improvements could then be esti-
that the concepts are clearly explained to facilitate better- mated. Although the measurement and valuation of the
informed and more appropriate commentary and analysis. consumption of natural capital may have to be approxi-

An important use of GDP is for comparisons over time mated and simplified, these inexactitudes may be no less
or between countries. Although there may be reluctance tolerable than those already encountered in such areas as
to increase past estimates of GDP to allow for the con- the ownership of dwellings, the valuation of subsistence
sumption of natural capital, the alternative is also disturb- output, and the derivation of holding gains and losses on
ing. Without this revision, countries introducing environ- intangible assets.
mental protection programs will show increases in both
GDP and NDP. The worse the environmental degradation Environmental Enhancement Programs
that is being reversed, the greater this increase will be.
Under the proposal above, only NDP will increase, and the In this discussion it has been assumed that there is a
gap between gross and net product will narrow, in accor- prima facie case for including adjustments for the con-
dance with both the economic and accounting interpre- sumption of natural capital in all countries, although for
tation of gross and net. The entries for this capital con- some countries where no environmental degradation oc-
sumption as well as for man-made capital would also be curs the appropriate adjustment may be zero. Another
included in the balance sheet and would show the cumu- factor to consider, although it may apply irregularly and
lative effect on the resources available to the nation of to only a few countries, is how to treat major programs
continued environmental degradation or of its restitution. to reverse the degradation that has already occurred.

Such programs are most likely to be funded by govern-
Valuation of the Consumption of Natural Capital ment, but there is no reason in principle why they should

not be funded by industry or by private nonprofit institu-
Assuming that the theoretical proposal above is ac- tions. Whoever undertakes the expenditure, it clearly

cepted, there remains the question of how consumption would enhance the natural resources and would increase
of natural capital should be measured. Consumption of the availability of such assets in the future. This under-
man-made capital, although not without its own difficul- lines the case for treating the assets as capital and the
ties of measurement, can be calculated at a disaggregated expenditure as capital expenditure.
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Treating environmental enhancement programs as cap- ernment programs, even if treated as current expenditure,
ital expenditure is a logical consequence of introducing will at present lead to increases in GDP but will not be
the consumption of natural capital as an adjustment be- separately identifiable. The proposal being made here is
tween gross and net product measures, since they are in that major environmental rehabilitation programs should
effect negative capital consumption. It was argued above be classified as capital expenditure and identified as en-
that the measurement of natural capital consumption hancement of natural resources, regardless of who funds
should be based on annual changes in quality indexes of them. In supplementary analyses a more limited class of
environmental endowments. If such an index shows an capital expenditure, including only "productive" capital,
improvement over the year, the value of natural capital however defined, may be used, paralleling the derivation
consumption for that resource is zero, but the value of of the more restricted measures of "desirable" activities
the improvement, which is by our definition the value of described in the discussion of preventive expenditure.
the enhancement program, should enter the azcounts as
the same broad type of expenditure, that is, as capital Unplanned Occurrences
rather than current. Some misattribution of capital ex-
penditure may go undetected if the program does not The sections above dealt with current and capital ex-
make a positive improvement but only mitigal:es the de- penditures in relation to the environment and in the
gree of degradation in the environment. If the data sources context of planned activities. The environment and sub-
were rich enough, adjustments for these situations could sequent economic activity, however, are also greatly af-
be made, and separate adjustments could be made for fected by a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, or a
different types of natural resources. Since the proposal is man-made disaster, such as a major chemical spillage.
to adjust for the consumption of, and enhancements to, The proposals described above could encompass the ef-
natural resources at the national level, however, aggrega- fect of such unplanned occurrences. A disaster would
tion of the effects across projects and resource types will cause consumption of natural capital to increase and net
still ensure consistency in the flow accounts and balance product measures to fall. This would be offset in part by
sheets at the national level. any significant expenditure to restore the situation, which

It may be argued that natural resources are not in would count as enhancement of natural capital from what
themselves economically productive assets and therefore it was after the disaster. The same is true of the effect on
that expenditure to enhance them should not be treated natural resources in one country of degradation (planned
as capital. However, not all items included in gross do- or unplanned) originating in another country.
mestic fixed capital formation (GDFCF) in the present SNA

are economically productive. Schools and universities Sustainability and the SNA

produce better educated people, but they will be more
productive only if employment opportunities exist that Apart from the intrinsic information to be contained in
utilize the extra education gained. It is not unknown for environmental accounts, there are two further benefits
such institutions simply to increase the number of edu- that this initiative has brought to national accounting.
cated unemployed, although the GDFCF is not decreased The first has been to focus attention on the difference
to reflect this. Nor should it be. Schools and universities between net and gross product measures, since even when
are means of improving the human capital stock. The the distinction relates only to man-made capital, there are
deployment of that capital is a separate issue. Some man- numerous occasions when national income on a net basis
made capital assets are purely defensive, such as the would be a more appropriate indicator than the ubiqui-
Thames barrage, a mechanical barrier across the River tous GDP. The other benefit is more diffuse but arguably
Thames to hold back water during high tide and adverse more important in the longer term. The present SNA has
winds to prevent London from being flooded. Somne serve depersonalized economics by concentrating on produc-
obviously noneconomic functions, such as a new cathe- tion processes and associated technologies. Environmen-
dral or a spy satellite. The range of assets to be included talists have brought attention back to the question of how
in GDFCF in the new SNA is due to be reviewed, and a people live and the quality of life, which is associated with
distinction in classification between productive and non- an understanding that respect for life is intimately and
productive assets might be very desirable. But even on inevitably bound up with respect for the environment. In
present grounds a case can be made to treat major envi- statistical terms this gives a new opportunity to bridge
ronmental enhancement programs as capital formation. the present separation between economic and social sta-

These sorts of programs are not mentioned in the pres- tistics by articulating the interaction between environ-
ent SNA. It is difficult to be categorical about present mental development and human development through the
practice, but it seems that the implicit recornmendation economic production process. It is this integration of
in the SNA to treat such expenditure as current is gener- natural, man-made, and human resources that provides
ally followed. In line with the discussion above, such gov- the framework for defining sustainable development.
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Environmental economists are still working to agree on ural capital. Such measures could also be applied in areas
a definition of sustainable income. But central to it is the of human capital by measuring, for example, the ratio of
point, recognized by Hicks, that if assets are consumed the number of trained doctors in the country at the end
without being replaced, one is worse off at the end of the of a period to the number at the start. Further variations
period than at the start, and that consumption in the on the basic ratio are also possible. For long-term plan-
period covers not just income but also an element of ning, periods longer than a year might be used; in other
wealth. cases assets per head of population might be the basis of

The present SNA contains three measures of GDP-from the ratio.
the income, output, and expenditure sides-all of which Not only would the adoption of a set of sustainability
are identical in value. It may be possible to detennine factors that can be calculated easily and without ambigu-
measures of sustainable income and sustainable output ity form a bridge between the main SNA and the satellite
that are equal in the aggregate but not in their disaggre- environmental accounts, they would highlight directly the
gated parts. For example, if income from a mining activity difference in value and interpretation of measures of gross
is used to fund alternative productive activity when the and net product. Provision of, and reference to, a set of
mineral resources are exhausted, the output from mining such factors can only help to spread the understanding
is not sustainable even if total output and total income of the concepts of the national accounts and raise discus-
are. But there is no necessity for the income in a later sion in the popular media to a more informed plane. This
period to be at exactly the same level as in the previous consequence would benefit both national accountants and
period. Which level of income is to be used as the basis environmentalists and would be an important step on the
of sustainable income? Is it the sustainability of income road to the introduction and acceptance of more elabo-
or income per head that is of interest? Is sustainability an rate concepts of sustainable income and product.
absolute or a relative concept?

The answer to these questions must depend in part on Summary of Recommendations
the needs of analysts. It may well vary from one applica-
tion to another and may depend on assumptions about If satellite accounts for the environment are to comple-
future technological change and other subjective predic- ment the sNA, the basic accounting conventions in the
tions. Given this uncertainty, such work seems at present two systems must agree. In particular, the distinction
a candidate for satellite accounts rather than total integra- between final and intermediate expenditure and the ex-
tion with the SNA. However, a substantial link could be tent of capital consumption that is the difference between
established by adopting "sustainability factors." These gross and net domestic product must be agreed on if the
factors would be nothing more than the ratio of capital two systems are to be harmonized. The proposals made
stock at the end of the period to capital stock at the in this chapter to reach this harmonization imply the
beginning, adjusted for price change when necessary. following changes for the SNA.

Hicks's definition of income-"what you can consume in
the period and be as well off at the end as at the begin- a. It would be necessary to introduce a balance sheet
ning"-is equivalent to saying that new capital must be at for natural resources.
least as great as capital consumed during the year so that b. Part of what is at present treated as gross operating
the capital stock at the end is at least as great as at the surplus for exploitable resources would be treated as con-
start. In this case a sustainability factor would have a sumption of natural capital and would appear as such in
value of one or greater. A value less than one implies that the production account.
too much capital has been consumed and that the con- c. An adjustment for the consumption of natural capi-
sumption level is not sustainable indefinitely. tal would be calculated and applied as a single adjustment

Despite the simplicity of the definition, this concept of of the economy as a whole.
a sustainability factor has several advantages. It can be d. Both of the adjustments in b and c would be de-
applied at detailed levels as well as in the aggregate. ducted from net product measures as now defined.
Sustainability factors for man-made capital could be dis- e. Projects designed to enhance environmental re-
aggregated by asset and industry, and, even at the detailed sources significantly would be classified as natural capital
micro or project level, sustainability factors for environ- formation. This attribution would be appropriate whether
mental resources could be calculated separately for vari- the expenditure was undertaken by government or indus-
ous categories of land, for water, and for air. Further, try.
since the factors are independent of price effects, they f. The estimates of consumption of natural capital from
can be based on the same sort of quantified information b and c and for enhancement of natural capital from e
used to calculate the consumption of natural capital as would both carry over to the balance sheet.
proposed above. Indeed their compilation would be a g. Sustainability factors should be introduced that show
logical step in deriving estimates of consumption of nat- for all capital-man-made, natural, and human-the ratio
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of stock at the end of the period to that at the begiining. specific topic and attended by experts from both developing
This would help develop more comprehensive measures and developed countries and representatives of the international

of sustainable income in the longer term and to empha- organizations concerned with collating and publishing economic

size the practicality and desirability of using net rather statistics.

than gross product measures where this is appropriate.
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Measuring Pollution uithin the Framework
of the National Accounts

Derek W Blades

The national accounts could make a useful contribution To date only one attempt has been made to apply such
to environment statistics in the important area of meas- a model. This was developed by Victor (1972) for the
uring certain aspects of pollution. Pollution is taklen to Canadian economy and has been used to determine the
mean the disposal of waste solids, liquids, gases, heat, output of pollutants associated with one dollar's worth of
and noise in ways that harm people or reduce their enjoy- final demand for various commodities. The data require-
ment of their surroundings. It is helpful to distinguish two ments for matrixes B and C are clearly very heavy, partic-
sides of pollution: the act of polluting, such as by dis- ularly since they involve information that is not usually
charge of noxious gases or fluids into the environment, collected in industrial surveys. In addition, however, there
and the abatement of pollution, which covers government are at least two other reasons why relatively little interest
monitoring of pollution levels as well as measures talken has so far been shown in this approach.
by industry and households to reduce the output of pol- First, matrixes B and C contain various units of volume,
lutants. This discussion covers two aspects of the act of such as gallons of water or cubic feet of nitrogen in matrix
polluting (the output of pollutants and pollution damage) B and millicuries of cesium or tons of sulfur dioxide in
and two aspects of the abatement of pollution (the costs matrix C. Thus the entries cannot be aggregated to pro-
and the benefits of pollution abatement). duce meaningful totals, and the relative importance of

various inputs and outputs can be measured only in an
The Output of Pollutants arbitrary fashion. The second problem concerns the op-

erational value of the model. The kind of data that poli-
Since pollutants may be regarded as a particular (uin- cymakers need about the output of pollutants is highly

wanted) type of industrial output, it seems natural to site-specific. The information that the pulp and paper
study the generation of pollutants by an extension of the industry uses x gallons of water and emits y tons of
conventional input-output table. Table 5-1 summarizes a chlorine is not in itself very helpful. Such data have op-
model proposed by Ayres and Kneese (1969), which erational significance only when they can be related to
shows the overall effect of economic activity on the envi- information about the particular sites where pulp and
ronment. It is based on the materials balance principle: paper mills are located. In short, matrixes B and C are of
goods that are taken out of the environment circulate limited interest for most policy purposes because the data
through the production-consumption cycle and are re- they contain are too generalized to be applied to local
turned to the environment in a changed, but not dimin- problems.
ished, form.

Matrix A is a conventional input-output table displaying Pollution Damage
the commodity composition of intermediate consumption
by industries. Matrix B shows the amounts of various Pollution causes damages, such as sickness and pre-
natural resources used in production, including "free" mature death, stunted growth of crops, disappearance of
resources such as air and water. Matrix C shows the wildlife, or corrosion of metals and masonry. The national
amounts of waste products eventually discharged into the accounts reflect some of the costs of some of these dam-
environment. ages in, for example, increased health expenditures by

26
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Table 5-1. The Effect of Economic Activitf on the Environment
Final Waste discharged

Industries demands Total to the environment

Commondities A C

Primary inputs _ _

Total
Environmental

commodities B _ i

households or government, lower labor productivity, In a study by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Au-
higher costs of food production, and increased outlays for thority (1971) the costs of air pollution were deemed to
repairing and maintaining buildings, but they are not include, in addition to medical expenses, the value of
explicitly shown as costs of pollution damage. Wlould it production lost through illness and death, the loss of
be possible to do so? Table 5-2 shows an input-output imputed income of housewives and students, and the so-
table that could serve as a framework for showing explic- cial costs of premature death and illness. The social costs,
itly some of the costs of pollution damage that are in- which were by far the largest part of the total, were based
cluded in the national accounts but hidden at present. on a value of £1,000 for each year of life lost and on the

The columns headed DC indicate costs frorn pollution ranges of legal compensation awarded for sickness. The
damage. Columns A and B are intermediate costs in- valuation procedures used for these various costs are
curred by industry in, for example, cleaning polluted wa- often very arbitrary and subject to great uncertainty. Just
ter for human consumption or industrial use and protect- how uncertain may be judged from the results of studies
ing buildings and equipment from atmospheric pollution. on the costs of air pollution in the United States pub-
Column C would include the costs of repairs to govern- lished annually by the Council on Environmental Quality.
ment buildings because of air pollution and-a large item For 1968, estimates of the cost of air pollution damage
in many countries-the costs of medical services con- ranged from $8.1 billion to $20.2 billion, and for 1970
nected with pollution-linked diseases. Household expen- from $7.0 billion to $12.3 billion. Saunders (1977, p. 51)
ditures on these medical services would be shown in observed that "the range of uncertainty surrounding such
column D, which would also include such cosis as insula- estimates is enormous. It may be suggested by the skep-
tion to protect houses from traffic noise, air-filtering tics that the usefulness of such figures . .. is in the sphere
equipment, and water filters to remove chemicals from of public relations rather than of social science."
drinking water. The costs discussed above in connection with Table

Finally, column E includes capital outlays by producers 5-2 are less open to criticism on these grounds, since
and government in connection with pollution damage. . they are already included in the national accounts; they
These would include part of the cost of replacing build- only need to be separately identified. While the difficul-
ings and equipment whose lives have been shortened by ties of doing this should not be minimized (often the
pollution. costs of pollution-related damage cannot be easily distin-

Columns A through E contain only a small part of the guished from the costs of normal wear and tear), it seems
total cost that could be attributed to polluticn damage. worthwhile to try to identify some of the major costs of

Table 5-2. Input-Output Table Isolating Pollution Damage Costs
P Gross fixed

Prod lucers ... __- Government Private I capital
1 2 Total consumption consumption formation Stocks Exports Totals

DC Other DC Other -F DC Other DC Other DC Other

Commodities
1 A BC D E
2
Total __

Indirect taxes .__._

Factor incomes

Rest of world _
Note: DC = pollution damage costs.
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pollution damage. These might include, for example, the emient expenditures. The United Nations "Classification
costs of treating pollution-linked respiratory diseases for of the Functions of Government" (COFOG) identifies out-
persons living in large towns and the estimated costs of lays on both monitoring and abatement. Data on pollu-
protecting buildings and machinery from atmospheric tion abatement expenditures by households, mainly in
pollution. connection with vehicles and home heating, are usually

obtained from producers rather than directly from house-
Costs of Pollution Abatement holds. There are some conceptual problems in defining

abatement expenditures by households that also apply to
The third aspect of pollution to be considered concerns expenditures by industries. These problems are consid-

the costs borne by industries, and to a lesser extentl by ered below.
government and households, to reduce the output of pol- To date the most rigorous, or at least the best-docu-
lutants. Elsewhere in this volume, these costs are de- mented, efforts to compile statistics on "pollution abate-
scribed as "defensive expenditures." The columns headed ment and control expenditures" (PACE) by industry have
PA in Table 5-3 show where these costs are currently been made in the United States by the Bureau of Eco-
included in the national accounts, although they are not nomic Analysis. The problems have been discussed by
now distinguished separately. Cremeans (1974 and 1977).

Columns A and B show purchases of intermediate and First, there is what has been described as the baseline
primary inputs for pollution abatement. These represent problem. This is the difficulty of establishing a baseline
the current operating costs incurred by industry for this from which to measure the extent of pollution abatement
purpose. Column C shows government spending for pol- activities. Long before the environment became a fashion-
lution abatement, mainly in connection with monitoring able topic, producers, households, and governments were
pollution levels. Household purchases of goods, such as controlling pollution to some extent. Should antipollution
catalytic converters to reduce emissions of noxious ex- activities be measured from a zero baseline, so that they
haust gases from vehicles or less-polluting equipment and cover traditional as well as newer abatement procedures,
supplies for home heating, are shown in column D. Fi- or should the baseline be brought forward to include only
nally, column E shows business and government invest- recently introduced control procedures? The second ap-
ment outlays that are mainly for pollution abatement. proach has been adopted in the United States; in effect

Input-output tables of the kind outlined in Table 5-3 pollution abatement is defined as activities, like scrubbing
have been quite widely applied. Models developed for the smoke or cooling waste water, which are undertaken be-
United States and the Netherlands are described in OECD cause of recent antipollution legislation. The use of a
(1974), models for Italy and the United States are out- mobile baseline makes the definition of abatement expen-
lined in Pearce (1976), and three different models for ditures somewhat fuzzy, but it is probably the only prac-
Japan are described in OECD (1977). They have been used tical approach for data collection. Respondents will have
to assess the effect of abatement policies on variables some notion of the extra outlays they have incurred be-
such as price levels, consumption, investment, produc- cause of recent antipollution legislation, but they would
tion, employment, and the trade balance. find it very difficult to estimate their costs if they were

Data on pollution abatement outlays by government allowed to cause unlimited pollution, because they have
could be obtained from a functional classification of gov- never been in this position.

Table 5-3. Input-Output Table Isolating Pollution Abatement Costs
Producers i Gross fixed T

Producers______________ |Government Private capital
1_________ f 2 Total consumption consumption formation Stocks Exports Totals

PA Other PA Other PA Other PA Other PA Other

Commodities 
I A B C D E I
2
Total __ _

indirectices . . .

Rest of world l l l l
Note: PA = pollution abatement costs.
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The second difficulty is the problem of joint costs. ranging antipollution laws may be enacted, and, when this
Some equipment and industrial processes are both good happens, it is certainly useful to measure their effect on
for business and less polluting. In such cases it is not industrial costs. In other years, however, there may be no
clear how much of the additional cost of the equipment new legislation requiring outlays on pollution abatement,
or process should be treated as a pollution abatement and there is then no obvious need for a survey. In short,
expenditure. In the United States survey, respondents are the aim should be to measure PACE in response to a
asked for their "best estimates of the cost of that portion particular piece of legislation in particular years, rather
of plant and equipment expenditures attributable to spe- than to consider a continuous time series.
cial features for [air and water] pollution abatement" The second lesson is that the conventional survey ap-
(Cremeans 1974, p. 62). Respondents presumably base proach-mailing questionnaires to a large number of re-
their best estimate on the costs of alternative models that spondents-may not be suitable for PACE statistics. As
produce the same output as the equipment aclually used noted, the U.S. questionnaire requires respondents to
but that lack the model's special antipollution features. In estimate some important components of PACE, but there
the unlikely, but not impossible, event that a new piece of are some pollution abatement costs that have to be ig-
equipment is as productive as an older model but less nored because respondents are unaware of them. In these
polluting and less costly, it would be reasonable to attrib- circumstances it may be better to investigate intensively a
ute a negative cost to the antipollution activity. The U.S. small number of establishments. The larger sampling er-
survey does not attempt to identify such cases, perhaps rors probably would be offset by the smaller nonresponse
because of the difficulty of making accurate estimates. errors, and the enumerators could collect information
However, new, less-polluting processes may sometimes be about abatement costs that the respondents do not rec-
cheaper than older, more-polluting ones. An often-quoted ognize as such. In addition, serious pollution problems
example is the switch by pulp and paper manufacturers are confined to a relatively small number of industries:
from sulfite to sulfate processes. Since the new method is home heating, transport, electricity generation, chemi-
both less polluting and cheaper, the pollution abatement cals, paper and pulp, and steel. Thus, an intensive inves-
involved has a negative cost. tigation of relatively few establishments may yield accu-

A third difficulty concerns the respondent's awareness rate data on the bulk of pollution abatement outlays.
of antipollution costs. For example, if new legislation
forbids open-cast mining, the additional expense of shaft Benefits of Pollution Abatement
mining should be counted as an antipollutien cost. In
general, however, respondents would probably overlook One of several benefits that may result from pollution
costs of this kind and would in any event have great abatement is the recovery of usable materials. In practice,
difficulty in estimating them. Similar problems arise when such benefits are usually quite small, and, if they can be
antipollution pressures result in demand shifts from more- identified at all, the most convenient way to treat them in
to less-polluting products. Examples here include the a national accounts framework is probably as negative
switch to unleaded gasoline, biodegradable zontainers, abatement costs. Far more important are improvements
and low-phosphate detergents. These goods are all more in health, enhanced enjoyment from the natural environ-
costly than the more-polluting items they replace, but the ment, and related benefits that the community at large
producer generally would not regard the extra investment derives from pollution abatement. There are several ways
and higher operating costs involved in their production to value these indirect benefits.
as a pollution abatement cost. Indeed, in the IJ.S. survey, One possible approach is to consider the damages
such costs are explicitly excluded, and manufacturers are avoided. Thus, if it could be established that a particular
supposed to report only the outlays incurred in reducing type of pollution caused 1,000 dollars' worth of damage,
pollution in their own production processes. then it could be argued that abating this particular pol-

Because of these problems, some critics have suggested lution provides benefits worth the same amount. Several
that it is futile to try measuring business outlays on pol- authors have indeed assumed that damage costs and
lution abatement. However, this position may be too ex- abatement benefits are two sides of the same coin. Jaszi
treme. In attempting to compile the PACE series, the (1971, p. 224), for example, doubts the possibility of
Bureau of Economic Analysis is responding to a real measuring the benefits of environmental protection be-
concern felt by policymakers and business people, who cause he "cannot formulate a question relating to the
need to know the costs involved in different pollution damages of pollution that could be answered by knowl-
abatement policies. What is open to question is whether edgeable respondents in a meaningful way" (emphasis
the approach used by the bureau is the best way to meet added). The valuation of goods and services, however, is
this need. There are two lessons to be learned from the not generally based on the assumption that the benefits
U.S. experience. First, it may not be useful to compile a received equal the damages avoided. Clothing is not val-
time series for PACE statistics. In some years several wide- ued at the cost-in terms of social ostracism or legal
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penalties-of going around naked, and food is not valued Figure 5-1. Supply and Demand for Clean Air
at the cost of starving to death. In conventional national
accounts, goods and services are valued in one of two Price
ways. Goods and services that are sold on the market are Demand (D)
valued at their market prices, that is, at prices that are \
assumed to measure the purchaser's valuation of the ben-
efits derived from them, while goods and services that are PI 
provided free or at heavily subsidized prices are valued at
their cost of production. P3

The outputs of pollution abatement-clean air and pure
water, for example-obviously cannot be sold on the rnar-
ket. So the natural approach for the national accountant
is to value the benefits of pollution abatement as being l_
equal to the costs of pollution abatement. If, as was P2

suggested in the previous section, abatement costs were
shown separately in the national accounts, users would
have all the information needed to value the benefits of SI D3
pollution abatement in precisely the same way that the P3

benefits of other public goods-national defense or public
administration, for example-are valued.

This simple, orthodox method of valuation may be crit- ° A, A2 A,
icized on the grounds that the market, or the community (dirty) Index of air quality - (clean)

as a whole, may not necessarily value the benefitq of
abatement at the costs of abatement. The same objection
may, of course, be made against valuing other nonmar-
keted goods at cost, and several authors have indeed abatement understates the benefits of abatement as judged
argued that all goods and services in the national ac- by the market. In the second case, the "at cost" value
counts should be valued at market prices regardless of represented by 0, P3, S3, A3 is much higher than the
whether or not they are actually marketed. Peskin and benefits as judged by the market. For most people, type
Peskin (1978) have suggested how this might be done for A3 air is not worth the cost; the market would pay only
pollution abatement. P3', and the area P3', P3, S3, D3 represents the amount

The problem may be demonstrated in Figure 5-1. The by which the "at cost" valuation of abatement overstates
demand curve (D) shows how much air cleanliness the the market valuation of the benefits of abatement.
market would buy at different prices, while the supply To measure the market valuation of abatement benefits,
curve (S) gives the price of various levels of air quality, it is necessary to estimate the demand curve in Figure
that is, the cost of abating air pollution. If clean air were 5-1. The direct approach of asking people how much they
sold on the market, the amount supplied would be deter- would pay for different amounts of abatement does not
mined by the intersection of D and S. The air supplied appear to have been widely used. One problem is that
would be the moderately clean A2 type, the public would shrewd respondents may declare no interest in paying for
buy it at price P2, and the value of purchases-the num- any pollution abatement because they know that since
ber that would be recorded in the national accounts un- clean air and pure water are public goods, they could
der household consumption expenditures-is represented never be excluded from enjoying them. This causes the
by the area 0, P2, S2, A2. market valuation of abatement benefits to be understated.

In practice, of course, the level of air pollution is set Another difficulty is that it is not clear whether respon-
not by the market but by government fiat. A government dents should be treated as buyers or sellers of clean air
sensitive to business pressures might decide on low abate- and water (Seneca and Taussig 1974). Should they be
ment standards that result in air of the rather dirty A, asked how much they would pay to enjoy a given level of
type, while a government dominated by consumer inter- pollution abatement, or how much they would charge
ests might legislate to produce very pure A3 type air. In polluters for the use of their clean air and water? The
the first case, the number that goes into the national latter approach, which is based on the view that the
accounts (as pollution abatement costs) is represented by inhabitants of a country have collective property rights in
the small area 0, P1, SI, A,. However, the demand curve their environment, would generally lead to a higher valu-
indicates that the market would have paid Pi' rather than ation of abatement benefits. To be realistic, however, it is
P, for the amount of pollution abatement represented by unlikely that either question could elicit anything but
Al, so that area P1, P1', D1, S, may be taken as a measure fanciful responses. People are simply not very good at
of the extent to which the "at cost" valuation of pollution putting prices on things that are never marketed.
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In these circumstances, various indirect approaches may total damages caused by pollution, they would indicate
be used. For example, the benefits of cleaning a lake may the success of abatement programs in reducing pollution
be valued by finding out how much people spend at damages over a period of years.
present to travel to the nearest unpolluted lake. This and National accounts have been widely used to measure
other indirect methods used in connection with water the costs of pollution abatement. This is clearly an impor-
pollution are summarized in Kneese (1971). The benefits tant use, since policymakers need to know the cost of
of reducing traffic noise may be valued by comparing the alternative abatement measures. Although there are some
prices of houses subject to different noise levels. Several problems in defining and measuring abatement costs, in
studies on airport noises in the United Kingdom are general the aim should be to measure the abatement costs
discussed by Pearce (1976). incurred by particular industries in response to particular

The results of such studies have been used in some pieces of legislation. For this purpose, it will not usually
cost-benefit analyses relating to particular problems at be necessary to construct time series statistics on abate-
particular times. In view of the sporadic nature of such ment costs. To collect cost data from industry, in-depth
studies and of the controversy that has sometimes sur- investigation of a small sample of firms may be more
rounded their findings, however, it is unrealistic to sug- effective than conventional survey methods.
gest that market measures of abatement benefits could
be included in annual national accounts statistics within References
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Correcting National Income for Environmental Losses:
Toward a Practical Solution

Roefie Hueting

An increase in national income is often called economic mental functions could then be established and entered
growth. It is identified with increased welfare and con- in the System of National Accounts (SNA) as cost items
ceived of as an indicator of economic success. However, when they occur.
this terminology is incorrect for a number of reasons. Unfortunately, shadow prices for environmental func-
One of these is that the apparent increase in national tions can be constructed only in exceptional circum-
income may be accompanied by the degradation of a vital stances. It is possible in principle to estimate the cost of
scarce good: the environment. The misconception of measures that lessen the pressure on the environment
terms reflects the belief that things go well, economically and thus preserve the desired uses of the environment.
speaking, solely when production, as measured in gross These so-called elimination costs may be regarded as
domestic product (GDP), increases. This belief also in- production costs of an environmental function. With the
cludes the conviction that an increase in GDP is necessary aid of calculations of the costs of various degrees of
to solve the environmental problem, since this creates elimination, supply curves for environmental functions
room for financing the conservation and restoration of can be constructed. Only in a few cases, however, is it
the environment. However, this proposition is questiona- possible to construct demand curves, because the de-
ble to the extent that environmental deterioration is a mand for environmental functions usually cannot manifest
consequence of the prevailing pattern of production itself in market behavior. Therefore, other options need
growth. to be considered. But as long as the traditional, uncor-

The environment is being endangered because eco- rected concept of GDP is used, many caveats need to be
nomic policy stresses the increase in production as meas- kept firmly in mind.
ured by national income, but it neglects to account for
the depletion of natural resources and damage to the The Need to Use GDP with Proper Caveats
environment. This depletion, in turn, endangers sus-
tained economic development. This gave a great impulse While work is going on to correct the measurement of
to the ideas of Kuznets, who suggested as early as forty GDP, one recommendation should be implemented imme-
years ago that national income be corrected to provide diately: proper caveats should be used and additional facts
politicians and the public with a better insight into the should be presented in the yearly publications of the
development of welfare over time (Kuznets 1947, 1948a, national accounts.
1948b). Thus, it has to be stressed that an increase in national

A big step in the right direction would be possible if all income is not identical to economic growth and economic
the factors that influence welfare could be expressed in success. Further, production, as measured by GDP, is only
one common denominator (for example, money). For the one factor that influences the level of welfare. Other
environment, this would involve constructing shadow factors are the environment (including nature and natural
prices for environmental functions (possible uses of the resources), leisure time, income distribution, working
environment), which are directly comparable with the conditions, employment, and the safety of the future in-
prices of goods and services produced for the market.' sofar as it depends on our dealings with scarce goods.
With the aid of these, the value of the losses of environ- The relation between production growth and environment

32
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in the past must also be made clear. The burden on the paid for by the government or private households, or
environment is equal to the product of the number of when they are taken by private firms but financed through
people and the amount and type of activity per person. levies imposed by the government, they are currently
Sustainable economic development therefore requires that treated as final consumption.
the nature of our activities and the number of our species However, all these outlays should be entered as inter-
be adapted to the carrying capacity of our planet; such mediate expenditure when a long time series such as that
adaptations may decrease GDP in the short run but will for national income is composed. For the losses of envi-
provide sustained economic development in the long run. ronmental functions are currently not entered as costs at
It should also be kept in mind that the SNA'S main value the time they occur, and therefore their restoration or
is for short-term macroeconomic analysis. Finally, market compensation should not be entered as a final delivery at
prices do not indicate the marginal utility of goods when the moment it is undertaken. This procedure cannot be
their production and consumption are at the expense of changed because it is impossible to construct shadow
scarce environmental functions. prices. It is therefore double counting to enter outlays for

In addition to such caveats, as much quantitative infor- compensating these losses or for eliminating them as final
mation as possible should be provided on the losses of consumption. Expenditure on preventing and compensat-
environmental functions and their consequences. To the ing environmental losses does not contribute to the quan-
extent possible this should be done in rrmonetary terms, tity of consumer goods; these outlays protect or replace
such as compensation and elimination cosits and financial scarce environmental goods that were already available.
damage. This can be supplemented by information ex- (Some of the disadvantages attributed by Kuznets to the
pressed in physical units, such as emissions, concentra- urban pattern of life, such as the greater distance between
tions, fragmentation of the countryside, and losses of home and work, may be interpreted as losses of function
species. The figures in physical terms can be related to resulting from spatial competition, and the expenditure
standards for environmental functions and will thus de- on this as the cost of compensatory measures.)2

scribe their availability or loss. For exarnple, if certain Most authorities in this field, including most partici-
thresholds of emissions and subsequent concentrations pants in the uNEP-World Bank workshops on environ-
are exceeded, the function of surface water as a basic mental accounting, favor either merely isolating the de-
material for drinking water is lost. The information in fensive outlays for the environment or isolating and
physical units could be collected in so-called satellite ac- correcting for these items in an alternative presentation
counts of the national accounts (Theys, Chapter 7). of national income alongside the current one. In both

The recommendations made above-that proper cave- cases, the time series would not be interrupted. The
ats be used and that GDP be supplemented by monetary current figure would remain intact for analytical pur-
and physical information on the environment-can and poses, but the interaction between production and the
should be implemented immediately. T'he rest of this environment would be better understood, and the ability
chapter reviews three options for correcting C.DP. to provide information in physical units and to collect

these data in satellite accounts would, of course, not be
Correcting National Income for Defensive hampered at all.
Environmental Outlays The approach of isolating and correcting, however,

seems preferable. The politicians and the public, who are
When national income is calculated according to pres- now given only one figure of income, would then realize

ent conventions, several activities that have a cost char- that part of the increase in national income consists of an
acter, and therefore ought to be entered as intermediate increase in cost, since defensive environmental outlays
deliveries, are currently designated as finad consumption. are increasing (Leipert 1987). If the income correction
Kuznets, one of the great theoreticians of the conception was made, however, several clarifications would have to
of national income, emphasizes this point (Kuznets 1947, be made in the introduction of national accounts
1948a, 1948b). publications.

To the three classes of expenditures distinguished by
Kuznets (expenditure invoked by an urban pattern of * The correction is only partial, since the greater part
living, expenditure inherent in participation in the tech- of environmental losses are neither restored nor compen-
nically and monetarily complex civilization of industrial sated.
countries, and the major part of government activity), the * The mutations in both the current and corrected
expenditure on measures that compensate for, redress, or figures of GDP do not represent economic growth or the
guard against losses of environmental functions could be course of welfare over time.
added. These expenditures are currently e:ntered as inter- * Reallocation by shifting the production and consump-
mediate deliveries insofar as the measures, are taken, and tion package on behalf of the environment (for example,
directly paid for, by private firms. When the measures are more bicycles and public transport and fewer private cars
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because of the pressure of physical restrictions and levies) * In order not to make the questioning unjustifiably
constitutes a sacrifice. This is not reflected in the SNA, vague, some research on environmental accounting has
insofar as the pattern of consumption that is thus pro- to be done beforehand. For clear air, clean water, and so
duced differs from the first choice, which was made with- forth are not homogeneous goods from an economic point
out regard to environmental considerations. The shifts will of view, as water and air have quite a few different eco-
often lead to a check on production growth. This is auto- nomic functions. If the persons being questioned are to
matically reflected in the SNA but is not visible. have a clear picture of the issues, they must be given

* Isolation and correction form part of a broader field information on the significance of the different functions,
of defensive outlays (see Hueting 1980; Kapp 1963; Kuz- the consequences of their loss, and the measures and
nets 1947, 1948a, 1948b, 1954; Leipert 1986a, 1986b; costs involved in their restoration. All together this con-
Mishan 1984; and Tinbergen 1985). stitutes a huge amount of information, which would not

be easy to survey. Although the willingness-to-pay method

Complementing Corrections for Defensive Outlays might be justified for one or two factors affecting the
through Surveys immediate living conditions of people asked, it is mostprobably not a sound base for correcting national income

The possibilities for preferences for the current and for all environmental losses.
future use of environmental functions to manifest them- * People may be interested in the effects of their bids,
selves in market behavior are very limited (Hueting 1980). together with the (unknown) bids of others, on, for in-
Therefore efforts have been made to trace these prefer- stance, .employment levels and consumption patterns. For
ences by asking people how much they would be prepared answering legitimate questions about this, studies such as
to pay to wholly or partially restore lost environmental the scenario study mentioned below have to be elabo-

fts th being rated, and the results have to be presented to the persons
dfncton willingness to pay.c Howeverm this method does questioned. This hardly seems feasible. Again, what might
neo alwillinnes tolpay. However this methods. be justified on a micro scale is most probably not justifiednot always provide reiable eStimateS for many reasons.

on a macro scale.
Information on the significance of environmental * Asking people how much they are prepared to pay

functions is deficient in many cases. This is especially so suggests that conserving the environment always requires
for the functions that determine the future quality of the extra provisions that must be paid for. In quite a few
environment. For these (life-support) functions there is cases, however, conservation is a matter of refraining
often the risk that interrupting complicated processes, for from doing things rather than of doing them, and this
instance, ecosystems, may lead to serious overshoots and saves rather than costs money. Thus, not building a road
collapse, and the chance that technologies not yet in- through a mountainous area that is vulnerable to erosion
vented or operational may cope with those risks. Many is cheaper than building it, cycling is cheaper than driv-
people may not be able to weigh these risks and chances, ing, wearing a sweater and using an extra blanket is
and thus to answer how much they are prepared to pay cheaper than raising the temperature, and confining the
for avoiding them. According to the biological literature, consumption of lettuce to the summer season is cheaper
the possibility that overshoots and collapse may occur if than eating it throughout the year. People who realize
the growth pattern of production (and population) is not this may modify their answers because of such considera-
changed constitutes the most important part of the envi- tions.
ronmental problem (see, for example, Odum 1971). If * Some people will probably be convinced that it does
individuals are not aware of the importance of an environ- not matter what they bid because their bid will not influ-
mental function, the survey method is pointless. ence environmental policy at all, and this conviction will

* There is a considerable difference between saying influence their bid.
that one is willing to spend money on something and * Some people may think they have a "right" to a
actually paying for it. healthy and safe environment and will probably react

* The questioning method in fact tries to approach the accordingly by not making a bid at all.
value of a collective good as if it were a private mark.etable a Some people will probably have their doubts about
good (by trying to find some points on the demand curve). the participation of others (the Prisoner's Dilemma from
In a market the bidder knows fairly well what quality and game theory) or prefer to wait and see (the Free Rider
quantity can be acquired by different bids. In a collective Principle from the theory of collective goods).
situation, however, this is not possible, because it is not * The environment is an important collective good.
known how much other people are going to bid. Without But it is not the only one. Dikes, public administration,
a considerable amount of additional research it is also and the army are too, while police and education have
not known how much money is required to attain differ- clear collective properties. To be sure of not exceeding
ent quality standards for the environmental functions. budget restrictions, people also have to be questioned
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about how much they are prepared to pay for the other mates of the expenditure on the measures required to
collective goods of the society. This hardly seems feasible. meet physical standards for the availability and quality of
Again, what might be justified for one or two separate environmental functions (including nature and natural
environmental agents on a micro scale may be impossible resources).4 The standards can in turn be based on the
on a macro scale. prerequisites of health and a sustainable economic devel-

* The willingness-to-pay method also measures the opment, that is, development with sustainable yields. This
consumer's surplus. In national income the total value of seems the most natural guideline for setting standards for
the goods is found by multiplying the quantity of each environmental functions. Standards and the measures
good by its respective price and then adding together the based on them may refer to the occupation of space, the
resulting amounts. Using this procedure, the consumer's use of soil, the availability of stocks of natural resources,
surplus is not expressed in the level of nalional income. the composition of products, the consumption of raw
Thus, a doctor who saves a patient's life creates a value materials and energy, the emission of pollutants, and the
that, whatever one may think about its exact size, is concentration of chemical and other agents.
certainly higher than the value added recorcled in national The standards can be related to environmental func-
income. The intra-marginal utility of goods, which is ig- tions. Thus it is possible to formulate the way in which a
nored in national income, will approach an infinite value, forest should be exploited to attain a sustainable use of
because it includes the utility of the first unit of food, its functions. These functions could include being a source
drink, and so forth. For this reason the results of willing- of wood, regulator of the water management, preventer
ness-to-pay research are not suitable to be used in con- of erosion, buffer of carbon dioxide and heat, regulator
junction with the figures of national incc,me. An addi- of the climate, gene reserve, object of study for ecological
tional objection to incorporating the consumer's surplus research, supplier of natural products for the local popu-
in the willingness-to-pay approach is that the results re- lation, and source of income from tourism. The estimated
flect the income distribution more directly than do the expenditure on the measures required to meet those stan-
prices of market commodities; the differences between dards then indicates in monetary terms how far a nation
rich and poor in the weights of the "votes" become greater has drifted away from its (supposed) end or standard of
when the consumer's surplus is included. The occurrence sustainable use of its forest resources.
of differences in weights of "votes" is often defended by Likewise it is possible to formulate the way in which
the argument that the contribution to the national pack- surface and groundwater should be exploited to arrive at
age of goods and services by the rich is greater than by a sustainable use of its functions. These functions could
the poor: their incomes are higher because of the greater include water for drinking, for agriculture, for cooling,
relative scarcity of their abilities. This argument is not for flushing and transport, for industrial processes, for
valid with regard to the environment, because it is not recreation, for navigation, in the natural environment,
produced by humanity. and for waste dumping. The estimated expenditure on the

Because of the limitations mentioned above, the willing- measures required to meet those standards would indi-
cate in monetary terms how far a nation has drifted awayness-to-pay method does not present a firm enough basis

for correcting national income for losses of scarce envi- from a sustainable use of its water resources. The same
ronmental functions. A correction based on this method holds true for the use of air, soil, and space.

may lead to inaccurate estimates of envi.ronmental de- The measures may range from selectively cutting trees,
mlea. reforesting, building terraces, draining roads, maintainingmine, buffers in the landscape, and selectively using pesticides

and fertilizers to building treatment plants, recirculating
Complementing Corrections for Defensive Outlays materials, introducing flow energy, altering industrial
through Standards for Sustainable Economic processes, making more use of public transport and bi-
Development cycles instead of private cars, and using space so that

plant and animal species have enough room to survive.
It can be concluded from the above that the correction When put into practice, these measures will lead, in one

of national income is highly desirable. But shadow prices way or another, to different-sustainable-production and
for environmental losses that are directly ccmparable with consumption patterns. It follows from the earlier sections
market prices (on which national income figures are in this chapter that the level of welfare will not decrease
based) can be constructed only exceptionally, because the if people prefer to maintain a sustainable development
intensity of the preferences for the present and future rather than to risk the overshoots and collapse inherent
availability of environmental functions can mostly not be in the present production and consumption patterns.
measured. For this problem there is a well-defensible Whether this is the case cannot be proved or disproved,
practical solution. This consists of supplementing the cor- because in many cases it is impossible to construct shadow
rections for defensive environmental outlays with esti- prices for environmental functions.
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Table 6-1. Comparison of Traditional and Environmental Scenarios
(1980 = 100)

Traditional Environmental
Aspects growth scenario scenario

Plant and animal species Further deterioration by, among Checked deterioration or even
other things, increased productivity improvement
in agriculture, more use of space,
and more use of persistent com-
pounds; only measures against pol-
lution have been taken

Emissions
Air pollution

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 154 24
Nitrogen oxide (NOr) 130 76
Particulate matter 310 58
Hydrocarbons 266 48
Carbon monoxide (CO) (total) 290 31

Processes 75
Stationary - 48
Transport 36 21

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - 83
Lead 44 0

Water pollution
Mercury 53 29
Cadmium 79 36
Other heavy metals 109 57
Persistent organic compounds - 7 0 b

Phosphates 81 29
Oxygen demand 35 17
Thermal load 139 44

Solid waste 152 108
Harbor sludge - 100
Energy related 1,400 467
Gypsum 210 90
Industrial slag 358 136
Chemicals 91 64

Radioactive waste
Laboratory waste 100 100
Nuclear energy waste 300 0
Reprocessing waste 598 0
Fissionable material 633 0

Energy input 123 81
Coal 505(605)c 292
Uranium 463(0)' 0

Landscape Further deterioration (see plant and Checked deterioration or even
animal species) improvement

Livability of cities - Improvement

Production
CDP 164 127
Agriculture 181 135
Industry 321 177
Services 181 145
Available income per capita 116 104
Unemployment 82 83
Employment 110 111
Tax burden 98 103

-= Not available.
a. This figure is not consistent because the carbon monoxide emissions of processes and stationary sources are missing.
b. Very rough estimate.
c. If nuclear energy is not used, coal input increases.
Source: Hueting 1987.
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The expenditure necessary to carry out thesie (and sim- The main results of the study are shown in Table 6-1.
ilar) measures can be estimated. The sum of the amounts The total net expenditure (or cost of forgone production)
found would indicate in monetary terms how far the na- to meet the conditions or standards set in the environ-
tion has drifted away from a sustainable economic devel- mental scenario is equal to the difference in gross na-
opment. This indicator can be used in conjunction with tional product (GNP) between the two scenarios in 2000.
the figures of the national income, which, after correction The benefits (in regained and safeguarded environment)
for defensive outlays, shows how far the nation has pro- are equal to the differences in the environmental indica-
ceeded in raising the level of production. tors in 2000. A similar study is in progress for Taiwan

No measures can be formulated for irreversible losses. (Hueting 1986a).
If plant and animal species become extinct, no restoration An example of a practical application of correcting
measures are possible. The same probably holds for the national income figures, albeit not based on standards for
total loss of the topsoil of a mountainous area. An arbi- attaining a sustainable economic development, is the study
trary value then has to be assigned to these losses, of by the Economic Council of Japan, which develops a
which one can say for certain only that the value is higher measure of net national welfare. In this approach the
than zero. national income figures are corrected not only for actual

A more or less similar problem seems to arise for expenditure on compensation and restoration of environ-
nonrenewable resources. Once oil has been exploited and mental functions, but also for the estimated cost of the
exported or used, it is gone forever. This loss constitutes measures necessary to attain the level of environmental
a cost for the country, since oil reserves are finite. If no quality prevailing in the base year (in this case 1955).
alternatives are developed, the generation that experi- Thus, de facto, a correction of national income figures
ences the depletion (or a sharp rise in the operating on the base of standards was elaborated there (Economic
costs) of the resource will suffer a severe economic loss. Council of Japan 1974, pp. 99ff).
Since the prospect of a safe and prosperous future for De Groot (1986) can also be mentioned in this respect.
one's children and one's children's childran is a normal In that study the ecological parameters are formulated for
human need, the diminution of the reserves of nonrenew- the performance and sustainable use of, among others,
able resources such as oil constitutes a cost here and the functions of water purification, fishery, game animals,
now. and nursery. The Stimulation Programme for Research in

The depreciation of nonrenewable resources can be Humid Tropical Forest Lands (Tropenbos) is now con-
valued by estimating the costs involved in the develop- ducting research on the conditions for the conservation
ment and practical introduction of alternatives such as and rational use of forests and forest land resources and
solar energy, substitutes for minerals, and recycling on how to bring these conditions into practice (Bax and
methods. others 1986; Ross and Donovan 1986; Grainger 1987;

An example of a practical application is a scenario Hueting 1986b). Apart from these and other, more inte-
study elaborated for the Netherlands (Hueting 1987). This gral, approaches, numerous studies notably on the meas-
study scans the effects on the level of production and ures and costs involved in reducing emissions of harmful
employment of the transition to a sustainable economic agents have been carried out in quite a few countries.
development between 1980 and 2000. The conditions or Some health standards have been established for the con-
standards for such a development and the measures to centration of harmful agents allowed for various functions
meet these conditions or standards were formulated by of water and air, such as drinking, swimming, and physi-
specialized scientific institutes. The estimated costs of ological functioning.
these measures were entered into the econometric model, From these experiences it seems feasible to correct
which then scanned the effects on production and em- national income figures on the basis of standards for
ployment. The results were contrasted with the results of health and a sustainable economic development. The
a scenario based on a traditional growth policy, elabo- method has three advantages and four drawbacks or im-
rated alongside the environmental scenario. Thus, com- perfections.
parison of the outcome of the two scenarios can indicate The first drawback is that the results of the approach
the differences between a policy aiming at sustainability do not represent individual valuations in the true sense,
and one aiming at increasing the national income accord- as has been extensively explained above. For, among other
ing to the present pattern. Because the environmental things, the intensity of the preference for a sustainable
scenario makes an important step in the direction of a economic development cannot be measured. This simul-
sustainable economic development over the whole field of taneously implies, however, that the intensity of the pref-
production and consumption, comparison olf the results erences for the acceptance of the adverse effects and
of the two scenarios also gives a rough impression of future risks involved in the present growth pattern of
what may be expected if GDP is corrected according to production and consumption, and thus for the growth of
standards for a sustainable economic development. GNP, is equally unknown. Both of these aspects should be
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clearly mentioned when the results of the method are environment several possible uses can be distinguished. These
presented in the publications of the national accounts. are called environmental functions. When the use of an environ-

Second, the method ignores the loss of welfare suffered mental function by an activity is at the expense of the use of
by people who have a strong preference for the survival another (or the same) function by another activity or threatens
of plant and animal species apart from their role in main- to be so in the future, loss of function occurs; losses of function
taining the life-support functions of our planet (which is constitute costs. In this situation, which is called competition
tainreruingthe lfore-susofutaionabe d lourpmenet). (whee ps between functions, the environment has an economic aspect.
a prerequisite for a sustainable development). These pref- Competition between functions can be qualitative, spatial, or
erences could be compared with the preferences for cre- quantitative. Qualitative competition amounts broadly speaking
ating and maintaining art or churches. This might not be to pollution: the use of the environmental function "dumping
considered indispensable for sustainable development and ground for waste" is at the expense of other functions. It is as
yields, but their loss would constitute a decrease in wel- if there were an intermediate step. An activity introduces an
fare for those who appreciate them. The same holds true agent (for instance, a chemical, heat, or noise) into the environ-
for species that might not be considered indispensable ment, as a result of which the quality changes; this may disturb
for a sustainable economic development. This too should other uses or render them impossible. In spatial and quantita-
be mentioned when presenting the results. tive competition there is not enough space or matter to meet

Third, no measures can be formulated for irreversible the existing demand for it. The use of a function also includes
losses. This holds true for any method. Fourth, the the passive use of the function "natural environment" to con-
method is laborious. serve the actual and potential utilities of ecosystems, now and

in the future, and to retain the diversity of species of our planet.
The first advantage to the method is that it seems to Competition between functions can take all sorts of forms. But

provide an acceptable supplement to national income fig- in most cases it is a question of the environment being used for
ures by indicating the losses of environmental functions production and consumption activities at the expense of another
in monetary terms, since shadow prices cannot be con- desired use (Hueting 1980).
structed. 2. This chapter follows the usual procedure of classifying as

Second, the method compels the definition of an exact compensation costs expenditures such as extra provisions for
content of the term "sustainable economic development." the drinking water supply, building swimming pools when the
Without such a content the term remains vague and not water has been polluted, or travel costs to natural parks when
operational for economic policy regarding the environ- natural areas in the vicinity have disappeared and of classifying
ment. as financial damage such effects as diminished productivity be-cause of damage to crops and accelerated corrosion or devalu-

Third, the physical data required for comparison with ation of properties caused by pollution. At the same time,
the standards come down to basic environmental statistics asking people how much they would be prepared to pay to
that have to be produced anyhow if we are to get a grip conserve and restore the environment is classified under willing-
on the state of the environment. The formulation of the ness to pay. Some authors, however, place all of these categories
measures to meet the standards and the estimates of the under willingness to pay.
expenditure involved are indispensable for policy deci- 3. An overview of the methods used, including quite a few
sions. In other words, the work necessary to supplement results (albeit not in the context of correcting national income
national income figures might be laborious, but it has to figures) can be found in Kneese (1984), Ewers and Schulz
be done anyway if one wants to formulate a policy on the (1982), and Schulz (1985). For criticism of the method in the
environment, environmental field, see Kapp (1972, pp. 17 ff).

Based on the arguments given above, the national in- 4. When the application of all available technical measures is
come figures shudbecreceoinsufficient to meet a standard, the estimates must be supple-

come figures should be corrected for the losses of envi- mented with the market value of the reduction in activities (in
ronmental functions (including resources) on the basis of addition to the measures) necessary to meet the standard.
standards for health and a sustainable economic develop-
ment. This would provide alternative national income fig- References
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Enironmental Accounting in Development Policy:
The French Experience

Jacques Theys

The French experience might be a valuable guide in * Level 11 comprises composite yet sectoral statistics
evaluating the outlook for environmental accounting, be- on water, atmosphere, land, noise, and so forth; these are
cause original concepts have been developed and a wide generally by-products of administrative activity. During
range of statistical tools tested there during the past the past several years, statistical and documentary data
decade. The French example thus makes it possible to banks have been added that cover such areas as industrial
take rapid stock of the many different approaches taken risk, marine pollution, regional flora and fauna, and the
by the developed countries, for which it has proven to be cost and efficiency of nonpolluting technologies.
an exemplary testing ground. In a period of economic * Level III features comprehensive studies published
crisis, the concern to incorporate the environment more periodically or compiled from a wide range of sources:
effectively in economic policy has in recent years led national (and, more recently, regional) reports on the
France to promote the establishment of "natural patri- state of the environment, indicators of progress in meet-
mony accounts," which are similar to Norwegian "re- ing the national economic plan, or a compilation of eco-
source accounts."' However, it would be giving a clis- nomic data. These studies bring together in a single doc-
torted view of reality to isolate these patrimony accounts ument all existing information on environmental
from the overall environmental information system. Their expenditure, damage costs, and the macroeconomic effect
part in the planning process, and the very methods by of environmental policy.
which they are drawn up, are meaningful only in this * Level IV contains actual environmental accounting.
overall framework. On the one hand, there are patrimony accounts, which

will be discussed later and which are usually expressed in
physical terms. On the other hand, there are satellite

The French Stratified System of Information accounts, which are meant to organize primarily mone-
tary data. Peripheral to the national accounting system

Information currently available on the environment in (whose accounting nomenclatures it borrows), satellite
France is formally organized into a hierarchical system accounting is designed to assess national environmental
that comprises six levels, ranging from field data (which expenditure, its funding, and its beneficiaries. As yet, only
are extremely fragmented) to global indicators of the a few categories of this system have actually been set up:
quality of life and pollution (Figure 7-1). water, waste, national parks, and hunting.

* Level V includes two models, since the accounts in
* Level I includes a large number of heterogeneous Level IV alone are not sufficient to be used as a basis for

data, either specific to the environmental field (results of forecasting or simulations. The first model (POLLEN) is
scientific inventories or monitoring networks) or nonspe- designed to estimate the effect on such issues as produc-
cific (socioeconomic data). The quality of this information tion, prices, and foreign trade of various environmental
can vary considerably because there is no adequate sys- policies. The second (SPIRE) operates in the opposite
tem of standardization; for example, attempts to institu- direction and is used to assess the pollution or resource
tionalize ecological balance sheets in business firms have extraction levels linked to various development strategies
failed thus far. or alternate production and consumption processes.

40
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Figure 7-1. The French Environmental Data S'ystem
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* Level VI concerns quality-of-life indicatoirs. As yet, the overall development of local living conditions. How-
France has made no attempt-unlike the United States ever, these efforts are still experimental.
and Japan-to supplement gross national product (GNP)
with one or several additional representative indexes of Naturally, all of these levels are linked in varying de-
national welfare or wealth. Indeed, using a multicriteria grees to external information systems, such as research
methodology, some work has been undertaken to assess results in publications on the cost of damages caused by
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pollution, general macroeconomic theories on which the system is a long-standing criticism of the inadequacies of
operation of the SPIRE and POLLEN models depends, and GNP and economic aggregates as welfare indicators; this
demographic and economic statistics that are used to also exists in several other developed countries. Bertrand
supplement reports on the state of the environment and de Jouvenel (1966) officially proposed that the national
to build up basic data. More recently, a connection was accounts include environmental services, the cost of pol-
established between the natural patrimony accounts drawn lution, and resource extraction. He did not want to abol-
up by the Ministry of the Environment and economic ish existing structures, but to append supplementary com-
patrimony accounts established by the National Institute ponents suitable for long-term use.
of Statistics.2 These interfaces all represent areas in which It became clear, however, that a simple adjustment of
the environment could potentially be incorporated in a the existing system would not be sufficient. That is why,
general policy framework. after the existing environmental data systems were first

The structure described above is not the result of a critiqued, it took ten years before a decision was made to
preestablished plan, but of an empirical combination of establish the patrimony accounts. Much data on the en-
sets of data compiled to meet specific needs over time. vironment is available, but it is poorly integrated into the
The various levels have developed in a quasi-independent planning system because it is fragmented. It is also diffi-
manner. Initially, models were constructed and indicators cult to compete with a system of economic data shaped
were developed very rapidly and relied heavily on nonspe- by decades or centuries of accounting practice.
cific data (on production activities) and experts' statistics. What is needed to develop environmental accounting is
Over the years, statistics collected in the field (for exam- a process similar to the one forty years ago, which pro-
ple, the results of monitoring networks) began gradually duced the System of National Accounts (sNA). Such a
to replace estimates, thus facilitating a broader dissemi- process would develop a consistent framework that re-
nation of comprehensive documents, such as reports on flects the complexity of the relationship between human-
the state of the environment. In the late 1970s a partial ity and nature as clearly as possible; would create a stan-
reorganization of data based on accounting principles dardized language, which may be adopted by economists,
and data banks was envisaged. Subsequently, statistics environmental managers, and scientists alike; and would
were compiled on a regional basis and field data were devise a streamlined set of indicators to serve as a basis
standardized. for decisionmaking.

The development of this data base explains in part why
today these various levels are not regarded as forming an Assessing nature in all of its dimensions. The French
integrated system. The drawbacks of this type of step-by- accounting system attempts to include all components of
step process are a certain amount of duplication, wastage, nature that can be quantitatively or qualitatively changed
and a lack of connections between different bodies of by human activity. Components that lie outside the realm
data. The advantage is that each component is adjusted of human influence (such as geomorphology, solar rays,
to the specific requirements for which it was designed. In or magnetic fields) are thus excluded. Defined this way,
this connection it would be interesting to determine natural patrimony can be considered as:
whether empiricism-and the associated wastage-are un- * A collection of isolated components: nonrenewable
avoidable, or if the developing countries can be spared components (such as metallic ore or fossil fuel), environ-
this stage of a trial-and-error approach in order to be able mental media (soil, water, and the atmosphere), and living
to proceed directly to the accounting stage. organisms (such as animals or plants)

An Accounting System for Natural Assets: * A set of ecosystems, that is, relationships between
French Patrimony Accounts components within specific systems (such as forests,

groves, heaths, grasslands, wet areas, and coastal ecosys-

Despite the diversity of available data, there was no tems)
instrument through which the conditions of the long-ter-m * A set of territories, that is, spaces delineated either
regeneration of nature could be taken into account within geographically (such as mountains or coastal land), insti-
the overall framework of economic development. For this tutionally, or abstractly (such as grids or observation net-
reason, in 1978 France decided to design an accounting works).
system to assess both quantitatively and qualitatively the Naturally, these groups are not analyzed separately, but
state and the development of the natural patrimony, as in terms of their relationships with other natural compo-
well as the causes and effects of its evolution. The author- nents (hence the importance of the concepts of ecosys-
ities opted to establish accounts expressed in both physi- tems and cycles) and, most important, with human activ-
cal and monetary units, which would be independent of ities. The above categories are henceforth supplemented
national accounts but connected to them by various links. by the category of "agent" (individuals or institutions

Underlying the concept of an environmental accounting using the natural environment) and a summary classifica-
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Table 7-1. Structure of a Central Account for a Resource
Component Initial Potential Development Available Harvesting and Other effects of human Final
category stock Increase resource restitution resource extraction activities (pollution) stock

1
2
3
4

N
Total

tion of the relationship between people and nature, such The rigor of an accounting approach. Patrimony ac-
as extraction, pollution, nondestructive use cf the envi- counts do not purport to be an organized and periodical
ronment, access, land use planning, development, and inventory of information alone, as are, for example, re-
selection. For obvious reasons, the categories chosen for ports on the state of the environment. As already indi-
agent accounts are derived from those used in national cated, they represent a commitment to the notion that
accounting systems (such as business firms, households, the relationship between people and their environment
government services, and foreign firms or entities). can be effectively portrayed in accounting terms.

Compared with similar experiments, the most original This concept first appears in the systematic construc-
feature of French patrimony accounts is that the natural tion of an account for each component, such as raw
environment is analyzed according to each of its basic materials, the physical environment, living organisms, and
functions: economic, ecological, and social. This func- ecosystems. This account describes the available stock of
tional approach is in fact essential when it comes to the component at the beginning and end of a given period
revealing natural potential and qualitative damages result- (initial and final stock), as well as the factors that may
ing from market and nonmarket activities. It explains to have brought about any changes: increases or decreases
a large extent why patrimony accounts have been devel- in stock from natural causes and the destruction or de-
oped independently from national accounts; the main ob- velopment caused by humanity. Such an account, called
jective is to demonstrate not a net profit or loss from the the central account, is an itemized balance sheet (see
exploitation of nature, but tradeoffs between the eco- Table 7-1 and a practical example in Table 7-2).
nomic, ecological, and social functions of natural re- One of the advantages of the accounting approach is
sources. Nomenclatures of the French Natural Patrimony that the coherent picture it offers accurately reflects the
Accounts are given in the appendix to this chapter. loops and relations. In theory, each change in one part of

Table 7-2. Example of a Central Account: Growing Stock of a Commercial Forest, 1969 to 1979
(thousands of cubic meters)

Resource/asset Broadleaf Coniferous Total Use Broadleaf Coniferous Total

Volume of growing stock 980.1 6,526.5 7,506.6 Natural reduction 5.6 21.0 26.6
in 1969 (mortality)

Natural growth of initial 401.9 2,583.5 2,985.4 Accidental reduction 9.7 481.2 490.9
stock (breakage and windfall)

Natural growth by Resource extraction 92.0 1,474.0 1,566.0
reproduction (commercial felling)
(recruitment) Self-consumption 13.6 395.0 408.6

Adjustment -29.4 +1,239.2 1,209.8
Volume of growing stock 1,330.7 5,758.0 7,088.7

in 1979

Total 1,422.2 9,368.4 10,790.6 Total 1,422.2 9,368.4 10,790.6
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the accounting system should produce an equivalent change dard national accounts and deal with economic and non-
in accounting terms. This interaction is most clearly ilus- economic activities.
trated in the ecological sector accounts and linkage ac- In the future these accounts will most likely be supple-
counts, which analyze the relationship between nature and mented by, and connected with, social statistics.
the components, and agent accounts, which sum up the The flexibility of the French system makes patrimony
linkages with the natural environment of a given agent accounts resemble more of a general framework than a

An objective of the central accounts is to aggregate rigid system of accounts. This flexibility enables resource
data to the extent possible. At first glance, this objective managers to remain directly involved in constructing such
would seem to contradict the use of highly differentiated accounts. This has been the case in France, where re-
physical units of measurement (such as surface area, cu- search into methodology at the central level has been
bic meters of wood, number of species, and tons of coal) combined with highly decentralized practical initiatives.
or of qualitative indicators. This obstacle is partially over-
come by creating equivalent classes at the assessment The role of economic assessment. Those for whom the
level according to three main functions: economic, eco- word "accounts" first signifies a monetary balance sheet
logical, and social. This method can be applied using (or a cost-benefit analysis) could be disappointed by the
monetary units where justified, but also energy and bio- French approach to patrimony accounting, which concen-
mass equivalents when possible. Although this system has trates on physical data. In fact, these economic consider-
attempted to produce aggregate data, the concept of a
single natural patrimony development indicator-similar ations appear on at least three levels.
to the major aggregates used in national accounting (such * The system is designed to lay the groundwork for a
as GNP)-has been abandoned. genuine physical or "bio- economy." The question at hand

is to reveal the relation between the economic and non-
Flexible application of the framework. The develop- economic functions of nature, to analyze the circum-

ment of central accounts must take into account the stances in which these functions are reproduced, and to
specificity and complexity of natural phenomena. The determine how certain underdeveloped natural potential
limitations of an aggregate approach have already been may be transformed into production factors. In a word,
shown: in practice it is neither possible to combine the patrimony accounting is a key tool in assessing the eco-
indicators representing each of the three main functions logical building blocks of development and is a represen-
nor to compare the measurements specific to extremely tation of the concept of sustainable growth.
dissimilar categories of resources (for example, forest ar- * Patrimony accounts also have many links or bridges
eas and water volume). Thus, different accounts for each with the national accounting system. Agent accounts,
of these three functions were created, and data were which use categories borrowed from patrimony accounts,
aggregated only for the main resource categories (such as

serve as a system of passageways through which it is
water, fauna, flora, and atmosphere). Consequently, vec- possible to move from classic production and consump-
tors, not indicators, must be used. Similarly, the objec- tion activities to changes in resource stocks or environ-
tives of thoroughness and systems impact accounting mental quality (or vice versa), as shown in Figure 7-2. In
would be too costly to use if they were applied to the . .
letter. For this reason it was initially decided to confine adionacutsrodexniuesmetoepr
letter. For this reason it was initially decided to confine and develop the natural environment (satellite accounts).

the analysis to a few priority sectors (forests, water, soil, * Last, but not least, it must be remembered that the
land use, and wildlife) and a few basic interactions.land use, and wildlife) and a few basicinteractions.very purpose of such accounts is to estimate simultane-

Because the phenomena to be measured are so heter- ously the ecological, social, and economic value of the
ogeneous, the principle of standardization has been par- natural patrimony. This involves, on the one hand, not
tially reassessed in favor of differentiating between com- only assessing the environmental stock, but also tracing
ponent, ecozone, and agent accounts. the damaging effect of its conversion. On the other hand,

* Component accounts deal with subsoil assets, the it involves evaluating the extension of services rendered
soil, the atmosphere, water, and the flora and fauna. by nature. The entire system is organized with reference
Material or energy balances are presented at the begin- to this objective: priority is given to a functional ap-
ning or the end of a period and indicate changes resulting proach, qualitative assessments are introduced following
from nature or human activity. physical analysis, and aggregate indexes are sought.

* Ecozone accounts register the changes in land useand Ecoze stacusfcoutsyster. R othe hangesing la oduse This being the case, many problems remain unresolved,and the status of ecosystems. Remote sensing methosds patcual in th il fmntr sesetpno
are neessar to etablih thee accunts.particularly in the field of monetary assessment. Opinion

Arenecssary nto establishthpes ple acunts humaninstit is divided, especially with respect to the most suitable
Agent,which ac cuntsideal winthpeople andgor f thua istiu- method of assigning an economic value to resource stocks:
tions, which are classified in the categories ofthestan- using market prices, considering the discounted value of
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Figure 7-2. Links between Economic, Agent, from the environment and the damages borne by it. Nor-
and Patrimony Accounts wegian resource accounting, however, is based on an

analysis of eco-energy and material balance. This system
Economic activities translates economic activity into flows of matter to energy

National Input-output accounts and vice versa. The Canadian approach draws heavily on
economic the concept of impact studies and applies them at a
accounts Production Consumption macroeconomic level. This approach is concerned primar-

ily with the dynamic of ecological systems that have been
Uses , t Resources disturbed by the economic system.

Typology of relations ____ _ The experience of the Netherlands hinges on the neces-

Agent beTvpology of relations _ Noneconomic sity of harmonizing the economic, social, and ecological
accounts Social 4 activities functions of nature. The French patrimony accounts, al-

Extractio Accretion uses, though based on this concept of function, share with the
Pollution and and such Norwegian accounts the aim of attaining a genuine econ-

depletion development asaccess' omy of wealth based on an assessment of the potentialities
Impacts t (both monetary and nonmonetary) of using natural assets.

The approaches pursued by different countries reflect
Patrimony Changes in resource stocksseeaplnigccrsadobctv.
accounts and environmental quality several plannng concems and objectives.

* To diagnose the current (or foreseeable) state of the
environment (Canada, France, and Norway)

* To analyze the effect of environmental policies (or
total anticipated revenues and services, or even rneasur- the absence thereof) on economic performance and wel-
ing opportunity or replacement costs. All of these ap- fare (Japan and United States)
proaches yield different results, and it is clear that this * To assess the value of resources that can be ex-
subject has not yet been fully thought out. ploited for development as well as the conditions of their

Despite the seeming complexity of the F'ren,ch ap- regeneration (France and Norway)
proach, tangible results have been obtained over a fairly * To identify the possible options among the social,
short period and at a relatively low cost (three staff-years economic, and ecological objectives of development, with
and $100,000 in research grants) by focusing attention a view to global negotiation (France and Netherlands).
on a limited number of areas (water, forestry, soil, and In conclusion, no natural resource accounting effort so
wildlife) and by decentralizing the data gathering process. far has made it possible to attain all of these goals simul-
Additional years of study will be required to translate the taneously or to cover the entire range of planning pro-
results of patrimony accounting into changes in the rela- cesses (as illustrated in Figure 7-3). Moreover, it is diffi-
tive price structure of natural resources and into mone- cult to imagine a system capable of meeting the needs of
tary values. Therefore, in the immediate future, the pri- economists, ecologists, the public, decisionmakers, and
ority has been given to using component accounts in environmental managers all at the same time. Developing
long-term modeling and to building ecological sector ac- countries may thus have to choose from the various pos-
counts through remote sensing. sible approaches by referring to their own needs, level of

development, and environmental management problems.
The Experience of France and Other Developed This is discussed below.
Countries: A Comparison of Planning Objectives

Adapting Environmental Accounts
As a conclusion to the first part of this chaptsr, it would to Developing Countries

be interesting to situate the French experience in relation
to the general trend of establishing environmental infor- It is no coincidence that proposals currently put for-
mation systems and to compare the various approaches ward about environmental accounting are varied. This
adopted in the light of planning objectives. On examining heterogeneity simply reflects the varied political con-
some of the more representative projects, one is struck cerns, institutional structures, and problems in the devel-
by their diversity. Each country seems to have adapted its oped countries. It also indicates the difficulty of finding a
environmental accounts to its own national needs, insti- consensus on a theoretical framework that would present
tutions, and culture. clearly the complex relation between the economy and

American and Japanese proposals are clearly based on the environment. Therefore, a case-by-case, country-by-
the theory of welfare economics: their aim is to modify country, and perhaps even region-by-region analysis is
GNP by assessing in monetary terms the services derived called for, based on a simplified accounting framework.
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Figure 7-3. Environmental Accounts and Economic Planning
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iVote: Some accounts assess the potential and stock of resources (such as in France and Norway), while others measure the effects of environmental
damage or improvement (such as in Canada and the United States).

Problems Specific to the Developing World that directly affect environmental accounts. First, most
people are aware of the critical role that natural resources

The first question that naturally comes to mind is the continue to play in the economic activity of developing
applicability of environmental accounting in the context countries at all levels (employment, production, export,
of the physical problems experienced by the developing and consumption). Most developing countries-particu-
countries. It is clear, however, that such accounts will not larly the poorest-depend on the export of primary com-
be created unless they correspond to a perceived eco- modities or one or two other products for their growth.
nomic need. Resource regeneration and improvement is thus a vital

factor in these economies.
Economic issues and their implications. Despite the Second, the importance of natural resources is made

enormous diversity of structures and economic situations even more apparent if nonmarket activities are consid-
in the developing world, there are a few common features ered. Another feature of developing countries is the exis-
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tence of a traditional sector, dominated by nonremuner- * Because of the highly polarized nature of develop-
ated activities including self-production, self-consumption, ment, many cases may well warrant limiting the environ-
and barter, alongside a modern sector, which is highly mental accounting system to an analysis of a few produc-
integrated into the international trade system. To date, tion and consumption channels or primary commodities.
population growth and the frequent choice of capital-
intensive technology have limited the capacity of these Physical problems and their implications. It would be
countries to absorb the modern sector. inappropriate here to provide a detailed inventory of the

It is therefore the proper functioning of this traditional environmental problems in the developing world. It is
sector (for example, accessibility of local, nonreplaceable more important to summarize how these problems differ
resources) that ensures the basic survival of hundreds of from those experienced in the industrial countries. Envi-
millions of people. The clearest example is noncommer- ronmental concerns in the developed countries have fo-
cial energy sources (such as firewood and refise), which cused largely on pollution risks and the conservation of
account for 50 percent of the developing world's energy the natural environment. But despite extensive local dam-
consumption. In the People's Republic of the Congo, for age caused by unchecked industrialization or urban ex-
example, firewood represents 80 percent of all energy pansion, the greatest environmental threat in developing
sources and takes up 25 percent of household budgets. countries is the disappearance of the resource base on
During the past decade, its price for village inhabitants which the survival of millions of people depends. The
has increased tenfold. problems related to resources include shortages of fire-

Third, this superposition in of heterogeneous economic wood and deforestation, deterioration of arable land and
systems translates directly into an enormous social and desertification, depletion of the quality and quantity of
geographical inequality. Public works projects, recently water and the prevalence of waterborne diseases, reduc-
constructed modern industrial complexes, and rapid urban tion in genetic diversity and wildlife stock (wild and do-
expansion are so many enclaves of modernity, which at mesticated, including fishing resources), and damage
times stand in strong contrast to the rest of the country. caused by natural disasters.
The growing disparities in income, consumption patterns, These problems tend to overlap into a chain of cause
and lifestyles call into question the usefulness of tradi- and effect, which makes partial approaches of limited
tional statistical assessment methods based on averages. value. Disturbances in the hydraulic cycle, for example,

A final factor specific to developing-country economies may be related to erosion, which is in turn linked to
is their dependence on the outside world. This has also deforestation. The destabilization of ecological systems
had considerable influence on the introdLiction of envi- may also be linked to poverty and inequality, the popula-
ronmental accounts. On the one hand, the importance of tion explosion, legal systems, dependency on the outside
export goods, whose value is often set by the interna- world, and adverse natural conditions.
tional market, and, on the other hand, the weakness of This situation has several implications for establishing
sectors producing directly for the domestic market, accounts.
sharply reduce the effectiveness of national rnechanisms

reuatn reouc supl ademn. FutemoeX The stock of natural resources and its development
reuatn reouc sppl an deman. F .rhroe take precedence over pollution problems in developing

given the spread of the nonmarket sector, it is obvious uteriec vr
that, in this situation, prices cannot fulfill their traditional countries.
role as indicators of scarcity. * An accounting system will be even more advanta-

Theeas ar s ipslcar s o t geous if it reflects the systems' effects and cyclical phe-Thnere are several implications of these economic Issues
for environmental accounting. nomena.

* Although the nomenclature of natural resources
* There is no doubt that the assessment and develop- seems easily adaptable to the specific context of develop-

ment of natural resource potential can have both an eco- ing countries, the categorization of agents should be care-
nomic and ecological interest for developing countries, fully reviewed and, if necessary, revised.
provided that it leads to the formulation of aggregate
indicators and covers both commercial and noncommer- Available Information
cial resources (see also Peskin, Chapter 10).

* Given the poor representativeness of monetary as- The high cost of compiling new data and the chronic
sessments, it is necessary, at least initially, to concentrate lack of qualified personnel in the combined fields of sta-
on physical accounting. tistics and the environment make it difficult in the short

* The existence of extreme inequalities or different term to prepare resource accounts in developing coun-
situations requires the creation of separate accounts for tries. Gathering information on the environment is gen-
each homogeneous geographic region or population erally not yet a priority concern for statisticians in these
group. countries. In these circumstances, it is therefore likely
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that environmental accounting will in the short term ei- marginal settlements in rural or urban areas. Generally
ther be based on existing data alone or depend on statis- speaking, existing data are often not sufficiently localized
tical programs already envisaged in other fields. This and are discontinuous or isolated. Once again, they are
restriction makes it strategic to establish a precise inven- gathered by a host of independent agencies, which fail to
tory of all currently available data (mapping, scientific, circulate their findings among themselves.
and statistical). In general, there is little data available on stocks and

In 1977 the United Nations Office of Statistics ad- even less on their growth or depletion. Assessments of
dressed itself to this task by undertaking a general survey natural resource potential are generally dealt with in ad
of 122 countries and case studies on Kenya, the Domini- hoc studies or research, such as those carried out before
can Republic, and the Fiji Islands (United Nations 1982). a major project is implemented. Purely economic esti-
The main problems found were dispersed and compart- mates most often remain confined to the university (at
mentalized data, insufficient specific information, ex- least at a global level), and studies summing up environ-
tremely uneven quality of nonspecific data, and over- mental expenditure at the national level are extremely
general statistics prepared by international agencies. rare. Finally-and most significant-qualitative data are
These are discussed below in turn. virtually nonexistent.

Dispersed and compartmentalized data. Some data on Uneven quality of nonspecific data: abundant but not
the environment already exist in the developing world. directly usable. The observation above leads to a simple
These data, however, have been compiled by a wide vari- conclusion: the feasibility of environmental accounting in
ety of different agencies, ministries, scientific institutes, developing countries will depend primarily on the ability
business firms, and international organizations and are to adapt data originally compiled for other purposes or
scattered and diversified. Usually appearing as by-prod- to use existing statistical infrastructures to gather infor-
ucts of research studies, sectorial surveys, and project mation from other sources. In most countries periodical
evaluations, they are presented in diverse forms, such as statistics are available on population; employment and
individual observations on specific situations, statistical output, by major sector of activity; land area under agri-
series, files, and maps. Most often used directly by the culture, agricultural yields, and production; livestock, fer-
institutions producing them, these data are neither stan- tilizer and pesticides; quantity of timber and forest prod-
dardized, centralized, nor even widely disseminated or ucts for export; catches of fish; and construction of
published. Thus in Thailand, more than eighty different permanent dwellings.
bodies produce environmental data, which use frequently Through a few relatively simple operations, such as
incompatible nomenclatures and formats. Forty-five such geographic coding of data or the use of other data (for
institutions exist in Kenya and thirty-eight in Fiji. example, pollution coefficients or resource-use coeffi-

Although considerable potential does exist, it remains cients per unit of output), statistics directly usable for
largely undeveloped. In this connection, the creation of environmental accounts might be obtained, and an envi-
an environmental or resource account could represent a ronmental section could gradually be added to some sur-
decisive step forward, even if it were limited to creating a veys.
minimum of harmonization-and thus economies of Naturally, the success of patrimony accounts depends
scale-between competing data systems and to serving as on the quality of their connection with the SNA, which has
a meeting ground where data producers and users-who the tremendous advantage of having a homogeneous and
otherwise have little contact-could meet. consistent framework and of being appraised annually in

most countries. National accounting is a necessary tran-
Insufficient specific data. Some progress in collecting sition point, particularly if environmental accounts are to

data has been made during the past years. Several coun- be used in national economic planning. There are two
tries now publish reports on the state of the environment. limitations to this approach, however.
Monitoring networks have been established to analyze air First, it is clear that considerable gaps exist in the
and water pollution from a few standpoints. Remote sens- statistical material compiled-even at the purely eco-
ing is now being used systematically to observe changes nomic level. For example, very little aggregated data exist
in soil use. At the instigation of the Economic and Social on household spending and consumption or on income
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, pertinent data have distribution, and information relating to volume (deflated
been collected in most Asian countries on deforestation according to a price index) is often contestable (IARIW-

and water resources (ESCAP 1982). These efforts, how- ECA 1982).
ever, remain the exception. In Kenya, for example, which Second, it is obvious that the significance of accounts
is one of the more advanced African countries, statistical and the use of aggregates as overall indexes of activity
data are still inadequate on such important phenomena are considerably reduced by the fact that they do not
as deforestation, air and water pollution, soil erosion, and include nonmarket goods and services. Gunnar Myrdal
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(1970) pointed out long ago the limitations of applying comprises only 400 stations for the entire world, which
the notion of GNP to developing countries whose econo- represents an average of only 2 to 4 in each country. Last
mies include sizable nonmonetary agricultural sectors. but not least, entire sections of environmental concerns

These two limitations explain why the quality of aggre- have poor or inadequate data coverage; this is especially
gate data collected can vary considerably. In Africa, for true of wildlife and flora and of environmental economics.
example, estimates of GNP growth during 1960 to 1970
ranged, according to the sources and countries concerned, Environmental Accounting as a Tool
from 1 to 11 percent for Chad, from 1 to 13 percent for for Policymaking
Mali, from 1 to 6 percent for Burkina Faso, and from 1 to
2 percent for Senegal (World Bank 1981). These gaps, Natural resource accounting could act as a catalyst for
which may at first seem to represent insurmountable obsta- framing environmental policy in developing countries.
cles to creating environmental accounts, can also, paradox- Many of these countries have complained that it is diffi-
ically, be viewed as significant opportunities. As pointed cult to put the concept of integrated development into
out on numerous occasions, improving the quality of con- practice without a tool to facilitate the distribution of
ventional economic data systems (national accounting, in investment to various areas of the environment or to
particular) will obviously benefit enviromnental accounts identify beforehand the payers and beneficiaries of the
by emphasizing the nonmonetary sector. policies envisaged. To a large extent, environmental ac-

Two examples-among many others-exist of this con- counting answers this dual need. In this respect, it can
vergence. First, by excluding wood-based fuels, current fulfill, at the national level, the same role of initiator or
statistics obscure the specific nature of the energy crisis in driving force that impact studies have at the project level.
the developing countries and may lead to irrational invest- It can supply environmental institutions with the means
ment decisions. In Zaire, for instance, if noncommercial to open dialogue with economic administrators and mem-
energy sources were included, energy consumption would bers of the scientific community. It can also provide these
jump from 3 to 10 percent of gross domestic product same institutions with effective management tools in their
(GDP). Second, because of the quality of data compiled on particular field of competence, such as priority criteria
nonmarket food crops, Kenya was able to lorecast harvest and minimal data on anticipated expenditure and its im-
yields that proved to be invaluable during the drought in pact. Environmental accounting cannot, of course, substi-
the late 1970s. A project specifically aimed at collecting tute for political will, but, for environmental administra-
data on natural resources not intended for export markets tions, which are often weak, it can constitute a powerful
could thus easily become economically profitable. means of internal structuring and recognition with re-

Abundant but overgeneral data from inzternational or- spect to other ministerial offices.
ganizations. Beginning in the mid-1970s, many interna-
tional organizations-including the Food and Agriculture Proposals
Organization (FAO); Unesco Man and the Biosphere Pro-
gram; the World Health Organization (WHO); and the The preceding survey shows that the development of
U.N. Environment Programme (uNEP)--have involved environmental accounting in the developing world will
themselves in far-reaching programs to compile data on inevitably encounter a set of serious obstacles. The prob-
the environment and natural resources. lem of insufficient and poorly dispersed basic data is

For example, the FAO recently completed a soil map on compounded by several factors.
a scale of 1:1.5 million, as well as a map of areas in the * The shortage of financial and human resources that
process of desertification. It has also launched a project can be mobilized in the light of other, more urgent,
to partition Africa and Asia into homogerneous ecological priorities for statistical data that have not yet been filled.
regions and has analyzed soil potential for twelve types of * The lack of a coordinating structure capable of
crops (UNEP 1981). It periodically dissenninates data on bringing together multidisciplinary teams.
soil use (in five categories), pesticide use, area of land * The unsuitability of a cost-benefit approach in sec-
under irrigation, and fishing yields. Two years ago, it tors dominated by nonmarket activities.
completed an inventory of tropical forests and their * The present lack of political demand for this type of
growth, in conjunction with Unesco and UtNEP. tool, particularly by economic planning bodies.

For its part, UNEP has coordinated a monitoring net-
work to oversee climate, long-range transport of pollut- Although these obstacles may seem sizable, they are
ants, environmental health, oceans, and terrestrial natural not insurmountable. There are a few factors that might
resources (GEMS program). In many fields, these data are help in establishing environmental accounts, and results
often the only available at the moment. The pollution from the few projects recently undertaken in developing
monitoring network coordinated by the GEMS program countries have been encouraging.
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Several factors can possibly facilitate the setting up of * In the poorest countries, priority should be given to
environmental accounts in the developing countries: their preparing reports on the state of the environment (add-
environmental problems may be more apparent than in ing, where appropriate, a survey of investment expendi-
the industrial countries, the convergence of requirements ture).
for economic and resource statistics may be more obvi- * Patrimony accounts should be developed only in the
ous, and the intermediate materials and results of the economically most advanced countries and should em-
developed countries can be used. phasize accounting in physical terms before contemplat-

In addition, remote sensing is an effective, well-devel- ing linkages with the SNA.

oped tool. It is particularly well adapted to evaluating * Data collection and processing should initially focus
natural resources, and, having demonstrated its reliability, on one or two resources regarded as economically and
remote sensing can be an extremely useful tool in creat- ecologically strategic by each country.
ing environmental accounts. * The national (macro) and regional (major projects)

* It is relatively inexpensive compared with other meth- approaches should be combined as far as possible within
ods of statistical and cartographical analysis.3 the framework of flexible and decentralized institutional

* Its global and composite nature allow it to analyze a machinery, which will draw maximum benefit from exist-
large number of variables simultaneously, thus furnishing ing skills and information.
qualitative as well as quantitative results. At the International Level

* It makes it possible to process rapidly large and
inaccessible areas.4 As was the case when the SNA was established, interna-

* It is particularly suitable for repeated use, which is tional cooperation will undoubtedly be necessary to help
important in taking periodic measurements of differences initiate the process of creating environmental accounts.
in the state of the environment. The following six proposals fall within that context.

To date, there are no examples of natural r esource * A detailed survey should be made of the cost, logis-
accounting projects carried through to completion in de- tics, human resource requirements, and performance of
veloping countries. However, significant progress has been accounting systems being set up in the developed coun-
made with the launching of a few partial efforts under the tries. At the same time, an audit on the reliability of
auspices of the U.N. Statistical Office (uNso), UNEP, and remote sensing methods could be carried out.
EScAP, and on the initiative of individual countries.5 * Full-scale experiments should be funded in a few

Cote d'Ivoire is a good example, as it began research countries (one per continent), which focus each time on
in 1983 with a view to setting up a quantitative and a different aspect that is locally considered to have prior-
qualitative soil account (Dravie and others 1983). Within ity.
a few months, it established a methodological framework * Specific improvements in existing statistical systems
and applied it to a small region, which permitted full-scale should be promoted under the auspices of the U.N. Sta-
activities to be carried out in three directions. tistical Office, such as reorganizing data according to

First, a dual soil classification system (functional and ecological zoning patterns, compiling economic data per-
qualitative) was created. Second, a central account was taining to environmental management in a single com-
set up, which described both the changes in land alloca- pendium, or adding a section on the environment or
tion and the evolution of its potential use by phenomena natural resources to industrial and agricultural surveys.
such as erosion, desertification, and certain agricultural * An international network should be established to
practices. Third, an economic account was established, facilitate the dissemination of the results of successful
which covered both the investment cost involved in soil experiments, the exchange of views and intermediate ma-
protection and improvement and the monetary effect of terials, access to data collected by international organi-
the growth of potentially exploitable assets (taking into zations, and the creation of a file of cost-benefit studies.
account theories on production techniques). Full-scale * Training programs should be developed for the stat-
compilation of statistics for these accounts must, of isticians, economists, and scientists involved in the ac-
course, be started before any conclusions may be drawn counting systems process, or training modules should be
from this project. created to make national accountants and planning offi-

cials more aware of the importance of environmental ac-
counting.

At the National Level
Conclusion: Toward a Program of Action

The preparation of accounts cannot be contemplated
without strong motivation on the part of the interested Actually, the greatest problem connected with environ-
countries. mental accounting is not to define once and for all a
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model transposable to all the developing zountries, but will be possible to attain all these objectives within two
to launch a process of implementation that takes into years.
account the assets and constraints specific t:o each one of
them. It is thus necessary to go beyond a list of desirable Second Stage: Development
activities and to propose a program with very specific
stages and time scales. The second stage should have two objectives: on the

The following program proposes a series of steps in one hand, to extend the preceding steps so as to include
three stages (short-, medium-, and long-term), whose main fewer economic aspects and, on the other hand, to set up
aim is gradually to arouse in the developing countries the essential institutional structures in each country con-
concerned sufficient motivation to proceed to the final cemed. The experts should thus be gradually replaced by
stage of creating accounts. national bodies.

The following activities could thus be carried out dur-
First Stage: Awareness and Experimenta,tion n hsseodsaeing this second stage.

The aim of the first stage is to interest planning officials * The setting up, in each of the countries in which a
(and beyond them, political decisionmakers) in creating pilot study was done, of institutional structures responsi-
accounts as soon as possible. The stress is thus deliber- ble for the accounts (Figure 7-4).
ately placed on producing results rapidly and on using
accounts for economic forecasting.

For that purpose four or five pilot studies should be Figure 7-4. Using Accounts to Compare Projects
launched, with the participation of experts from these or Alternative Development Scenarios
countries and from the developed countries who have
experience with environmental accounting. Initially each Value and sustainability
study would prepare a central account (stock account) of the project
for one of the resources considered to be strategic by the
volunteer countries (such as water, forest:, soil, humid ,
zones, fisheries, or genotype).

The first drafts of the accounts thus created are used Ecological Social Economic
in the second stage to analyze resource processing net- evaluation evaluation evaluation
works throughout the production system and to assess
the modifications in the economic value of the stock at 
the beginning and the end of the period under consider- Ecological Social
ation. It will be possible to test several methods of mone- function of function
tary evaluation concurrently. natural (nonmarket)

The best way of turning the preceding information to resources
account would be to construct in a third stage, together
with planning officials, two contrasting resource manage- Gain or loss Economic
ment scenarios. One of these would prolong past trends, of function function
while the second would be a conservation scenario. This of stocks Consumption
prospective analysis would illustrate by simple indicators Amount of stocks * Imports
the relevance-both from the economic and physical view- in t, t + 1, t + n * Exports Expenditures
points-of a strategy of sustainable development. The case (quantity and quality) Jobs protection
studies would also localize existing information and as- I / J p
sess the cost and technical conditions involved in obtain- Resource flows /
ing currently unavailable data. By the end of the first Macroeconomic
stage, the experts should thus be able tD propose an model
initial program for organizing the existing environmental /
data in each country.

Finally, at the same time as this fieldwork is being done, - Uses and _ t_
it would appear to be essential to maintain or to set up Patrimony extraction National Satellite
an ad hoc assessment team. This team would be respon- accounts of resource accounts
sible for periodically following the progress of the case
studies and for assessing the results of this first stage, Scenarios
together with the national leaders. The few rare experi- and projects
ments that have already been highlighted indicate that it (Prospective models)
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* The preparation of a complete system of accounts on * Development, where possible, of prospective and
the resources studied during the first stage. This is equiv- macroeconomic models for assessing, on the one hand,
alent to adding to the preceding analysis a satellite ac- the economic effects of environmental policies and, on
count summing up the expenditure on the management the other hand, the consequences for the main ecological
of this resource, a set of agent accounts, and, in particu- indicators of different growth scenarios
lar, the bulk of the data on the ecological function of the * Launching, on the basis of the preceding informa-
resources (accounts and indicators of defects in ecosys- tion, of a limited number of cost-benefit studies on poli-
tems). This would be done by the institutional structures cies for combating conditions such as desertification, de-
described above. forestation, and water pollution (in accordance with

* The launching of international training and research national priorities).
activities.

At the end of this period four or five complete ac- In the other countries or on an international level
counts, each dealing with a specific resource (such as
water, soil, or forest), would thus be available. This should * Preparation of an international-level typical account
suffice to test the validity of the indicators, ratios, or units structure adapted to the developing countries and of the
of economic and ecological measurement suggested in corresponding methodological documents, such as guide-
each case. lines and intermediate material

Concurrently with this detailed analysis of a resource, * Adoption of an international classification system for
it would probably be desirable to use the available data resources (such as water, air, soil, and ecosystems) and
to set up in four or five volunteer countries a provisional efforts to harmonize existing nomenclatures
system of indicators of situation or of results for the other * Improvement of the methods of storing and dissemi-
national resources. All this material should finally enable nating the data collected by the international agencies to
an increasing number of countries to become aware of make them more coherent and directly accessible to the
the relevance of accounts before the third stage, which developing countries
should consist of applying the pilot experiments on a * Launching of a major international research program
large scale. on indicators of defects in ecosystems (analysis of thresh-

olds) and on resource economics (economic assessment
Third Stage: Dissemination of damage, calculation of shadow prices, and criteria for

the interperiod management of renewable and nonrenew-
Until the program is about to enter its fifth year, it will able resources). This research focuses on the problems of

not be possible to appreciate the relevance and feasibility the developing world and will have to take explicitly into
of environmental accounting in the developing world and account the nature of the available information.
to arrive at serious conclusions regarding the accounting In conclusion, it is necessary to revert to another as-
structure best adapted to the situation in these countries. pect, the institutional dimension. It seems obvious that
The third stage should thus logically begin with an inter- an operation as demanding as the creation of accounts
national conference to assess and adjust the program of has no chance of succeeding unless it corresponds, at
action. The following long-term actions could eventually be least to begin with, to specific political needs with respect
launched, depending upon the results of this conference. to management, and unless it gives birth to a permanent

framework for dialogue between the responsible govern-
In countries that initiated pilot experiments during the ment departments, scientists, economists, planners, and

first two stages statisticians. Methodological problems are of secondary

* Progressive extension of accounts established for a importance compared with these necessities.
single resource to the totality of the natural resources
(patrimony accounts) and of the expenditure on their Appendix. Nomenclatures of the French Natural
management (satellite accounts) Patrimony Accounts

* Simultaneous organization of existing information
systems (such as data banks, monitoring networks, sur- A. Nomenclature of components
veys, and inventories) 1. Nonrenewable components

* Introduction in planning of a limited number of ag- Fossil fuels
gregate indicators of the state and development of re- Uranium
sources, which are followed up periodically (and estab- Metalliferous ore
lished on the basis of the accounts) Nonmetallic ore

* Discriminating analysis of the possible linkups be- Quarry (including sand)
tween resource accounts and national accounts Other
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2. Environmental media in monetary terms all stock or capital goods held by eco-
Soils (exposed and immerged) nomic agents (such as housing, capital equipment, land, sub-
Continental waters (surface water, groundwater, soil resources, livestock, and forests) as well as financial

snow, and glaciers) assets (such as gold, currency, and stock).
Ocean waters (coastal waters and open sea) 3. For Landsat, the taking, processing, interpretation, and dis-
Atmosphere (air, upper atmosphere, and play of images on a scale of 1:100,000 costs roughly one

climate) tenth of photomapping using color infrared.
3. Living organisms 4. For example, only 40 Landsat images were needed to estab-

Animal species (wild and domestic)-according lish a 1982-83 inventory of terrestrial resources for half of
to standard scientific nomenclature Mali, whereas the same area would have required 5,000 aerial

Plant species (wild and domestic)--according to photos on a scale of 1:50,000 (excluding ground surveys).
standardtscientific nomenclature 5. ESCAP plans to supplement its report on the state of the
standard scientific nomenclature environment with a section on resource accounting, based on

one or two case studies.

B. Nomenclature of ecosystems
1. Water ecosystems References

Open sea
Coastal ecosystems de Jouvenel, Bertrand. 1966. "Proposition a la Commission des
Inland ecosystems Comptes de la Nation." Ministere des Finances, Paris. Pro-

2. Terrestrial ecosystems cessed.
Forest Dravie, Christophe A., Georges Hainnaux, and Jean Louis We-
Woodland and pasture land ber. 1983. "Essai d'Etablissement d'un Compte des Sols en
Health C6te d'Ivoire." Regional African Seminar on Natural Re-
Meadow and land under cultivation source Statistics. November. Abidjan. Processed.
Turf ESCAP (Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pa-
Pioneer ecosystems cific). 1982. "Review and Appraisal of Environmental Situa-

3. Other ecosystems tion in the ESCAP Region." Bangkok. Processed.
JARIW-ECA (International Association for Research on Income

C. Nomenclature of agents and Wealth-Economic Commission for Africa). 1982. Record
According to the traditional distinction of the SNA of the regional African conference, November 15-20. Vol. 11.

among: Douala, Cameroon. Processed.
Households Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes lconomiques

Business firms (INSEE) et Ministere de l'Environnement. 1986. LesComptes
Administrations du Patrimoine Naturel-La Documentation Francaise. Paris.
Other (such as foreign entities) Myrdal, Gunnar. 1970. The Challenge of World Poverty. New

Other subcategories: York: Random House.
Business: environmental firms or managing bodies Rapport, David, and Anthony Friend. 1979. "Toward a Compre-

(agricultural and nonagricultural) hensive Framework for Environmental Statistics: A Stress
Administrations and environmental public bodies Response Approach." Statistics Canada, Ottawa. Processed.

(associations, local administrations, and central United Nations. 1982. Survey of Environment Statistics: Frame-
administrations work, Approaches, and Statistical Publications. Statistical

Papers, series M, no. 73. New York.
Notes UNEP (United Nations Environmental Programme). 1981.

"Earthwatch: An In-depth Review. Environmental Data."
1. The term "patrimony accounts" is a direct translation from eport 1. Nairobi. Processed.

the French language. The French system is very broad and Weber, J. L. 1983. "The French Natural Patrimony Accounts."
includes, in addition to natural assets, those with a historical Statistical Journal of the United Nations Economic Commis-
or cultural value. sion for Europe 1:419-44.

2. Economic patrimony accounts have been prepared since World Bank. 1981. Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan
1986 within the framework of the expanded SNA. They assess Africa: An Agenda for Action. Washington, D.C.
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Linkages between Environmental
and National Income Accounts

Richard B. Norgaard

Almost four decades ago K. William Kapp (1950) argued users of information from the SNA, as advisers to devel-
that both our conception of the development process and oping countries, and as coordinators of systematic data
our national income accounts were inadequate ior devel- collection and exchange-have initiated various efforts to
opment planning. Neither our theories nor our primary improve the usefulness of environmental data. The Con-
indicators of economic development incorporate the serv- ference of European Statisticians of the Economic Com-
ices of the environment and of resources. This conceptual mission for Europe began to investigate the organization
problem became a popular concern during the 1.960s, as and use of environmental data in 1973.
awareness of pollution and environmental mar,agement The U.N. Statistical Office (uNso) began working on
problems increased in the developed countries, By this the problems of organizing environmental data in 1974.
time the shortcomings of the gross national product (GNP) In 1983 the first of several Environmental Accounting
became more and more apparent. GNP, as conventionally Workshops was held. In late 1984 UNSO presented "A
measured, could be increased by using up limited re- Framework for the Development of Environment Statis-
sources faster at the expense of future generations. It tics."
could also be increased both by degrading the environ- The Environmental Accounting Workshops have strug-
ment and by correcting environmental degradation. gled with the complex methodological issues of how vari-

During the 1970s economists and others began to make ous heterogeneous environmental data should be se-
serious suggestions for changes in the System of National lected, organized, aggregated, and incorporated into or
Accounts (sNA) to correct the shortcomings. In spite of linked with the information provided by the SNA. Strong
the logic behind many recommendations, however, the arguments, presented predominantly by economists, have
only suggestion that many countries have adopted in their been made that the SNA is already an effective tool. Its
national accounts is to keep separate track of environ- defenders believe that it simply needs to be improved by
mental correction expenditures (named defensive expen- including both the value of environmental and resource
ditures elsewhere in this volume). services in the current account and the variation in the

Since the early 1970s an increasing number of prob- value of resource stocks and environmental systems in
lems in developing countries also have been linked to the capital account Some economists believe that appro-
inadequate consideration of environmental and resource priate techniques exist to fully incorporate critical re-
factors. Both specific development projects and general source and environmental values in the SNA. Others be-
strategies failed to reflect environmental opportunities lieve that environmental accounting should be
and constraints. In the early 1970s the political leaders, independent of economic accounting and that linkages
government advisers, and academics in developing coun- should be made between the accounts as appropriate for
tries rejected the concept of an environmental crisis as different types of questions.
perceived by their counterparts in developed countries. Economists have developed numerous techniques dur-
During the past decade, however, some of them have been ing the past three decades for estimating the monetary
active in reformulating development thinking to include values of resource and environmental services. The values
the relationships between well-being, environment, and of the environments or environmental factors and of the
resources. resources from which these services derive are the pres-

The international development organizations-as major ent value of the services. Economists have tried to ground
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these techniques in economic theory, have obtained ade- with economic theory. The derivation of the SNA stems
quate data in some cases, and have established effective from heated debate as to what should be included and
econometric procedures.' To most economists, environ- how. Thus, the SNA is based on conventions established
mental and resource valuation is a proven area, one where through a process of acquiring consensus rather than
success appears consistently possible after sufficient ef- based on procedures deduced from economic theory.
fort. Thus most economists concerned with environmen-
tal accounting argue that the greatest problems of the The Value Aggregation Issue
SNA with resources and environmental systems can be
corrected by developing a good system of accounts, with Much of the interest in environmental accounting stems
everything measured and aggregated in monetary terms. from a concern with the sustainability of development.
Furthermore, with everything in monetary terms, plan- Economists argue that sustainability, to the extent that it
ners could readily compare options. is important to people, is incorporated in individuals'

The skeptics are concerned with the limits of economic values and reflected in the decisions they make. For
valuation or of any other single technique. They argue economists, one goal of environmental accounting is to
that the environmental accounts should be maintained in provide appropriate indicators of people's willingness to
physical units to the extent possible and thait multiple maintain or improve the quality of the environment as
approaches to linking accounts with the SNA should be development occurs. Valuation techniques for nonmarket
developed and used as appropriate, given the question goods and services, however, rely on individual prefer-
under consideration. They have been unified by their ences about the future as expressed for goods and serv-
skepticism of the economists' arguments, and they agree ices in those markets that are working.
that questions related to appropriate development are too Environmentalists argue, however, that they are ethi-
important, diverse, and complicated to be pursued cally compelled to seek sustainable development. For
through a single approach. But they have so far not these people, sustainability should be a constraint on, or
reached a consensus on an alternative approach or com- separate social objective of, development strategies. Even
bination of approaches.2 if a society does not select sustainability as a constraint

The methodological debate has circled around the ec- or objective, it should explicitly monitor the extent to
onomic approach versus the use of diverse, less formal, which current preferences jeopardize future generations.
methods. Many of these other methods have been exper- Economic techniques, however, aggregate key environ-
imented with in the French system of envirornmental ac- mental information of importance to social decisionmak-
counting.3 A consensus, however, has hardly developed ers and consider social values by initially weighting them
on which methods might be conceptually mc,re suitable with respect to individual preferences as they are ex-
or practically more effective under different circum- pressed in private markets.
stances. Economists make tradeoffs between generations on the

assumption that interest rates reflect optimal exchanges
sNA Developed by Consensus, Not Theory between present and future generations. The fact that

future generations cannot possibly participate in capital
Most lay people and many planners assume that in- markets provides a clear rationale for social intervention

creasing the GNP means that the economic welfare of in capital markets and independent social decisions about
people has improved. But GNP only measures the level of conserving resources and environmental systems. Socie-
economic activity that goes through the market mecha- ties could, and to some extent do, protect future genera-
nism. Welfare is best thought of as the sum of producers' tions through interest rate policy. Societies frequently
and consumers' surpluses-the difference between the make decisions to directly reserve resources and environ-
areas under demand curves and above supply curves. mental systems for future generations. The information
When these areas increase, other things held equal, wel- for making these social decisions should not be presented
fare has improved. Expenditures are an awkward combi- solely in a form reflecting the current generation's values,
nation of the cost of supplying goods and services and as expressed individually by the rate of interest generated
the producers' surplus. And other things are rarely held in capital markets.
equal. GNP increases when subsistence farmers join the Although the issue of sustainable development is rela-
labor force and stop producing their own food, when tively new, the philosophical division between thinking of
women join the labor force and hire domestic help and social goals as the sum of the goals of a society's individ-
childcare, when the stock of housing and factories is uals and thinking of society as having its own goals above
destroyed by war and then replaced, and when the envi- and beyond those of its individuals has deep historical
ronment deteriorates and the government initiates correc- roots. Economic theory is based on the former premise,
tive actions. but all societies operate on the second premise to some

The SNA has these internal inconsistencies because of extent, most to a considerable extent. In the public policy
the difficulties of building accounts that are consistent arena, economists are repeatedly confronted by the con-
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tradictions between the premise upon which their indica- Economic techniques for valuing nonmarket goods and
tors are based and the premise upon which they are used. services are also based on the assumption that nonmarket

The ethical debate has theoretical analogs. The contra- goods are a marginal problem. If nonmarket goods and
dictions between economic indicators based on one prem- services comprise a small portion of the total economy,
ise about society that are used in public decisions involv- then the inclusion of these goods and services in the
ing another premise underlie, for example, the theoretical market would not significantly change the relative prices
controversy over the use of benefit-cost analysis to effi- of goods and services or individual behavior. In this case,
ciently design public projects. If one of the objectives of existing market prices and behavior can be used to esti-
a project is to redistribute income, what is the signifi- mate the value of nonmarket goods and services. If non-
cance of an efficiency analysis derived from valuations market goods and services comprise a large portion of
based on prices generated by the existing income distri- the total economy, however, their inclusion would signifi-
bution? The weighting of benefits and costs depending on cantly change relative prices and the valuation of nonmar-
their incidence by income groups is currently practiced, ket goods and services. Again we are faced with the
but it is quite controversial among economists because of dilemma that economic techniques are more appropriate
the value judgments it involves. the less significant the problem. And again, advocates

With respect to sustainability, the parallels are clear. If and opponents of the economic approach are divided as
one of the objectives of public decisionmaking is to en- to whether our problems are small or large.
hance the likelihood of sustainable development, what is The economic approach suffers from several theoretical
the significance of environmental valuations derived from shortcomings. One might conclude therefore that another
information generated by an economy that is less sustain- approach is needed. But all approaches contain similar
able than desired? Within environmental economics simi- methodological drawbacks. Any method of aggregating
lar questions are now being theoretically considered by environmental and resource data, for example, implies
comparing total systems with and without a policy change. value weightings which "should" be made by society. Yet
Using this approach, the values of environmental services society as a whole cannot be involved in every decision.
are derived from the differences in utility gained with and Some method of weighting is necessary so that those to
without the policy change. This theoretical "solution" whom social decisionmaking has been delegated can as-
reverses the process advocated by economists for environ- sess current conditions, foresee the consequences of al-
mental accounting: environmental values change as a re- ternative courses of actions, and make decisions. Indeed,
sult of the policy input rather than environmental values even if all decisions were made collectively, aggregation-
providing input to the policy change. with implicit valuations-would be necessary to convey

The determination and use of interest rates reflects this information in a usable form to the public. This issue is
theoretical quandary. Economists argue that the value of being referred to as the value aggregation problem.
resources saved for the next generation, say twenty years The value aggregation issue can be used to reduce the
hence, is equal to their value at that time discounted by methodological debate to an ethical debate, with each
dividing the value by one plus the rate of interest to the side leaving the proponents of the other methodology
twentieth power. Given the economist's theory of how with little more than their values supporting their argu-
interest rates are determined in intergenerational capital ment. But one can look at the issue also in the following
markets, however, it would be just as appropriate to ask constructive way. Each methodology gives different
how future generations would interact differently in the weights to the values around which interest groups organ-
capital market and affect the rate of interest if they were ize. With multiple methodologies giving alternative
wealthier because this generation had redistributed re- weights to different interests, the interests of all could be
sources in their favor. protected and a Pareto optimal solution might be possi-

The conventional economic answer to this issue has ble.4 The value aggregation problem in this light becomes
been to argue that market values with and without a an argument for methodological pluralism-for the use of
policy change will be very close for small changes. This, multiple methodologies to help insure that all values are
however, would be incorrect if the ultimate objective were respected to the extent possible.
to significantly change the direction of development. In
short, if the current economic development path was suf- The Bounded-Knowledge Synthesis Issue
ficiently inappropriate that significant corrections would
be called for, current market signals would not provide All models of social and environmental systems suffer
appropriate indicators of how the path could best be from another problem. Scientific knowledge stems from
corrected. Signals generated by economic methodology specific models that simplify reality, in part, by artificially
are best for fine-tuning on the margin. Quite consistently, bounding the field of study. Science has not provided a
supporters of, and detractors from, the economic ap- way to synthesize bounded knowledge into knowledge of
proach tend to hold different opinions as to whether fine- the whole. Yet such a synthesis is exactly what environ-
tunings or significant changes are needed. mental accounting needs in order to derive better indi-
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cators for planners. This problem will be referred to as the complex interactions between economic development
the bounded-knowledge synthesis issue. and the environment.5 The value aggregation and

Each methodology for aggregating bounded knowledge bounded-knowledge synthesis problems indicate that this
works better for some types of knowledge, less well for belief is naive. A consensus for one methodology can only
others. Preference for one methodology over another fre- be reached by "nonlogical" means. Logic, however, indi-
quently stems from an individual's special understanding cates that multiple methodologies-conceptual plural-
of a particular aspect of a problem and relative naivete of ism-provide the key to a safer and more pragmatic strat-
other aspects. Depending on the question being asked, egy for linking environmental and economic accounting.
some linking methodologies will be able to address knowl- Sustainability is too important, too multidimensional, and
edge more closely related to the question than others. too poorly understood for societies to rely on one meth-
One procedure, for example, might effectively aggregate odology.
soil fertility with economic productivity, while another
might aggregate the ability of the soil to hold moisture Conclusions
during droughts to the variations in the need lbr foreign
exchange. Each methodology for aggregating has advan- The approach to combining environmental information
tages depending on the question being asked. with the SNA faces certain difficulties because of the deri-

The bounded-knowledge synthesis issue also supports vation of the SNA (by consensus rather than a deductive
a pluralistic approach to aggregating environmental and methodology) and its attendant shortcomings; the value-
economic information. The rule of "safety first" would aggregation issue; and the bounded knowledge-synthesis
indicate the use of multiple methodologies to insure that issue.
decisionmakers have information alerting them to as many The existence of these problems means that broad,
aspects of environmental and resource phenomena as aggregate indicators for planners will have to be derived
possible. Decisionmakers should not be limitedl to knowl- by consensus rather than by a deductive methodology.
edge bounded by the particular models best addressed by Each specific approach advocated by one group can be
one linking methodology. Planners and policymakers do shown to contain shortcomings or inconsistencies. There
not always know which questions should be asked and is therefore a need to pragmatically work toward a con-
which methodologies are most appropriate. sensus. Although no one methodology can be logically

The valuation of environmental services and resources correct, the use of multiple methodologies will reduce the
and of their respective systems and stocks is a methodol- likelihood of making a significant error.
ogy that facilitates nothing more sophisticated than addi- In conclusion, less effort should be spent on debating
tion. Market goods and services can be combined with and more on experimenting, learning through doing, and
nonmarket environmental factors after valuation to obtain sharing experiences. It seems appropriate at this stage to
better measures of the level of economic activity. Simi- try two or three different approaches to environmental
larly, the value of natural resource stocks and of environ- accounting in each of four or five countries with different
mental systems can be added to that of man-made capital. types of environmental problems. Future workshops
If better measures of the levels of economic activity and should be directed toward discussing the practical issues
the value of assets are needed, valuation is an appropriate encountered and sharing the results.
approach.

Policymakers and planners want to know not only how Notes
well the economy is doing but how it might be improved.
For this they need to be able to predict the cutcomes of 1. For a general review of and guide to the use of these
alternative decisions. And predictions require models of techniques, see Hufschmidt and others (1983). Much of the
cause and effect-of how different mixes of economic theoretical development of these techniques has been published
activity affect, and are affected by, resources and the in the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management.
environment over time. GNP is like a speedometer, and Peskin (1981) provides the clearest description of the use of
improvements in a speedometer's accuracy could prove these techniques to modify the SNA.

quite important. But a speedometer does riot indicate 2. This is well documented in the rapporteurs' summary of
whether the wheels are spinning on ice or even on the the meeting in Washington, D.C., November 1984.
road. To address the questions of long-term economic 3. The French system of environmental linking, for example,

and environmenta planning, a mapise .V n has many attractive features, but those opposed to the econo-
cand environmentl planninga m is neededt . Valuation mists' view cannot agree on its strengths and weaknesses. Seecan still be helpful when combinea with explanatory mod- Chapter 7.
els, but for most questions valuation itself is inadequate. 4. A Pareto optimal solution is one in which some or many

In summary, the theoretical component of the debate individuals would be better off and, at the same time, nobody
over the appropriate methodology for combining environ- would be worse off.
mental and economic infornation has been sustained by 5. "Critical rationality"-the belief that rational methods ex-
the belief that there is a correct method for understanding ist for applying scientific knowledge to social questions-is the
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dominant belief among scientists, economists, and policymak- Hufschmidt, M., D. E. James, A. D. Meister, B. T. Bower, and J.
ers. The belief is supported, although not "logically," by the A. Dixon. 1983. Environment, Natural Systems, and-
mainstream epistemology of Popper (1979). During the past Development: An Economic Valuation Guide. Baltimore, Md.:
decade the dominant belief system has been attacked by philos- Johns Hopkins University Press.
ophers (Feyerabend 1974 and 1978), by systems theorists Knapp, K. William. 1950. The Social Costs of Private Enter-
(Churchman 1979), and by planners (Ulrich 1983). prise. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press.

Peskin, Henry M. 1981. "National Income Accounts and the
Environment." Natural Resources Journal 21 (uly):511-37.
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Environmental and Nonmarket Accounting
in Developing Countries

Uenry M. Peskin

National accounting systems, in one form cr another, nomic activity. The OECD survey did not ask the respon-
exist in nearly every nation, regardless of the nation's dents why they engaged in nonmarket accounting. How-
stage of development. The United Nations encourages ever, since only a dozen of the 150 nations classified as
standardization both in accounting procedures and in the developing display the nonmarket information separately,
layout of final tables-presumably to make it easier to it can be inferred that more importance is being placed
compare economic performance across nations. One on providing better measures of economic performance
could argue, however, that there is a special need to than on building better data systems (Blades 1975, p.
depart from the standard in developing nations. In partic- 406). The concern that neglecting subsistence economic
ular, they may benefit more than developed nations from activity causes total economic activity to be underesti-
modifications that better account for the coniribution of mated seems well justified. Of the forty-eight surveyed
environmental and other nonmarket assets. countries that were able to determine the share of gross

An important characteristic of these nations, and a key domestic product (GDP) accounted for by subsistence ac-
indicator of their stage of development, is the large tivities, nineteen estimated that these activities accounted
amount of economic activity that occurs outside organ- for more than 20 percent of total GDP. Moreover, this
ized markets. This activity has not been ignored by na- percentage must surely be an underestimate since, as
tional accountants in these countries. Acccrding to a Blades points out, many nonmarket production activities
survey conducted by the OECD Development Centre, most are not accounted for at all. For example, most countries
of the sixty-five responding nations account l:o some de- surveyed did not make an estimate for food processing,
gree for nonmarket, subsistence activities (Blades 1975). handicraft, construction, water portage, and transporta-
There is no evidence, however, that any of these nations tion activities in the household sector.
account for the services of the environment, the principal The OECD survey does not indicate whether any of the
nonmarket asset that is the concern of ministries of the respondents attempted to account for any nonsubsist-
environment. ence, nonmarket activities-in particular, the consump-

This chapter points out how a system of national ac- tion of the services of the environment. To my knowledge,
counts, possibly developed along the lines of the frame- no nation, developed or developing, has adopted formal
work described in the next chapter, could better serve accounting for the services of the environment, although
the needs of developing nations. Certain implementation in recent years the U.N. Environment Programme (UNEP)
problems specific to these nations are discussed and a has been attempting to determine what recommendations
course of action suggested. should be made to member nations along these lines.

UNEP and the World Bank are concerned, with some
Uses of Expanded Accounts justification, that neglect of environmental deterioration,
in Developing Countries and especially deterioration of the stock of natural re-

sources, will give a false picture of economic growth as
In developing as well as developed countries, there are measured conventionally by national account aggregates

two principal uses of the accounts: to generate measures such as the net national product (NNP).' Thus, although
of economic performance and to organize data on eco- the neglect of many subsistence nonmarket activities
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causes conventional national accounting procedures to will not measure true opportunity costs, and observed
generate deficient indicators of economic performance in output prices will not measure true social benefits. Given
developing nations, perhaps a more important reason is this well-known result from economic theory, development
their neglect of the deterioration of the stock of natural economists have attempted to construct shadow cost or
resources and environmental capital. This neglect has price measures, which either supplement or replace the
received much recent attention because of the failure of conventional monetary measures.3 It seems, however, that
development policies to generate sustained growth. much more attention has been directed toward the bene-

Historically, overlooking declines in the stock of natural fit side than the cost side, even though theory suggests
resources in the conventional accounts was thought to be that observed costs and prices fail to adequately measure
of little significance. This view was based on the fact that values for reasons that are just as applicable to costs as
discoveries of new natural resources were also neglected, they are to benefits. Based on the relative number of
as were other resource-increasing factors such as re- books and articles devoted to each subject, one would
charge and the natural growth of renewable resources. have to conclude that planners are far more satisfted with
Therefore, as long as discoveries, recharge, and growth their measures of cost than with their measures of bene-
equaled or exceeded depletions, this mutual neglect was fits.
thought not to have any adverse social consequences Clearly, however, when there is a large degree of non-
(Landefeld and Hines 1982).2 The current perception, market activity in an economy, monetary measures can
however, is that discoveries, recharge, and natural growth be just as deceiving for estimates of true opportunity costs
are not keeping up with depletion. Moreover, for stocks as they are for estimates of social values or benefits.
of such environmental capital as clean water, clear air, Moreover, rectifying the problem can be just as difficult.
and natural forests, the potential for new discoveries and There is, in fact, no easy quick fix. Although the literature
rapid increases in growth appear slim indeed. Therefore, implies that correct cost estimates can be made by adjust-
as long as maintaining the stock of these resources is ing the observed values, determining the appropriate ad-
considered essential to sustained growth in developing justment factors is no easy matter (Little and Mirrlees
nations (an assumption examined in the next section), the 1969). For many years, the planning profession has rec-
neglect of their deterioration in the accounts is especially ognized that the analysis of complex economic interde-
serious. pendencies requires some type of interindustry or activity

With respect to the second traditional use of national analysis. One of the most important contributions of con-
accounts-a framework for the consistent assembly sf ventional national economic accounting has been its abil-
economic data-conventional accounting practice that ity to generate the data sets necessary to support such
neglects nonmarket activity is also deficient for the needs analyses. An expanded accounting system that includes
of developing nations. Although this deficiency has not nonmarket, environmental activities can serve this tradi-
received much attention in the literature, it should be tional role for those developing economies for which the
clear that if nonmarket activity is widespread in an econ- nonmarketed economic activities are as important as the
omy and if such activity is ignored in national data sys- marketed ones.
tems, then these systems will not be able to support
accurate analyses of economic behavior. Implementation Problems

Although cynics may feel that such analytical deficieri-
cies affect the community of analysts far more than the Several problems, unique in the developing nations, can
community of developing nations, the lack of a framework arise if the attempt is made to implement an expanded,
for assembling nonmarket data can have more than mere nonmarket accounting framework. Two of these are dis-
academic consequences. Development planners have be- cussed in this section. These problems are not critical in
come increasingly aware that a lack of data on nonmarket the sense that their solution is a necessary precondition
activities, especially those that lead to negative externali- for implementation. In particular, the valuation difficulties
ties such as pollution, may produce a distorted view of discussed below may not be fully solvable. However, the
the likely benefits of actual and proposed development failure to find acceptable valuations for nonmarket goods
projects. I do not believe that they are as equally aware and services will not diminish the usefulness of the ac-
of the contribution that a complete accounting of market counting structure as a data system to support economic
and nonmarket activities can make to the analysis of the planning, particularly in its ability to shed light on the
opportunity costs of actual and proposed development true opportunity costs of alternative development strate-
projects. Indeed, for estimating true opportunity costs as gies.
well as benefits, it is the accounting framework, and noi:
merely the assembly of nonmarket data, that can make a Accounting for Environmental Asset Depreciation
significant analytical contribution.

This assertion derives from the fact that, in the absence The following chapter emphasizes the important dis-
of perfectly competitive markets, observed monetary costs tinction between physical deterioration and economic de-
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preciation. Only the latter is properly accountecl for in an the demise of an economy, there does not appear to be
economic accounting framework.4 As noted in that chap- any convenient-way to reflect this fact in a single set of
ter, it is quite possible for a nonmarket (or a market) economic accounts. One year's income accounts could
asset to remain physically intact but to depreciate eco- reflect the shrinking of the asset with a depreciation
nomically in the sense that the present value of the ser- entry, and a single set of wealth or asset accounts could
vices generated by the asset declines over time. The op- display the remaining stock. Only by analyzing such ac-
posite is also possible. An asset, such as the stock of counts over several years could inferences be drawn con-
standing Indonesian hardwoods, can suffer sorne degree cerning when the stock will be exhausted. Whether the
of physical deterioration and still have its present value exhaustion of the stock will mean the demise of economic
increase over time, which implies negative depreciation, activity cannot be revealed by the accounts, except, of
or capital gain. course, in the year when the demise occurs. Thus, ac-

The effort to introduce the concept of true economic counting for the depreciation of natural resources might
depreciation into nonmarket accounting in developing make only a minor contribution to preventing the even-
nations raises a number of issues, some of which are tual collapse of the economy because of the exhaustion
amenable to technical solutions. Other issues are funda- of a natural resource.
mentally more serious, however, in that they address the To speak of eventual economic collapse is certainly a
whole purpose of the accounting exercise and 'the poten- dramatic characterization of the sustainability problem.
tial conflicts between economic and conservation objec- The dismal result relies on one or more of the following
tives. Thus, these latter issues are addressed first. assumptions: that there is no technical progress, that the

Environmentalists and, increasingly, economic planners exhaustible resource has no effective substitutes, and that
are concerned that development programs may deplete there are, indeed, identifiable assets whose contribution
certain vital natural resources. As a result, short-term to the economy is so crucial that their physical exhaustion
economic progress could be followed by long-term eco- indeed would mean economic collapse.5 Page apparently
nomic decline-that is, the growth may not be sustaina- feels that it is fairly simple to identify natural resources
ble. A related concern is that even if growth may be able that meet these characteristics; he cites, for example, the
to continue unabated, its composition may not, be suited establishment of a strategic stockpile of critical materials
to the tastes of future generations. Unless the full menu for national defense (Page 1977, p. 184). However, a
of assets now available is conserved, future generations strategic stockpile is intended only to fulfill demands dur-
will be deprived of the options available to the present ing fairly short-term events such as drought or war. Decid-
generation. Can and should the economic accounts, ex- ing what assets are critical to the sustainability of eco-
panded to include the services of the environment, reflect nomic growth certainly requires a longer time frame.
these concerns? In the context of developing nations, one naturally

The resources in question need not be confined to thinks of such resources as agricultural land, forests, and
nonmarket, environmental assets. In fact, often the ex- water supply as potential candidates for long-run conser-
amples cited as such are marketed assets, such as miner- vation regardless of any calculation of present value.
als and farmland. The argument is that the private market Those countries highly dependent on the export of min-
mechanism is not sufficient to ensure that the stock of erals would certainly add such minerals to the list. Yet,
these assets will be adequately preserved for future gen- upon closer examination, it is not so clear which, if any,
erations. (Presumably the problem is just as severe, if not of these assets are crucial to long-run sustainability (in
worse, for assets that do not trade in the marketplace.) It Page's sense), and, more important, it is not clear to what
is quite possible that a private economy acting optimally extent their calculated present values distort their true
(to maximize the present social value of its assets) could social values.
bring itself to a point of extinction by exhausting even Of the assets mentioned above, water, and especially
one of its vital natural resources (Page 1977; Lind and the supply of potable water, appears to be the most cru-
others 1982). There is no inherent mechanism in a free cial. Because of the lack of substitutes, its demand is
market economy to prevent possible self-destruction. inelastic (assuming that desalinized salt water or imported
Therefore, the value of vital assets as revealed by the fresh water are not practical alternatives). Therefore, it is
market underestimates their true value to the very exis- quite possible that as a nation's supply of fresh water
tence of the society. According to this line of thinking, diminishes, its unit value increases at a greater rate, lead-
the social value of such assets should not be determined ing to an ever-increasing imputed or measured value of
by the present value of income generated in the future, fresh water wealth. Clearly, in this case, the apparent
but rather by an appeal to a conservation ethic, an ethic increase in the nation's water wealth would give a dis-
that rejects economic valuation as inadequate to reflect torted picture of social well-being. Can the same case be
the needs of future generations. made for the criticality of other, so-called vital assets? To

Before examining this argument, it should be noted answer this question, it is useful to consider one poten-
that if the depletion of some asset does eventually lead to tially critical asset, agricultural land.
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Whether agricultural land is as critical as potable water Valuation Criteria and Social Organization
depends on what one means by "agricultural land."
Clearly, the elasticity of demand for the aggregate of all If an attempt is made to implement the expanded ac-
agricultural land is quite different from the elasticity of counting structure described in the following chapter,
demand for the individual parcels that make up the aggre- several difficulties must be overcome. Clearly, the lack of
gate. If these components are highly substitutable for data is one of the more serious problems. There are,
each other, taken individually none could be considered however, even more serious impediments. These are more
vital. Moreover, because the substitutability implies high serious in the sense that they involve conceptual issues
elasticities of demand, physical reductions in individual that, unlike the paucity of data, are not easily corrected
parcels will imply reductions in their values. That is, the even if a developing nation had more resources to work
reductions in quantities are less likely to be offset by high with.
increases in prices. Therefore, a present-value wealth ac- One issue concerns the possibility of determining im-
counting would not falsely indicate an increase in land puted nonmarket values that are independent of a coun-
wealth. try's economic and social structure. If, for example, the

What if some of the parcels were highly specialized and valuation procedure relies on society's willingness to pay
the elasticity of demand were highly inelastic for the prod- for the nonmarketed services of a natural resource or
ucts produced on these parcels? In this case, it is possible some other environmental asset, then clearly it would be
(but by no means assured) that a present-value wealth impossible to devise an economic valuation without know-
accounting could indicate an increase in wealth even as ing the society's preferences.
the physical stock of such land declined. Although this If one accepts the principle that a society should evalu-
could possibly be misleading, there would not be any ate its own assets, then the lack of a socially independent
serious social consequences unless the products gener- valuation may not prove too troubling. It does create two
ated by this land were so crucial that the entire economy problems, however. First, it becomes difficult to make any
depended on them. comparisons of expanded national income and product

Certainly it would be disastrous in a developing country among countries if the countries have very different eco-
if the wealth accounts indicated that the amount of land nomic and social structures. Second, tracking economic
(in value terms) devoted to, say, a crucial export crop was performance over time can also be difficult if there have
increasing when, in fact, it was decreasing. However, the been substantial social and economic changes. This sec-
existence of such a possibility does not justify declaring ond problem presents a special conundrum if one of the
all agricultural land as crucial and, therefore, not subject purposes of economic accounting is to determine the
to present-value valuation. Moreover, what may appear to extent of economic changes.
be crucial in the short run may be quite expandable in These points could be used to argue against nonmarket
the long run. The stock of silk worms is hardly crucial to accounting in general. However, market prices also de-
the present-day Japanese economy, but it may have pend on a country's economic and social structure. Thus,
seemed so in the sixteenth century. Indeed, it could be as is well known by national accountants, comparisons of
argued that, given human ingenuity, virtually all assets are national income aggregates can also contain limitations if
substitutable in the long run. If so, rather than searching the countries being compared are very different. Country
for sustainable levels of particular vital assets, the appro- A could have the higher GNP if its relative prices were
priate conservation principle might be to maximize the used for the comparison, while Country B could have the
level of all assets in the aggregate. A natural measure of higher GNP if its relative prices were used. Although there
this aggregate level is its monetary value, that is, the is no solution to this problem, the responsible course of
present value of gross national product (GNP). In other action would be to use both sets of prices for making
words, according to this argument, the best legacy for two-country comparisons if the different price relatives
future generations is a high level of (properly measured) would materially affect the results. Along the same lines,
income and capital formation in the present generation for making comparisons of nonmarket GNP between coun-
(Baumol 1969). tries, the prudent course of action would be to use valu-

The accounting structure put forth in the following ations that would reflect different economic and social
chapter implicitly adopts this view with two crucial provi- structures. Of course, in view of the difficulty of produc-
sos (also endorsed by Baumol): that GNP (and the under- ing even one set of nonmarket valuations, this procedure
lying asset base) be defined to include nonmarket ser- is unlikely to be followed.
vices, particularly the services of the environment, and Valuation methods used to implement the expanded
that certain assets, such as air, potable water, plant and accounting structure can be based on methods commonly
animal species, beautiful vistas, and the cultural heritage used for benefit-cost analyses. These methods frequently
be recognized as vital and irreplaceable and therefore use the concept of willingness to pay-the idea being that
beyond economic evaluation and beyond the scope of the the value of a nonmarketed good or service should be
expanded accounts. measured by what society would be willing to pay for the
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good or service were it marketed. In practice this usually lected, efforts should be made at monetary valuation. In
means what individuals in society would be willing to pay. the U.S. context benefit-cost techniques were used. Thus,
This focus on the individual is consistent with the central for example, the value to firms of waste disposal services
proposition of capitalistic, free market economies: that provided by receiving waters was estimated by the oppor-
the consumer is sovereign. tunity costs to the firms if they were deprived of these

Related to the problem of making comparisons among services. These costs, in turn, were estimated by various
countries when economic and social struztures differ is techniques that attempt to measure social willingness to
the problem of whether the willingness-to-pay concept is pay to avoid pollution (for example, the travel cost
appropriate for economic systems that have ai more lim- method, the property valuation method, and the dis-
ited role for consumer sovereignty.6 And if it is deemed counted productivity method).
inappropriate, what principles should take its place, and As noted above, it cannot be assumed that any of these
what valuation methods are consistent with thlese princi- methods will work in a developing country. Thus, a dy-
ples? Answers to these questions are important compo- namic research effort is called for-dynamic in that it will
nents of the task of finding nonmarket valuations for have more of the characteristics of developmental re-
expanded national accounting frameworks in developing search than of applied research, although the vast litera-
countries. ture on benefit-cost techniques may provide a useful point

In a developing country, it is important to develop of departure. Because this initial effort will be explora-
valuations and valuation methods that reflect both the tory, the quality of much of the assembled information
principles of the country's social philosophy and its social and its valuation will not be very good. This does not
objectives. Sustainable economic growth-one of the more mean that the information will not be useful, however.
important social objectives-must be translated into con- Indeed, the U.S. experience has indicated that much of
cepts that lend themselves to measurement and valuation the preliminary information, especially on the physical use
if this objective is to be reflected in the expanded ac- of the environment for waste disposal, is of great use to
counting system. Indeed, it may not be possible to de- policymakers. Nevertheless, because so much of the infor-
velop valuation schemes that fully measure thie degree of mation necessarily has to rely on estimation rather than
sustainability. Yet, it is important to poinit out that the on direct observation, the pilot project is probably best
accounting framework, even without complete or perfect done by a nongovernmental agency, such as a university,
monetary valuations, can provide a data system that can in cooperation with various ministries that could provide
be of tremendous use to those responsible for making some of the supporting data.
sustainable development policy. It is difficult at this time to be too precise about the

appropriate staffing of such a pilot effort in a developing
Suggested Course of Action country. Regardless of the level of effort, however, it is

important, for two reasons, that the bulk of the work be
Although there is some experience in implementing the done by nationals and not by foreign consultants. First,

expanded national accounting structure described in the because a long-term, multiyear effort is necessary, heavy
following chapter, the effort to develop this framework staffing by consultants is likely to make the costs prohib-
relied totally on data from, and condition; in, the United itively high. Second, unless the bulk of the work is done
States (Peskin 1987). No case is known where this system by nationals, there is a good chance that the accounting
or some other nonmarket accounting has been fully im- effort will die when the consultants depart. Thus, an
plemented in a developing country, although there have important goal is not simply to construct a resource ac-
been some partial efforts (Repetto and others 1987). counting system, but also-and perhaps more impor-
Thus, implementation or, more precisely, initial steps at tant-to develop resource accounting skills in the coun-
implementation should be viewed as a pilot project. try. At a minimum, a viable program, which would achieve

Based on the experience in the United States, the start- these goals, would require two full- time nationals and
ing point is to assemble a complete body of physical data about three to six staff-months of outside consultants a
covering the stock of environmental assels, the demands year.
for the services of these assets (for example, the demands One other consideration in determining the level of
for waste disposal services by industry, the demand for effort concerns the scope of the accounting function.
recreation services by households and tourists, and the Should the expanded accounts be confined to environ-
demand for potable water), and the negative physical con- mental assets or should the effort attempt to cover a full
sequences on final and intermediate dernand from con- spectrum of nonmarket assets? In principle, the latter
sumption of these services (for example, adverse health approach is preferable, basically because a fully expanded
effects from water pollution, damage to crop production accounting system will be able to show important rela-
from soil loss, and damage to electricity production from tions between environmental asset use and other nonmar-
sedimentation). ket activity. For example, the amount of labor devoted to

After or, better yet, while the physical data are col- household fuelwood production, a significant nonmarket
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activity in many rural societies, crucially depends on the have the desired characteristics, even though all the inputs in
location and availability of natural forests and, of course, such a function are, by definition, substitutes.
on competing market and nonmarket sources of energy. 6. Following the analysis of Marglin (1984), if an economic
Analysis of such projects as the development of plantation system were based on neo-Marxist principles, consumer sover-
forests would be greaty facilitated if the accounting sys- eignty would be limited, in theory, to the short-run determina-

tion of output mix. In contrast, if an economy were structuredtern reflected these interdependencies. according to neoclassical principles, consumer sovereignty would
Realistically, limitations of available staff and money have a much larger role to play. Of particular importance for

may preclude development of an accounting system that the justification of cost- benefit techniques is the role of con-
fully covers all nonmarket assets. It may be necessary to sumer sovereignty in determining relative prices.
confine the effort to environmental assets. Indeed, it may
be necessary at first to confine the effort to one or two References
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A Proposed Entronmental Accounts Framework
Henry M. Peskin

The objective of expanding the national income and prod- the economy, whether or not these materials are valued
uct accounts to encompass the environment requires the with a positive market price. Using techniques of interin-
development of a theory linking environmental data with dustry or input-output analysis, these material balance
the economic information already covered by conven- approaches are easily linked to the economic data drawn
tional national accounts. Such a theory is presented in from national accounting systems.
this chapter. Both an advantage and disadvantage of this approach

The cost of the proposed expansion is minimized by is its apparent neutrality: only materials are being ac-
adhering as much as possible to the accounting structure counted for; there is no indication whether these materi-
of existing national income and product accounts, such als are good or bad. This is in contrast to other environ-
as the U.N. System of National Accounts (SNA). Indeed, mental accounting schemes that attempt to measure or
the suggested changes are introduced as separable addi- otherwise account for the negative effect of pollution and
tions to the existing accounts. In this way, the modified human activities on the environment. These approaches
accounts preserve all existing information, and the sug- are more difficult to implement, since a metric must be
gested changes can be ignored by users of the conven- devised to value the damage done by pollution and envi-
tional accounts who do not require the additional envi- ronmental degradation. Implementing a scheme based
ronmental information. Because of the close linkage to only on the measurement of physical flows is far easier.
conventional accounting structure, this discussion pro- However, even though a material balance accounting
vides an overview of the conventional income and product scheme may be useful to organize and display certain
accounts, presents a modified accounting structure, and environmental information, by itself it is not sufficient to
emphasizes how closely the proposed modiFications fit the augment the coverage of the accounts.
existing national accounting concepts. The problem is that the elements included in the ac-

counting scheme should reflect economic welfare. If, at
Theory of Environmental Asset Services the outset, an accounting scheme is set up that, as a

matter of principle, precludes placing a value on the
The first issue that arises when one sets out to account elements being measured, then such a scheme by defini-

for the environment is to decide what aspect of the envi- tion says nothing about economic welfare. Materials ac-
ronment will be measured or accounted for. One possibil- counting, with its neutral valuation is similarly neutral
ity, reflecting the popular concern with air and water with respect to economic welfare. Of course, inferences
pollution, is to account for the generation amd disposition can be drawn about economic welfare from material ac-
of polluting materials. Thus, following the lead of Ayres counts just as from indexes of production. But to do so
and Kneese (1969) and Leontief (1970), a system can be requires the aggregation of dissimilar entities measured
devised to trace all physical flows of materials throughout in different units (for example, tons of cement, barrels of

oil, and gallons of water). The material accounts, them-
selves, offer no guidance on how to do this aggregation.

Note: Some of the material in this chapter, including a graph- For its full implementation, the accounting scheme out-
ical analysis, is given in Peskin (1989). lined below requires the measurement of all entries in
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value terms to allow for aggregation and the direct com- counting framework assumes that these decisions are
parison of environmental with nonenvironmental entries. made wisely. More specifically, the chosen amount of pol-
Often it is necessary to measure such physical information lution generated is assumed to be that which maximizes
as the quantity of air and water pollutants emitted by profits for polluting producers or which maximizes utility
industrial category. Efforts to build material balance ac- for polluting consumers.
counts and efforts to build the expanded accounts can be Generally, the less pollution is generated or (what
very complementary activities. The objectives of the two amounts to the same thing in this simple example) the
exercises are, in principle, however, very different. less use is made of the disposal services of the environ-

Rather than material flows, this expanded scheme at- ment, the more costly it is for the producer. Therefore, it
tempts to cover flows of services generated by environ- is assumed that there are positive benefits to the polluter
mental capital. It is based on two concepts: all income associated with higher pollution levels, which, however, at
originates from capital, and the physical environment is a some point begin to become less positive. Indeed, if these
form of capital fundamentally similar to the other forms levels get too high, the pollution may begin to impede the
of tangible and human capital that generate the income production process (say, by affecting the workers' health),
flows already accounted for in the conventional accounts. and thus the benefits of polluting may even decline. (Since
The first concept, which expresses the fundamental rela- the producer is assumed to be rational, however, such a
tion between income and capital, has been well accepted situation would not exist for very long.)
in modem economic thought ever since it was originally Up to now, the focus has been on the benefits of using
stated (Fisher 1906). The second concept, while hardly in environmental assets and on the associated pollution by
the same central position in economic thought, would not the polluter. The other side of the coin is now considered,
be found to be objectionable by most economists. The namely, the "disbenefits" or damages that may be associ-
environment "is a form of social capital which society ated with the use of environmental assets. There are two
must somehow manage if it is to maximize its welfare" sorts of disbenefits. One is the familiar direct damage that
(Johnson 1975, p. 321). Why this type of capital needs pollution by one party can inflict on another. Air pollu-
social management while other types of capital, such as tion's effect on a person's health is a clear example of
factories and machines, can rely on private management this sort of direct effect. By measuring these direct dis-
is central to the theory of environmental management. benefits as negative benefits, one can imagine a relation
This theory underlies both the proposed accounts frame- between pollution and disbenefits that, in general, indi-
work and the proposed methods of valuation.' cates virtually no disbenefit at very low levels of pollution,

Although, as argued above, material flow accounting by a rapid increase in disbenefit at moderate levels of pollu-
itself does not provide sufficient information to add to the tion, and a satiation of disbenefit at very high levels of
accounting of the elements comprising economic welfare, pollution. Although this pattern is realistic for many pol-
the material flow and the proposed asset service flow lutants that cause adverse direct health effects, other pat-
approach are highly complementary. This is because the terns are possible. This pattern, however, along with the
production of any material, whether it is a product to be assumed form of the relation between pollution and ben-
sold or a waste material to be disposed of, can be linked efits, illustrates the frequent situation where the net social
to the services provided by some specific asset. Just as benefits of pollution (the sum of the benefits and disbene-
the production of goods sold in the marketplace reflects fits) reaches a maximum at some positive pollution level,
the capital services of the plant and machines usecd in the (where the marginal benefits and disbenefits of pollution
manufacture of the goods, likewise the production of waste are equal) but where pollution is at a lower level than the
products, such as smoke and spent process and cooling polluter finds optimal. Assuming a known relation be-
water, reflects a demand for the capital services provided tween environmental asset use and pollution, optimal units
by the environment-services of waste disposal, cooling, of environmental service rather than pollution could also
and the provision of important inputs, such as oxygen for be determined.
burning or nutrients for crops. The second type of disbenefit occurs when the pollution

To understand the relation between the demand for the or environmental asset use denies someone else use of
services of environmental assets and the generation of the environmental asset. For example, using a lake for
pollutants, however, an important principle must be es- waste disposal may deny the use of the lake to someone
tablished: the polluter always has some choice about how else for getting potable water or fishing. This second type
much pollutant will be generated. Thus, while some pol- of disbenefit is referred to as an indirect disbenefit to
lution may be an inevitable consequence of most produc- distinguish it from the direct disbenefits discussed above.3

tion processes, the amount generated for each unit of The key feature of this type of disbenefit is that it will
product can vary substantially, depending on a multitude exist only if there is a finite amount of available environ-
of decisions affecting production levels, production tech- mental asset service.
nique, and product mix.2 The model underlying this ac- For the proposed accounting framework, three key el-
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ements are relevant. First, and most important, both pos- marginal unit sold. All other so-called infra-marginal units
itive and negative benefits are associated with any amount are valued at this same price (assuming that the seller
of polluting activity. Thus a single accounting entry will, cannot practice price discrimination). To measure the
in general, not be adequate to capture the effects of disbenefits associated with the use of environmental as-
environmental asset use. Second, with a finite availability sets, marginal valuations should be used.4 One important
of environmental asset services, the identification of one advantage of marginal valuations (besides consistency) is
party (for example, industry) as the polluter and another that they provide a way to estimate whether observed
party (for example, households) as the injured party is environmental asset use is greater or less than the optimal
not always appropriate. The accounting system should use, which maximizes net benefits. At the optimal level,
recognize that any actor in the economy may be using the marginal benefit and disbenefit valuations are exactly
environmental asset services to the detriment of another equal; at levels greater than that, the marginal valuation
actor. A third element concerns the effect of the total of disbenefit exceeds the marginal valuation of benefit;
availability of environmental asset services. If the availa- and, at levels less than that, the marginal valuation of
bility of such services is very great in relation to the benefit exceeds the marginal valuation of disbenefit. These
demands placed on the environment, and dLepending on latter situations can be interpreted as conditions for too
the method chosen to place values on these demands (see much and too little pollution, respectively. Although mar-
below), it may be appropriate to ignore certain environ- ginal valuations allow for this interpretation, total valua-
mental asset uses in the accounting systern. Of course tions are usually easier to estimate.
treating all environmental services as free goods and not Up to now, cost and valuation principles have been
assigning any value to them has in part contributed to used for the situation where a polluter creates a direct
the current environmental problems. The point being disbenefit. For indirect disbenefits, in addition to the total
made here, however, is that a judgment must be made on benefit to party 1 (formerly the polluter), the fact that
a case-by-case basis on whether assigning a zero value for party 2 (formerly the party suffering direct pollution dam-
accounting purposes is justified. age) enjoys a benefit from the remaining units of environ-

mental assets must be accounted for. Similarly, the indi-
Valuation Concepts rect damage party 1 causes party 2 needs to be

considered. To this value must be added the indirect
For valuation methods, a distinction should be made damage party 2 causes party 1 by denying party 1 various

between the cost of pollution control already incurred by units of asset service. Again at the optimal level, marginal
polluters and the potential cost to polluters equal to the valuations of benefits and disbenefits are equal. As op-
forgone benefit if they were denied access tci the environ- posed to the analysis of direct pollution damage, however,
ment (which equals the value to the polluiters of being the difference between benefit and disbenefit estimates
allowed to pollute). The former cost is, in principle, al- cannot be interpreted as conditions for too much or too
ready accounted for in the conventional economic ac- little pollution or asset use. It can be said only that one
counts (although it may not be clearly identified as a party's use at the expense of the other party's use is too
pollution control cost). The latter cost is not currently excessive to be socially optimal.
accounted for. Yet its estimation is important for the
expanded accounting system, since it provides an esti- Investment and Depreciation
mate of the value to polluters of disposal services pro-
vided by the environment. This cost, that is, the prospec- Conventional economic accounting distinguishes be-
tive cost to the polluter of being denied any use of the tween the purchase of goods for consumption and for
environmental asset, measures the value of a nonmar- investment. A further distinction is made between gross
keted factor input (the environmental asset service) just and net investment, the latter being equal to gross invest-
as, say, the wage bill measures the value of a marketed ment less capital depreciation. In expanding the conven-
factor input (labor). tional accounts to include environmental asset services,

As environmental assets are used and pollution pro- these distinctions should be preserved. In particular, in-
duced, disbenefits are also produced; this is also ne- vestments that increase the environmental asset stock
glected in conventional accounting systems. Most availa- should be accounted for if this is not already done in the
ble measures of these disbenefits rely on total valuations: conventional accounts. Similarly, there will be an entry
the total value society would be willing to pay to avoid measuring any depreciation in environmental assets. The
such disbenefits. But these total values are not entirely definitions of investment and depreciation may not ex-
consistent with the valuation concept used for marketed actly be the same as those used in conventional account-
goods in the conventional national accounis. The usual ing, however, although the definitions used are consistent
valuation for marketed goods is a price-times-quantity with economic theory.
valuation, the price in question being that for the last or Specifically, following Alfred Marshall (1920), income
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(regardless of whether it originates from marketed or equals consumption plus net investment and net invest-
nonmarketed capital) is defined as the sum of current and ment equals gross investment less depreciation, however,
potential future additions to well-being. The formation of net income thus equals gross income less depreciation. It
capital that allows for both additions to future income follows from equation 3 that net income equals iVo. Thus
and the maintenance of current income is gross invest- equation 3 can be rewritten as:
ment. If current additions to well-being are identified as
consumption, gross income can be defined as consump- (4) = Cl + I1 + D,
tion plus gross investment. Net income is simply con- where C and II are consumption and net investment in
sumption plus net investment, where net investment is year 1. In other words,
gross investment less that portion of capital investment
just necessary to maintain current levels of consumption. Gross income = net income + (value) depreciation
Although depreciation is defined conventionally as the = consumption + net investment
difference between gross and net investment, one should + (value) depreciation
also distinguish between value depreciation and physical = consumption + gross investment.
depreciation. This relation between income and depreciation was

One reason that depreciation exists is that the physical dvlpdwtotayrfrnet h hscldsrc
abiit ofcaita t geerte onumaleserics dclne developed without any reference to the physical destruc-

ability*of captal to generate consumae s aeps decli tion of capital. It is true that as capital wears out physi-
over time. This loss in physical ability-physical epreci- cally, future Q's may fall, which explains why VI may
ation-may also lead to a loss in the value of the capital exceed V' . However, future Q's may fall for other reasons,
stock-value depreciation; that is, value depreciation may such as a fall in the demand for the capital's services. The
reflect physical depreciation. However, value depreciation Q's may also decline because of an inability to employ
can also arise for other reasons. The value of capital can
fall because of a change in tastes for consumption Items thcailfuy.Ttisifapalomeensabradecline in labor services would also bring about a decline
produced by the capital or simply because of a change in in future Q's.
interest rates. Moreover, in contrast to physical depreciation, value

The relation between income and the change in value depreciation, V. - VI, need not necessarily be positive;
depreciation can be shown as follows. A society's capital that is V c
has value presumably because it generates a stream of . ouv in prince ecedion. Conven al
goods and services, that is, income. Let V0 represent this tive and to refer to the case where V, exceeds Vn as a
value at the beginning of the year and Ql, Q2, and so capital gain. This chapter does not follow this practice
forth represent the services at the beginning of the next since it implicitly assumes that the term "depreciation"
and subsequent years. Also Q, is defined as gross income can only mean physical depreciation. Rather, value depre-
in year 1. ciation is decomposed into two components: the portion

Vo can be related to the Q's as follows: of the difference between V0 and V, that is due to actual
Q __Q_ Q physical depreciation and the portion that is due to other

(1) VO = (1 + *-- + (1 + +y causes. The latter, if positive, will be termed "capital gain"
and, if negative, will be termed "capital loss." Thus by

where i is the rate of interest. Since V, the value of Vo at definition:
the end of year 1, is simply

(5) Value depreciation = physical depreciation minus
Q2( + + + Qn+'Il capital gain or plus capital loss.5

(1+t) (1+02 (1+1')+*
Of course, the physical depreciation must be valued to

equation 1 can also be written: make this computation possible. How the units of physical

Q, V1 Q, + V1 loss should be valued-using the original price of the
(2) VO (1+0 + T1 (1+i capital, its current price, or some other price-is a matter

of some controversy. Since the choice affects the measure
from which it follows that of physical depreciation, it has important implications for
(3) Qi = ivo + (VO VI). both corporate accounting (which is not of concern here)

and for national accounting (which is of concern). If the
The term (Vo - V,), representing the loss in value of focus is on value depreciation, however, the implications

the initial capital stock, can be identified as value depre- of choosing among alternative capital prices can be
ciation occurring in year 1, or D,. As before, gross in- avoided by estimating value depreciation by successive
come, Q, (using the Marshall definition), is defined as application of equation 1 one year apart rather than by
consumption plus gross investment. Since net income application of equation 5.
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Sources of Environmental Asset Depreciation the number of individuals is n, each of the identical indi-
viduals is allotted zin of seashore.

Like any other capital asset, the depreciation of the The implications for the asset's value depreciation de-
value of an environmental asset is due both to physical scribed in the second example are more complicated than
depreciation and capital loss (or gain). To illustrate these those illustrated in the first example. Even though the
two sources of value depreciation, two assets are consid- amount of external damage each user inflicts on the other
ered: one experiences only physical reduction while the increases as the number of individuals increases, the total
value of the other depreciates solely because each user utility for all individuals as a group increases. Algebrai-
perceives a reduction in the quality of services provided. cally, at the time the number of individuals n is moderate,
The former asset might be a lake whose only service is to the assumed utility of each individual (for a Pareto opti-
provide drinking water. It is assumed that as drinking mal distribution) is u = u(zln). This utility decreases as n
water is withdrawn, neither manmade nor natural replen- increases. However, the total utility for all individuals is
ishment takes place, so that the availability of drinking nu(z/n); this utility increases with increases in n, although
water is steadily reduced.6 The second example might be at a decreasing rate. In effect, previous seashore users are
a stretch of seashore of a given length. It is assumed that worse off as n increases, but, because there are new
the only service provided by this asset is recreation and, users, total utility may increase even though average util-
further, that as the demand for this service increases, the ity falls. Total utility may also decrease, however, depend-
quality of service perceived by each demander diminishes. ing on the relative size of an individual's total and mar-

In the first example-the demand for the services of ginal utility with respect to n. The theoretical change in
the first asset, drinking water, over time by two users-in total utility as n increases is u(zln) - u'(zln)Jn, and this
order to clearly distinguish the two sources of value de- can be either positive or negative.
preciation, each user's demand is assumed to be constant In sum, it is not self-evident that the value of an asset
over time. Also, to keep matters very simple, the demands that does not deteriorate physically declines as it becomes
are assumed to be identical, and the capital gain compo- more heavily used. A recreational asset may experience a
nent in equation 5 is neglected. Each demander is as- capital gain even though it becomes heavily congested
sumed to have a maximum demand of, say, X. When and even though each user becomes less satisfied with
capacity is reduced below 2X, the remaining asset is as- the services provided. Whether the value depreciation of
sumed to be equally shared. Under the assumption that such an asset is positive or negative depends on a com-
the demand functions are identical, such am even alloca- parison between the declining utility of each user and the
tion is Pareto optimal: no other allocation can make one increasing number of users. One important but perhaps
user better off without making the other worse off. disquieting implication is that if marginal valuations are

The implication for the lake's value over time is quite used, a pristine lake has no value until a point of conges-
simple. Since the availability of drinking water is more tion is reached, that is, the point where demand curves
than adequate for both users, for a time there is no value start crossing. Actual physical congestion is not required;
reduction and hence no value depreciation, even though a demand can exist without actual use if the demand is in
in real terms there is physical depreciation. However, the the form of a reservation for future use. The existence of
value of this physical depreciation is initially zero. Yet, as such an option demand may suffice to give value to the
soon as the lake's capacity is reduced t:) 2X drinking pristine lake.
water units, the value of the lake begins to decline, and Nevertheless, many would feel that the pristine lake has
value depreciation increases. That is, the value of the value even in the absence of option demand or any other
physical depreciation becomes positive. source of demand. Even if everyone accepted this view, it

The second polar example is represented by the sea- would not vitiate the theoretical structure just presented.
shore. It is assumed that there is an increasing number of The key point is that the accounting system discussed in
identical individuals, each demanding the same fixed this chapter is intended to cover only elements that affect
length of seashore. To show the effect of this increasing economic welfare. Consistent with this objective, valua-
demand in a two-dimensional diagram, the individuals are tions are confined only to economic valuations-not to
divided into two groups of equal size. Three basic situa- valuations that may have religious, ethical, or philosophi-
tions arise: (1) when the number of individuals is small cal foundations. Unlike other sources of value, the basis
enough that their maximum demand is less than the for economic valuation is the interaction of demand and
seashore capacity, (2) when the number ef individuals is supply.
moderate so that their maximum demands just exceed
seashore capacity, and (3) when the number of individuals Overview of the National Accounting Structure
is so large that their summed maximum demands greatly
exceed seashore capacity. For the latter two cases a Par- To analyze the implications of this theory of environ-
eto optimal distribution is assumed: if capacity is z and mental assets for the proposed modification to the con-
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ventional national economic accounts, it is useful to dis- Table 10-1. Input and Output Accounts
cuss briefly national accounting concepts.7 For for a Hypothetical Economy
illustration, this discussion focuses on the U.S. national Industry B

accounts and concentrates primarily on the irrethod of Industry A (Pollution control industry) Government

accounting for the inputs and outputs of marketed enti- Input Output Input Output Input Output
ties in production processes. The expanded accounting XBA XAB XAB XBA LC X

framework plans to treat the inputs and outputs of envi- LA XAG LB XBG XAC
ronmental and other nonmarket entities in an analogous DA X, D, X. XBG
manner. TA XAG TB XBG

Since 1958 the U.S. national accounts have consisted -SA -SB
of five sub accounts: national income and product, per- PA PB
sonal income and outlay, government receipts and expen- Note: X is the output of goods and services, L is labor, D is deprecia-
ditures, foreign transactions, and gross saving and invest- tion, T is taxes, S is subsidies, and P is profit or loss. The first subscript

refers to the generating industrial sector (or government) and the sec-
ment. The national income and product account includes ond, if any, refers to the receiving industrial sector.
gross national product (GNP), net national product (NNP),
and national income (NI)-the indexes that receive the
most public attention as indicators of well-being. There-
fore, the other accounts will be ignored in the ensuing The right-hand side of the account for firm A in Table
discussion. Although these accounts are not insulated 10-1 shows the sales of A's output in the accounting
from proposed changes in the treatment of environmental period. The proceeds from these sales are divided among
asset services, any effects on these accounts will be re- several inputs shown on the left-hand side of the account.
flected by changes in the income and product account. These include X,,, the amount of firm B's output pur-
Thus, few essentials are lost by focusing on just one chased for use in the accounting period; LA, the amount
account, and the discussion is greatly simplified. spent on labor; TA, the amount spent for indirect taxes

The income and product account is a consolidation of (that is, all taxes except taxes on income); SA, any subsi-
many individual accountings of productive activities, the dies received by firm A (which, as shown, are valued as
bulk of which are those of business enterprises and fed- negative inputs); and P4, profit or loss. Since PA is deter-
eral, state, and local governments. The consolidation mined as a residual, the left-hand and right-hand sides of
process can be illustrated by considering a hypothetical A's account always balance. The input side of the account
economy where production is assumed to take place in does not show any capital account outlays. It accounts
only two business enterprises, A and B, and one govern- only for the inputs used up in the accounting periods,
ment. This economy does not engage in foreign trade nor whereas capital goods by definition are used up over
are there any interest charges for borrowing money. Also, several accounting periods. The portion of capital that is
it will be useful for later discussion if firmn B is assumed used up in the accounting period or depreciation (includ-
to be a producer of pollution control equipment. ing other capital consumption allowances such as acci-

The dollar value of the output of each firm in the period dental damage to capital) is designated as DA. Again the
covered by the account (usually one year) will be repre- items that make up firmn B's input, shown on the left-hand
sented by X, with subscripts indicating the destination side of B's account in Table 10-1, are defined analo-
and the type of output. Actually, a firm is likely to pro- gously.
duce and purchase two types of output: goods that will The government production of goods and services in
be used up or consumed within the current accounting the accounting period is XGG. The notation indicates that
period and goods that are used up over many accounting the government is viewed as producing goods and serv-
periods. The former are termed current goods, and the ices for its own use and not for other sectors. In conven-
latter are termed capital or investment goods. tional national accounting, because of the difficulty of

Firm A's output of current goods is designated by XAB, valuing government output, XGG is set equal to the wages
XAC, and XAG, representing goods that will be used up in and salaries paid to government employees, LG, plus its
the accounting period by firm B, by consumers, and by purchases from businesses, XAG and X,,. The govern-
the government, respectively. Expenditures for such goods mental production account is thus very simple. Govern-
are called current account outlays. Firm A's oultput of ment transfer payments are not shown, since such trans-
investment goods is designated by XA. Expenditures for fers do not reflect any new production in the economy.
these goods are called capital account outlays. Since these Similarly, taxes are not shown, since these are not consid-
goods are not used up in the accounting period, the ered as inputs to government production. Such financial
inputs of such goods to sectors A and B are not shown. items as taxes and transfers show up only in the govern-
Firm B's output-XBA, XBC, X,,, and XBG-are defined ment receipts and expenditures account. The consolida-
analogously. tion or merging of the three sector accounts where, by
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Table 10-2. Consolidated Production Account no capital consumption accounting is also a theme of this
for a Hypothetical Economy chapter.

Input Output Unfortunately, this simplified exposition fails to address
LA + LB + LG XAC + XBC (consumption) several controversial issues concerning the ability of the
PA + PI accounts to measure well-being. For example, the classi-
National income XAI + XBI (investmrrent') fication of many items as investment, consumption, or
TA + TB intermediate goods is not always self-evident. Many items
-(SA + SBl) such as consumer durables are classified as consumption
Net national product XGG (government) items when they could just as easily be classified as in-
DA + Di vestment items. Another issue concerns the failure to
ChArges against gross Gross national product consider any portion of governmental production as inter-

national product mediate, even though such government services as polic-
Note: See the note to Table 10-1 for definitions of the notation. ing and inspection are often essential inputs to business

Entries in bold refer to the sum of all entries above them. operations. A third issue concerns the fact that the ac-
counting structure and its aggregates do not reveal how
any of the components are distributed among members

assumption, all conventional(that is, marketed) produc- of the population. A society in which 10 percent of the
tion takes place yields the national income and product population enjoys 90 percent of the consumption goods
account for this simple economy. This account, in effect, produced could have the same total GNP as another soci-
pictures all the economy's production as taking place in ety where consumption goods are much more evenly dis-
one huge sector. The consolidation is performed by add- tributed. Few would believe that both societies shared the
ing A's inputs to B's and the government's inputs, adding same level of well-being.
A's output to B's and the government's outputs, and One feature of the national accounts that is reflected
eliminating items that appear in both the input and out- in the above simplified exposition is the limited role
put totals. In this simple economy, the items so eliminated households play as a producing sector. This limited role,
are XAB, XB,I XAG, and XBG. Items that represent the in turn, reflects the preoccupation of the accounts with
production of one industry for use by another in the activities that take place in well-defined markets and
accounting period are termed intermediate goods. In the where production is always reflected in monetary trans-
United States and in the accounting systems of most actions. This preoccupation neglects, for example, the
western nations, such intermediate goods are not shown high portion of productive activity that occurs within the
in the consolidated income and product account, since household.9 The fact that GNP falls when "a man marries
their value is already reflected in the value of the con- his housekeeper" is a curiosity that is highly relevant to
sumption, investment, and the governmental production the treatment of all nonmarket production, including, as
items included. shall be shown, the prospective treatment of the services

Table 10-2 shows the results of the consolidation. The of the environment.
principal national income and product aggregates are
defined by the groupings indicated by the entries shown Response of Conventional Accounts
in bold. These entries are the sum of the items listed to Nonmarket and Environmental Activity
above them. Thus, GNP is defined as total production of
goods and services for consumption, investment, and the In recent years the ability of conventional accounts to
government.8 Since the consolidated account must bal- reflect social well-being has been scrutinized more and
ance, GNP may also be defined as the sum of lalbor pay- more. One can identify much of the problem as a failure
ments, profits, indirect taxes less subsidies, and depreci- of the accounts to reflect adequately economic yet non-
ation. The sum of labor payments and profits alone is marketed entities.
called national income (Nl). It represents the sum of pay- Using the simple accounting framework just presented,
ments to factors of production. The fact that there may it is possible to be far more specific about these inade-
be other factors of production-such as the services of quacies. Since the focus of these efforts to modify the
the environment-for which payments are not made is, of accounts has been toward improving their response to
course, the subject of this chapter. changes in the natural environment, the following discus-

NI plus indirect taxes equals NNP. NNP also equals GNP sion of the inadequacies ignores such failures as the con-
less depreciation. It thus provides a measure of output ventional account's inabilities to measure fully the effect
that accounts for the fact that a certain portion of gross of changes in household productive activity or in the
output must be set aside to replace deterioration of the services of government capital. However, the analysis
nation's stock of capital. The fact that there may also be could easily be modified to cover these other nonmar-
deterioration in environmental capital for which there is keted entities.
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As many have noted, a decline in environmental quality will be necessary to distinguish the effect on the accounts
may be accompanied by an increase in GNP. In this simple in the year the investment is made from the cumulative
economy, increases in, say, XAC could require industry to effect over time.
increase its loadings of air and water pollutants. WNhat An increase in current account outlays for pollution
many find even more bothersome is that the pollution abatement by business and government, that is, X. or
itself could lead to an increase in both the level and cost XBG, does not show up on the consolidated account. (They
of certain services, such as medical services, which also are canceled out, since they are on both sides of the
lead to a further increase in conventionally measured consolidated ledger.) However, the fact that such transac-
GNP. Of course, if the pollution were bad enough, work tions between businesses are not shown does not mean
ability might decline, leading to a fall in LA, LB, ancI LC that there will be no effect on the account aggregates.
and a concomitant fall in GNP. The fact that under such The more labor that firm B devotes to produce pollution
dire circumstances GNP will move in the "right" direction control equipment to be sold to A, that is, XB, the less
will, of course, do little to satisfy the critics. labor will be available to produce other goods, such as

Although declines in environmental quality are often XB4 and XBG. Therefore, barring a sudden change in tech-
accompanied by increases in GNP, it does not necessarily nology, the increase in XA must be at the expense of one
follow that improvements in environmental quality must or more of the elements of GNP.

be accompanied by reductions in GNP. The direction of The same result must occur if firm A uses its own labor
the movement of GNP or other account aggregates de- for pollution cleanup. If A attempted to maintain its pro-
pends on how the environmental improvement is brought duction of goods that show up in the GNP (XAc, X ,, and
about. In the simple economy depicted in Table 10-1, XA) by reducing its production of intermediate goods,
firm B, which was assumed to be in the business of XAB, firm B would have to reduce its output, since XAB is
manufacturing pollution control equipment, provides XBA B's raw material. The pollution control firm B might try
units of antipollution equipment to firm A, XBG units of to maintain its production of goods counted in GNP (XBC,
equipment to government, and XBC units to consumers. X,,, and XBG) by reducing its intermediate production,

Suppose, in response to further environmental degra- XBA. This possibility can be ruled out, since such a re-
dation, consumers or the government decide to increase sponse would mean an increase in pollution by A rather
purchases of antipollution equipment. In a fully employed than the postulated decrease. Thus, diverting labor either
economy the postulated increase in XBC by consumers for the production of current account, intermediate pol-
must come at the expense of a reduction in XAC (thai: is, lution control equipment or for in-house cleanup must
a fall in consumption of goods other than for pollution reduce the GNP."1 If, as is usually the case, however, most
abatement), a reduction in XA, or X,, (that is, a reduction of the pollution control depends on the purchases of
in investment, which is equivalent to a reduction in sav- capital equipment, XB,, the short-term effect on the ac-
ings), or a reduction in XGG (that is, a reduction in govern- counts is the same as it was above when the increased
ment activity). Similarly, a postulated increase in XBG by pollution control outlays of consumers were analyzed.
government must, in a fully employed economy, be either The only short-term effect will be on the composition of
at the expense of XAC, XBC', XAI XBI, or at the expense of GNP, not on its level.
other components of XGG, such as XAG or LG. Yet, over the long term the situation might be different,

Although such reductions may change the composition since changes in investment are likely to cause changes in
of GNP and NI, it will not change the level of GNP or Nl.10 other types of output. Thus, investment that is diverted for
To the extent that investment is reduced, NNP may rise environmental purposes will result in fewer machines and
slightly, since depreciation may fall. (The remaining capi- less equipment to support ordinary production. Some
tal may be used more intensively, however, causing capital economists have estimated that for each 1 percent of in-
consumption allowances to rise.) Of course, if there were vestment so diverted, output, as measured by NI, falls by
unemployed labor and capital resources, the increase in approximately 0.3 percent (Denison 1979a, 1979b). Al-
XBC need not engender any reduction in other outputs, though investigators have disagreed about the exact amount
thus allowing all the accounting aggregates to rise. In- of the decline caused by diverted investment, there is gen-
deed, an expansion in employment and output has been eral agreement that increases in pollution control invest-
associated with pollution control expenditures in the ment will have some dampening effect on the account
United States (Data Resources 1979). aggregates, again making these aggregates poor indicators

The situation is much more complicated when, as is of environmental improvement and overall well-being.12

often the case, businesses, rather than consumers, pur-
chase antipollution equipment (Denison 1979b). The ef- A Modified Accounting Structure
fect on the accounts depends on whether the pollution
abatement expenditures are current or capital account The above theoretical structure suggests both a frame-
outlays. Also, if the outlays are for investment goods, it work for introducing the services of environmental assets
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into the conventional accounts and the principle; for eval- uct account is rather simple. Likewise, the modified ac-
uating these services. Basically, the framework assumes count shown in Table 104 is very simple. It contains
that these services can be treated as unpaid facl:or inputs those additional entries that account for the government's
to either production or consumption activities. The ad- use of the environment, the resulting damage, and the
verse effects of pollution or of the denial of environrnental necessary balancing entry. However, it also differs from
services to others caused by the use of the services as the industrial account in that it displays an entry account-
inputs can be treated as negative output or damages.13 A ing for environmental depreciation. The implicit assump-
balancing term is required to assure that the converntional tion is that all environmental assets are "owned" by the
equality between total inputs and outputs is maintained. government.

The following set of accounts, modified to reflect these
ideas, is rather similar to the conventional accounting
structure outlined in Tables 10-1 and 10-2.14 Although Households
Table 10-2 shows the consolidated account as a combi-
nation of industrial and governmental production ac- The conventional national accounts assume that very
counts, here the consolidated account is a coimbination little production takes place in households (primarily ac-
of production accounts in four sectors: industry, govern- counted for by nonprofit institutions and the services of
ment, household, and the environment (nature). To make domestics) (Table 10-5). The focus of the conventional
them more understandable to those familiar with the con- accounts on activities that reflect market transactions
ventional accounts, additional entries are shown, which, precludes consideration of the outputs related to keeping
to simplify the exposition, were neglected in the accounts up a house, preparing meals, raising children, and do-it-
in Tables 10-1 and 10-2. There are no new entries for yourself projects.16 Households are far more important in
current pollution control outlays, since these are already the modified accounts. Especially in developing countries,
included in the conventional accounting of costs. As noted households account for a substantial portion of environ-
above, however, it probably would be useful to identify mental damage to water because of direct discharges of
these costs separately, as has been done by the Bureau of sanitary wastes."7
Economic Analysis (U.S. Department of Commerce) since Households are unique among the producing sectors in
1972. that most of the environmental damage caused by house-

holds (as a result of their consumption of environmental
Industrial Sector services) are inflicted within the household sector itself.

In contrast, industries and governments tend to inflict
The typical industrial account shown in Table 10-3 damage outside their own sectors.

contains three new entries that would ordinarily be ab-
sent from a conventional account of the industry's inputs
and outputs. In addition, capital consumption allowances Nature
include natural resource and environmental depreciation
as well as ordinary depreciation. Item 10 is an accounting The modified accounting system differs most markedly
of the environmental services, and item 15 is an account- from the conventional system in its inclusion of nature as
ing of damages-not just to consumers, but to any agents a separate sector (Table 10-6). Nature is shown as the
in the economy that are damaged, including other busi- primary source of all environmental asset services and as
nesses. Because they are "free," environmental services the final consumer of environmental damages. Nature
are like a subsidy to the industry. Therefore, they are also must be included because it generates a substantial
entered as a negative input. Item 11 is the arithmetic portion of environmental damage. For example, a large
difference between items 15 and 10. It ensures that the portion of dissolved solids in water have a natural origin,
modified accounts balance. Since it is defined as the and, on average, naturally generated particulates and ni-
difference between the service benefit of the environment trogen oxides (other than NO2) greatly exceed the man-
and the disbenefit of environmental damage, it has been made production of these air pollutants.
named net environmental benefit."5 The modified indus- Although some may have a philosophical objection to
trial account input and output totals equal the conven- the idea of nature as a polluter, the concept is required
tional input and output totals less the absolute value of for practical reasons. Available estimates of damages
environmental damage. caused by air and water pollutants cannot distinguish

between damages from offensive residuals that have a
Government human origin and those with a natural origin. Rather

than attribute all the damage to nonnatural causes, it is
As is suggested by the above discussion of tne standard more accurate to prorate the damages between the two

national accounts, the conventional governmental prod- sources.
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Table 10-3. Industrial Product Account for a Typical Sector (I)
Input Output

1. Purchases from other industrial sectors 12. Sales to private sector (current account)
2. Compensation of employees and proprietors (incl. a. To other industries

rental income) b. To households
3. Profits after inventory valuation and capital con- c. Exports

sumption adjustment 13. Sales to government
4. Net interest 14. Sales for gross investment
5. Imports
6. Transfer payments
7. Indirect taxes
8. Subsidies received (-)
9. Capital consumption allowances

Gross industrial sector input Gross industrial sector output

10. Environmental services (-) 15. Environmental damages (-)
a. Air a. Air
b. Water b. Water
c. Land c. Land

11. Net environmental benefit (1.15-1.10)a
Modified gross industrial sector input Modified gross industrial sector output

a. 1.15, L10, and so forth, means item 15, item 10, and so forth, account I.

Table 10-4. Governmental Product Account (II)
input Output

1. Purchases from industry (1.13) 7. Governmental goods and services
2. Compensation of employees
3. Imports

Governmental input Governmental output

4. Environmental depreciation 8. Environmental damages (-)
5. Environmental services (-) a. Air

a. Air b. Water
b. Water c. Land
c. Land

6. Net environmental benefit (11.8-11.5)
Modified governmental input Modified governmental output

Table 10-5. Household Product Account (III)
Input Output

1. Purchases of intermediate goods from industry 8. Services to households
(1.12.b) a. Nonprofit institutions
2. Compensation of empLoyees and proprietors b. Domestics
3. Imports
4. Surplus of nonprofit institutions
5. Capital consumption allowances

Gross household input Gross household output

6. Environmental services (-) 9. Environmental damages (-)
a. Air a. Air
b. Water b. Water
c. Land c. Land

7. Net environmental benefit (111.9-111.6)
Modified gross household input Modified gross household output
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Table 10-6. Natural Account (IV)

Input Output

1. Environmental damages (including those naturally 2. Environmental services
generated) 3. Net environmental benefit
a. Air (IV.1-lV.2)
b. Water
c. Land

Natural sector input Natural sector output

Consolidated Income and Product Account may not be interested in the modifications to simply ig-
nore them. Thus, for example, while the modified ac-

The modified accounts shown above can be consoli- counts show environmental depreciation as a negative
dated into a modified income and product account, as in adjustment (item 9) to NNP, it is added back (item 11) to
Table 10-7. The procedure is the same as that used to leave the conventional measure of GNP unchanged. Ar-
consolidate the accounts shown in Table 10-2. As before, ranging the entries in this way should alleviate the fears
all flows within sectors have been eliminated. That is, all of those who object to modifying the conventional ac-
items appearing on both sides of the consolidated ac- counts on the grounds that such modifications destroy
count are eliminated. Also as before, househo'lds are not the integrity of the accounts.
included in the consolidation; nor is the nature account
(except for natural sources of environmental damage). The Modified Account Aggregates
Although nature is viewed as the source of environmental Inspection of the modified consolidated account indi-
services and the consumer of environmental damages, the cates that modified GNP equals conventional GNP less en-
proposed accounting framework does not vievw nature as vironmental damage. Actually this relation is an identity:
undertaking production activities. It is thus excluded from it is necessarily true because of the way the entries are
the gross production account. arranged in the accounting structure. Several other ar-

The new entries have been arranged to preserve the rangements are possible, however, each leading to its own
conventional account entries, which will enable those who formula relating the conventional GNP to a modified GNP.

Table 10-7. Consolidated National Income and' Product Account (V)
input Output

1. Compensation of employees and proprietors (incl. rental 14. Personal consumption (1.12.b + 111.8)
income) (1.2 + 11.2 + 111.2) 15. Gross private domestic investment (1.14)

2. Profits after inventory valuation and capital consumption 16. Exports (1.12.c)
adjustment (1.3) 17. Imports (-) (1.5 + 11.3 + 111.3)

3. Net interest (1.4) 18. Governmental goods and services (11.7)
National income

5. Transfer payments (1.6)
6. Indirect taxes (1.7)
7. Subsidies (-) (1.8)
8. Statistical discrepancy

Net national product

9. Environmental depreciation (-)
Modified net national product

10. Capital consumption (1.9 + 111.5)
11. Environmental depreciation (+)
Charges against gross national product Gross national product

12. Environmental services (-) (1.10 + 11.5 + I11.6) 19. Environmentaldamages(-)(1.15 + 11.8 + 111.9 + IV.1)
a. Air a. Air
b. Water b. Water
c. Land c. Land

13. Net environmental benefit (V.19-V.12)
Charges against modified gross national product Modified gross national product
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To show this, the following notation is first defined: the first three, since the relation between the environ-
ment and conventional GNP has already been discussed.

VA = charges against conventional GNP or value added
GNP = conventional GNP Option 1: GNP' = GNP - ED

GNPi = modified GNP, definition i (i = 1, 2, 3, or 4)
ES = environmental services It was demonstrated above that the conventional ac-
NEB = net environmental benefit count aggregates do not always respond to changes in
ED = environmental damage. environmental quality in a manner that would make these

aggregates acceptable indicators of well-being. GNP tended
Since the left- and right-hand sides of the consolidated to increase with environmental deterioration, and efforts

accounts must balance, the following identity holds: to improve the environment are often reflected by reduc-

(6) VA - ES + NEB = GNP - ED. tions in GNP, particularly if these efforts were undertaken
Asno,this identity implies the following definition by reallocating business current account inputs or shifting

As noted, GNP investment. Clearly, the above definition of modified GNP

of modified GNP: seems to perform much better as an indicator of well-

(7) GNPI = GNP - ED. (Definition 1) being. GNP' appears to move correctly with respect to
changes in ordinary GNP and to changes in environmental

Accounting arrangements are somewhat arbitrary, how- quality. Perhaps this is why this modification to conven-
ever, and other arrangements are possible as long as the tional GNP was recommended by Olson (1977). Yet, this
accounts balance. For example, by adding ES and ED to first definition covers only part of the environmental re-
both sides of equation 6 and noting that NEB = ES - lation. The second definition covers another part.
ED, a new identity can be formed:

(8) VA + ES = GNP + ES Option2:GNP'=GNP+ES

which leads to a new definition: The theoretical analysis behind the suggested modified
accounting framework demonstrated that there was a
beneficial environmental service associated with any ob-

Similarly, adding Es and ED to both sides of equation 6 served environmental damage. This service, being un-
and again noting that NEB = ES -lED produces a t1iird priced and apparently "free," does not show up directly

adagin n notingta GNEr in conventional GNP. The second definition directly ac-definition of modified GNP:
counts for this unpriced input. Its use as an index of well-

(10) GNP3 = GNP + NEB. (Definition 3) being would have interesting and perhaps controversial
implications. For example, the difference in income be-Finally, first adding ES to both sides of equation 6 and tween an unindustrial, developing society in a tropical

then subtracting NEB from both sides produces a fourth climate that generates environmental services in the form

of warmth and abundant, freely available food and an
(ll) GNP4 = GNP. (Definition 4) industrial society in a cold climate that requires a highly

sophisticated agricultural system may be far less if income
Thus, modifiedGNPcan be defined alternatively as con- is measured by GNP2, rather than ordinary GNP. (The

ventional GNP less environmental damage, as conventional difference might also be less under the first definition if
GNP plus environmental services, as conventional GNP pIus the industrial society were also the more polluted.)
net environmental benefit, or simply as equal to conven- However, GNP2 is prone to possible double counting of
tional GNP. These definitions are by no means equivalent, environmental services consumed by business. While these
but they are all consistent with the modified accounting services may not be accounted for directly, they may be
structure discussed above. The pros and cons of these reflected in profits, which are captured by ordinary GNP.
alternatives are discussed in the next section. For example, a business that can dispose of its wastes in

the ocean has a distinct advantage over a competing
The Environment and the Modified Accounts: business that must treat its wastes. The opportunity to
Options for Modifying GNP use the ocean's disposal service may show up as an in-

creased profit rate for the business. For the national
The relation between the modified accounts and the accountant to add in an amount equaling the value of the

environment can be discussed in terms of the modified ocean service would, in this example, be superfluous.
GNP concepts defined in the previous section. Since the One interesting aspect of GNP2 concerns its behavior
fourth definition of modified GNP is exactly the same as with respect to pollution control expenditures by busi-
conventional GNP, however, the discussion need only cover ness. As noted, conventional GNP either is unaltered or
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declines depending on whether the expenditure by busi- duality and the fact that the benefits of pollution reduc-
ness is on capital or current account and on whether tion are rarely gained without cost: some portion of the
capital outays for pollution control divert capital from benefits of environmental services usually have to be for-
more productive uses. Assuming full employment, how- gone.
ever, GNP2 will always decline as pollution conbtol expen- As noted from Table 10-7, in this framework environ-
ditures increase. According to the theory behind the mod- mental depreciation modifies only NNP, but not GNP. For
ified framework, pollution control expenditures 'meam that this reason environmental depreciation was neglected in
marketed goods and services are being substituted for the foregoing discussion of modified GNP concepts. Since
environmental services. Thus, since ES will decline, GNP2 many prefer NNP to GNP as an aggregate measure of
will also decline. Some may feel that this result, along economic performance, however, it is possible to recast
with the potential for double counting, makes CNP2 a less all the previous discussion in terms of NNP. By simply
desirable indicator of well-being than GNP'. However, its subtracting capital consumption allowances and environ-
focus on the benefits of Es is a strong point in its favor. mental depreciation (items 10 and 11 in Table 10-7) from

both sides of equations 6 through 11, all the conclusions
Option 3: GNP3 = GNP + NEB = GNP + ES - ED can be restated for NNP. Thus, for example, NNPI = NNP

- ED, NNP2 = NNP + ES, and so forth. The above
This definition of modified GNP appears to be a com- inequalities hold as well.

promise between GNP' and GNP2 and shares the strengths
and weaknesses of both measures. As an indicator of well- Notes
being it appears to move in the correct direction: in-
creases in ES and decreases in ED imply increases in GNP3. 1. Environmental management theory has found its way into
Yet there are some circumstances under which GNP3 has several texts, but one of the best expositions is the seminal book
difficulty in moving in any direction. In the absence of by Kneese and Bower (1968).
technological change, decreases in environmental damage 2. Simple input-output models, which view pollution as a
by business, ED, must invariably be accompanied by de- by-product produced in fixed proportion to salable product,
creases in environmental services to business, ES. Thus, neglect this important principle. The earliest example of such a
under policies of pollution control, NEB may remain es- model is Leontief (1970).

3. Both direct and indirect disbenefits can occur simultane-sentially unchanged. For this reason, it may not be very os
effective as an indicator of well-being after all. If D and ously.4. Marginal valuations equal total valuations less consumer's
ES are valued using marginal valuations (as described surplus.
under "Valuation Concepts," above,) however, GNP3 can 5. That is, if physical depreciation is Dp and capital gain is
convey important information beyond that of the other G, the decomposition of value depreciation requires that V, =
two measures of modified GNP. For considerations of V, - Dp + G or V/, - V1 = Dp - G.
whether any of the modified GNP concepts are good indi- 6. Of course, in practice the availability of drinking water
cators of social well-being, total valuations of environmen- may be reduced for other reasons, notably by poisoning from
tal services and damages are of more interest that mar- waste products. To keep the analysis simple, however, it is
ginal valuations. However, marginal valuations provide a assumed that the lake provides only one service-drinking wa-
piece of valuable policy information. As described above, ter-and not a waste disposal service.

if th margnal vluatins OfEs an ED ae thesame7. For a more detailed discussion of accounting concepts,if the marginal valuations of ES and ED are the same seRglsadRgls(96 90 n eateto
(neglecting the minus signs), the allocation of the services see Ruggles and Ruggles (1956; 1970) and U.S. Department ofCommerce (1954).
of environmental capital is optimal in the sense that any 8. This simple economy does not include a foreign sector,
other allocation lowers social well-being. Thus, if marginal nor are there any interest payments. If these were included, net
valuations are used (and if environmental depreciation is exports (exports less imports) would also appear on the right-
neglected), an optimum allocation occurs wherl ES = ED hand side of the consolidated account and net interest on the
or, equivalently, when NEB equals zero or when GNP3 = left-hand side.
GNP. If NEB were negative or GNP3 < GNP, well-being 9. One implication of this household production is that many
would improve if ED were decreased. Such a policy rec- consumer goods are really intermediate in nature and thus
ommendation to reduce environmental damage would not contribute only indirectly to well-being. See Hirsch (1976) for a
be very controversial. However, the analysis also indicates good discussion of this issue.

that ifNEBwerepositive,orGNP' > GNP,theremay10. This statement assumes that the economy will remain
that lif NEB were positlve, or GNP > GNP, there may be fully employed in spite of these shifts in output. If factors of
too little environmental damage for social optirnality. The production do not shift easily-as may be the case in the real
concept of too little environmental damage is a natural world-GNP may fall.
consequence of the fact that environmental asset services 11. The reduction in the right-hand side of the consolidated
contribute to well-being just as does the reduction in account in Table 10-2 must be offset by an equal reduction in
environmental damages. GNP3 explicitly recognizes this some components on the left-hand side. Since the total amount
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Environmental Accounting
and the System of National Accounts

Peter Bartelmus

An important outcome of the 1972 U.N. Conference on less clear how "sustainability" can be defined operation-
the Human Environment in Stockholm was to affirm that ally so that indicators can be developed that signal signif-
environmental problems are caused by highly accelerated icant deviations from the sustainable path of develop-
economic growth as well as by activities induced by an ment.' It appears that politicians in most countries
actual lack of development. A broader view of environ- continue to base their decisions on the assumption that
mental damage was also advanced, which included, be- overall economic and social welfare rises and falls with
sides the discharge of toxic substances, the degradation the popular macroindicators of gross domestic or national
and depletion of natural resources. An integrated and product, GDP or GNP. In fact, these indicators are usually
coordinated approach to development planning, which taken to move parallel with aggregate income, which is
included safeguarding the natural resources of the earth obtained by making an allowance for the wear and tear of
for the benefit of present and future generations, was capital assets used to produce output and corresponding
proclaimed in the "principles" of the conference report income. As far as the produced capital is concerned, an
(United Nations 1973). element of sustainability is thus introduced in the defini-

Eight years later the World Conservation Strategy ad- tion of national income. This approach reflects the Hick-
vocated the "achievement of sustainable development sian view of income as a practical guide for prudent
through the conservation of living resources" as its basic conduct toward consumption, which should not exceed a
aim (IUCN 1980). The International Development Strategy certain limit beyond which a person or a population would
for the Third U.N. Development Decade also referred to be impoverished (Hicks 1946, p. 172).
the "need to ensure an economic development process The concept of capital maintenance has not been ex-
which is environmentally sustainable over the long run" tended to natural and human capital assets in national
among its goals and objectives (United Nations 1981, accounting. As a result, in the case of natural assets, the
para. 41). During its 38th session the U.N. General As- degradation and depletion of the natural environment and
sembly called upon the World Commission on Environ- its resources contribute to illusionary income flows that
ment and Development to propose long-term environmen- cannot be maintained in the long run. Moreover, expen-
tal strategies for achieving sustainable development by the ditures by government or households for "regrettable"
year 2000 (United Nations 1984b). Accordingly, sustaina- measures to counteract deteriorating environmental con-
ble development is the all-pervading themre of the Com- ditions actually increase national product and income.
mission's report (World Commission 1987). Measures of economic welfare were therefore advanced

Although there is general agreement on the desirability that purported to correct the misclassification of regret-
of sustainable economic growth and development, it is table expenditures as final and that made allowances for

important nonmarket activities, environmental degrada-
tion, and the depletion of natural resources. Best known
are perhaps the pioneering efforts by Nordhaus and To-

Note: The author is a staff member of the United Nations. bin (1972), made popular by Samuelson's textbook as
The views expressed here are his own and not necessarily those "net economic welfare" or NEW (Samuelson 1980, p.
of the United Nations. 183).
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At the request of the U.N. Committee for Development Europe took the initiative to develop a system of environ-
Planning, the U.N. Statistical Office (UNSO) critically re- ment statistics that would complement the already exist-
viewed the concepts, methodologies, and empirical appli- ing systems of economic statistics (the SNA) and social
cations of these measures. The review concluded that and demographic statistics (the System of Social and
considerable conceptual and measurement problems make Demographic Statistics, SSDS) (United Nations 1975). It
estimates of the value of environmental damage "essen- soon became apparent, however, that the current state of
tially exercises for multidisciplinary research and experi- knowledge about the environment and its statistical meas-
ments, not for routine collection of statistics," and that urement, as well as widely differing environmental con-
difficulties of agreeing on the scope, concept, and meas- cerns and priorities, did not permit an internationally
urement of welfare would render such approaches "inap- applicable statistical system to be established. Therefore,
propriate for official and especially international use" under the guidance of the U.N. Statistical Commission
(United Nations 1977b, pp. 54 and 66). The environment and with the financial support of the U.N. Environment
statistics program of the UNSO focused, therefore, on de- Programme (UNEP), the UNSO developed a flexible Frame-
veloping physical statistics and related indicators (see work for the Development of Environment Statistics
"Environment Statistics," below). A significant limitation (FDES) (United Nations 1984a). Since the FDES itself does
of such data is that they lack a common num6raire, which not recommend statistical definitions and classifications,
would permit aggregation across broad sectors of the no direct linkage through common concepts and classifi-
environment. Despite its limitations, GDP thus continues cations was established with the SNA or other statistical
to be the main indicator of economic success or failure. systems.2

The joint UNEPIWorld Bank workshops set out, there- The FDES is currently being expanded into a series of
fore, to reexamine the feasibility of physical and monetary technical reports on "Concepts and Methods of Environ-
accounting and concentrated on the field of environment ment Statistics," which will propose definitions and clas-
and natural resources. This field appeared to be better sifications for statistical variables and indicators of high
researched and easier to assess than the whole gamut of priority. Because these statistics include indicators of re-
welfare effects originally addressed by economic welfare source depletion and environmental degradation, their
measures. A consensus emerged in the workshops that use for establishing resource and environmental accounts
enough progress had been achieved to link environmental in physical terms will be addressed specifically in a report
accounting to the standard System of National Accounts on "Statistics of the Natural Environment." These meth-
(SNA) (United Nations 1968) and to include certain as- odologies will be applied at the regional and national
pects of environmental accounting in the ongoing revision levels in a Global Program of Environment Statistics (U.N.
of the SNA. This chapter examines the treatment of envi- Statistical Commission 1987, p. 29).
ronmental issues in the SNA and reviews the main ap-
proaches to resource and environmental accounting for Materials/Energy Balances
possible linkage or integration with the SNA.

Close linkage to the SNA has been attempted in more
Environment Statistics and Physical Accounlting selective approaches to accounting for flows of materials

and natural resources. The uNso developed draft guide-

The close interactions among environment, population, lines for statistics on materialslenergy balances (MEB),
natural resources, and development require an integrated which were seen as a module of a larger system of envi-
approach to planning and policy formulation, which in ronment statistics (United Nations 1976). The primary
turn need to be supported by comparable social, eco- purpose of the MEB is to trace the extraction and trans-
nomic, and environmental data. On the one hand, envi- formation of materials and energy from natural resources,
ronment statistics systems attempt to compile raw data through various successive stages of processing, to final
from a multitude of sources and to present them in a use, and thence back to the environment as waste or,

from mulitud of surce andto prsentthemin a alternatively, to secondary use. Compatibility with the SNA
coordinated manner in statistical compendia such as year- iseacived b usindits ustandrdpateboles such asdo
books or bulletins. Further aggregation and more rigid is achieved by using its standard categories, such as do-
presentation of the stocks and flows of natural resources mestic output and consumption, imports, and exports,
in physical terms are, on the other hand, the objective of and its classification of economic activity. Contrary to the

resource accounts and balances. concepts of market transactions and monetary valuation
used in national accounting, physical stocks and flows
and materials/energy transformation processes are pre-

Environment Statistics sented in such balances.

The U.N. Statistical Commission considered the MEB to
At the international level, the Conference for European be an interesting long-term approach, but too ambitious

Statisticians (CES 1973) of the Economic Commission for for short-term implementation because countries still lack
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the necessary statistical capabilities. As a consequence, mony" approach is more ambitious in its attempt to in-
only the energy part of this approach was further devel- clude ecological processes that are not directly affected
oped in balances that show energy flows from the produc- by human intervention, that is, interactions among the
tion of primary energy, through conversion processes, to physical components of the environment and its biota
the stage of final consumption (United Nations 1988). (INSEE 1986a; see also Theys, Chapter 7).

A work program to standardize definitions and termi-
nology for mineral resources was initiated by the U.N. Environment and Natural Resources in the SNA

Committee on Natural Resources and later transferred to
the Statistical Commission. The commission requested Common to all the above approaches is the use of
the UNSO to further develop mineral consumption statis- physical units, which permits aggregation only in very
tics and raw material balances (including the secondary limited areas as, for example, in the energy sector by
recovery of metals), provided the necessary resources means of conversion factors. Physical accounts and the
could be made available. Such resources could not be indicators presented in their framework assess resource
found, however, and work on this program has been availability, use, and overuse, and they are thus important
suspended, tools for managing natural resources. However, they are

only an intermediate step in the overall assessment of the
national resource base, which is required to formulate
and evaluate resource policies that are compatible with
general development policies (Repetto 1986). To calcu-

In focusing on processes of resource flows through the late overall measures of economic performance, a com-
economic system, the MEB can also be considered as a mon numeraire, such as the monetary unit of national
physical extension of the input-output tables of national accounting, is needed. Therefore, aspects of the environ-
accounting. These models can incorporate resource re- ment that are already covered by the SNA are examined
quirements and waste residual outputs, which reflects the below before any further methodologies of monetary en-
fact that the materialsienergy inputs and outputs for the vironmental accounting are described.
economy must always balance. However, detailed classifi-
cations of production processes that provide for a further Flow Accounts
breakdown of the relatively heterogeneous classification
by industries would be needed to obtain more stable The basic objective of the SNA is to provide "a compre-
technical coefficients of resource use, production, and hensive and detailed framework for the systematic and
residuals. integrated recording of the flows and stocks of an econ-

Although the SNA provides for the full integration of omy" (United Nations 1968, p. iii). No explicit reference
input-output tables, country tables were ofteni compiled to the environment or natural resources is made in any
separately from national accounts because they focused of the core flow accounts described in the "blue book" of
on specific analytical uses. A future handbook on input- the SNA. Various activities listed in the international stan-
output statistics and the current review of the SNA as a dard industrial classification (isic) refer, however, to the
whole will address problems of better integration of input- use of natural resources such as agriculture, hunting,
output practices into the SNA framework. For the time forestry, logging, fishing, mining, water supply, and trans-
being, however, there are no plans to deal specifically portation as well as to the environmentally related serv-
with natural resource and energy flows or pollution proc- ices of housing and sanitation. Similar services are also
esses in the input-output system. reflected in the classification of government expenditures

by purpose. Since the cost of land improvement is in-

Resource Accounting cluded in gross capital formation, this concept also covers
transactions dealing with selected natural resources. In
none of these concepts and classifications, however, are

A few countries with well-developed monitoring and environmental transactions clearly identified. They are
data collection capabilities have turned to a somewhat typically lumped together with other nonenvironmental
simplified physical accounting approach. The basic objec- transactions. Moreover, certain environmental expendi-
tive of resource accounting systems is to pirovide a coher- tures are treated as final where they actually represent a
ent picture of resource use and depletion or increase, cost to society (see "Environmental Costs and Expendi-
which can be linked to, or integrated with, the national tures," below).
accounts. Norway's resource accounts concentrate on se-
lected natural resources and extend the SNA balance Balance Sheets and Reconciliation Accounts
sheets to cover the total stock (including nonmarketed
stocks) of the respective natural resources in physical To date national efforts have largely focused on the
units (Statistisk Sentralbyra 1987). The French "patri- accounting of flows or transactions to the neglect of the
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stocks presented in balance sheets. This occurs despite particularly relevant for environmental analysis: natural
the fact that balance sheets form an integral part of the growth less depletion of timber tracts, forests, and fisher-
SNA, linked to its flow accounts through capital transac- ies; new finds less depletion of subsoil assets; and losses
tion and reconciliation accounts. There has been growing in land and timber tracts in catastrophes and natural
interest, however, in measuring national wealt& and, in events. Changes in land quality due to erosion, waterlog-
particular, its tangible aspects, a significant part of which ging, desertification, or upgrading and increased availa-
is made up of assets of the manmade and natural environ- bility of mineral resources due to technological advances
ment. are not shown separately. They are recorded as changes

Following a recommendation of the "blue book," the in the market value of land and subsoil assets as part of
UNSO issued detailed guidelines on balance sheet and the revaluation item of the reconciliation accounts. All
reconciliation accounts within the framework of the SNA these items are excluded from the capital transaction
(United Nations 1977a). The guidelines distinguish be- accounts and thus do not affect the level of national
tween reproducible tangible assets, including the fixed income or product.
assets and stocks of enterprises, financial institutions,
government, and private nonprofit institutions, and the Monetary Environmental Accounting
nonreproducible tangible assets of natural resources and
historical monuments. The classification of stocks and As already discussed, physical indicators and accounts
fixed assets presents important aspects of the manmade cannot be aggregated into overall measures of resource
environment and lists buildings and infrastructural works depletion and environmental degradation. Consequently,
as part of fixed assets. The measurement of the availa- they cannot be compared directly with the standard meas-
bility and use of natural resources and the assessment of ures of economic performance to assess the sustainability
related environmental problems are considered to be some of economic growth or development. For this reason,
of the main uses of the classification of nonreproducible physical measures have not become standards in national
tangible assets. Land, timber tracts and forests, subsoil planning and policymaking, but have been largely re-
assets and extraction sites, and fisheries are the principal stricted to use in environmental and resource manage-
categories of this classification. ment. Because of the prominent role of national account-

In line with the basic principle of the SNA to limit its ing and its main aggregates in formulating and evaluating
scope mainly to market activities (except for imputations national plans and policies, various environmental ac-
for directly competitive nonmarket activities), natural re- counting approaches attempted to tackle the issue of
sources in the public domain are excluded. This category sustainability and environmental degradation within, or as
includes rivers, lakes, parklands, unused wilderness, and close as possible to, the established systems of national
the atmosphere, which are not subject to ownership rights accounting.
and are thus generally not sold or purchased. Outlays on Most of these approaches favor the direct adjustment of
the permanent improvement and extension of these items SNA concepts, classifications, and tabulations. It is hoped
are covered in capital formation and thus increase the that this would cause politicians and administrators to
reproducible tangible assets (as "other construction base their plans and decisions on a concept of sustainable
works" or "land improvement") of the balance sheets. But income, which accounts for the total cost of destructive
no capital consumption is charged against these outlays. and wasteful uses of the environment and natural re-
However, the total initial expenditure for naturally grow- sources. During the current revision of the SNA, however,
ing but commercially traded assets, such as the stock of it was generally agreed that no significant conceptual
animals, timber tracts, plantations, and fisheries, is changes should be introduced in the central framework
counted as capital formation. Further growth and deple- of the SNA. Rather, the emphasis should be on clarifying,
tion are not recorded as capital formation but are in- simplifying, and updating the SNA for both producers and
cluded in "reconciliation accounts" (see below). users of the system and on improving its consistency with

Balance sheet accounts are linked to the SNA flow other international standards of statistics. A possible com-
accounts by capital finance accounts, which portray a promise (suggested below in "Future Work") is to elabo-
significant part of the changes between opening and clos- rate the different methods of environmental accounting
ing assets and liabilities. There are, however, several other in satellite accounts and tabulations of the SNA.3

changes in assets and liabilities, such as revaluations, The following review of the main approaches discussed
unforeseen events, and, in particular, increases or de- in the uNEP/World Bank workshops illustrates the possi-
creases in nonreproducible assets, which are not included ble contents of satellite accounts. Three basic categories
in the flow accounts of the SNA. To cover all differences of environmental accounts are distinguished according to
between the balance sheet accounts at opening and clos- the main environmental concerns addressed in the work-
ing dates, these changes are formally introduced in so- shops, namely accounts of environmental costs and ex-
called reconciliation accounts. penditures, natural resource capital, and environmental

The following items of the reconciliation accounts are services.
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Environmental Costs and Expenditures investment, they increase directly national product or in-
come. Governmental expenditures typically include out-

The measurement of environmental outlays and, as far lays for environmental protection and remedy, while
as possible, of resources or "incomings" of the principal households might bear the cost of medical treatment for
agents of the national accounting system has been pio- pollution-related diseases or the avoidance of environ-
neered by France in "environmental satellite accounts" mental disamenities, for example, by resettlement. If en-
(INSEE 1986b). Operating (running) costs or current out- vironmental expenditures are incurred by industry, how-
lays are distinguished from investment and other capital ever, their current cost component is counted as
formation expenditures. One of the main problems in this intermediate consumption, which potentially decreases (in
approach is to identify the environmental activities for the case of full employment of the factors of production)
which outlays have been incurred. This problem exists industrial value added, that is, industry's contribution to
because the standard classifications of the SNA were not national product. Capital expenditure for environmental
designed to generate statistics on environmental expen- protection by industry is treated, however, as final expen-
diture. diture and is thus fully counted as an increase of GNP.

For government expenditures, the classification of the All these expenditures serve only to maintain a certain
functions of government (COFOG) does not yet contain a level of environmental quality or, in other words, to "de-
category relating to the protection of the environment, fend" society against the unwanted side effects of produc-
but it indicates that such a grouping may be feasible in tion and consumption. They could, therefore, be consid-
the future (United Nations 1980). A list of functional ered as a cost to society, to be deducted from gross
classes that include information on research and other production and final consumption (see "Indicators of Sus-
aspects of environmental protection is advance(d for "fur- tainable Product and Expenditure," below). Apart from
ther examination." A draft classification of outlays of in- expenditures for environmental protection and compen-
dustries by purpose (coip) was developed by the UNSO in sation for environmental damage, defensive expenditures
1975 but was not further discussed or promoted. It lists may also include other social costs of urbanization and
nine categories, one of which specifies outlays on pollu- industrialization, such as commuting costs and provisions
tion abatement and control. For this category, outlays for for environmental hazards in industries and the working
"end-of-line" measures are said to be relatively easily al- environment (Leipert 1985). As already mentioned, it may
located. However, the incremental costs of measures that be difficult to identify separately defensive costs in the
are incorporated in the production process can be only case of combined measures that restore environmental
estimated. For private nonprofit bodies serving house- conditions and raise productivity or utility at the same
holds, the SNA contains a classification of purposes con- time.
sisting of eight categories that do not specify environmen- The social restoration cost of meeting or maintaining
tal purposes. For households, the SNA's classification of environmental standards for safeguarding sustainable
household goods and services might eventually be linked economic development has been advanced as an indicator
to a general and more detailed central product classifica- that might usefully supplement national product (Hueting,
tion (cpc), which has been prepared by the tJNSO. One Chapter 6). The indicator describes how far a nation has
division of this classification reflects environmental func- drifted from its desired level of environmental quality and
tions in categories such as "sewage and reiuse disposal" can thus be compared with the extent the nation has
and "sanitation and similar services." progressed in raising its level of production. Standards

The development of functional classifications in the SNA for sustainable development could be set by decisionmak-
that cut across sectoral boundaries and identify expendi- ers or by science, and appropriate measures to meet
tures for environmental purposes would permit these ex- these standards could then be formulated and costed. For
penditures to be aggregated for the whole field of the irreversible losses of renewable resources (extinction) or
environment and broken down by environrmental protec- for nonrenewable resources, the cost of developing alter-
tion category. The aggregate of the total (final and inter- native resources or facilities could be estimated. The
mediate) environmental expenditure describes how much method of using standards has been proposed because of
a nation has been willing to spend on environmental the difficulties of devising shadow prices for environmen-
protection during the accounting period. T'his aggregate tal functions (and their losses) that are directly compara-
also facilitates international comparisons, since it is not ble with market prices of produced goods and services.
affected by different institutional arrangements for envi-
ronmental policymaking and budgeting. Natural Resource Capital

Functional classifications of environmental expendi-
tures can also be used to measure so-called defensive Most changes in the resource assets of a country have
expenditures incurred by the government, households, or been excluded from the standard flow accounts of the
industry to counteract environmental degradation. When SNA because of the lack of reliable data and uncertainties
such expenditures are counted as final consumption or in estimation and valuation procedures, particularly for
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assets whose returns are typically spread over many ac- services (counted as a subsidy or negative input) ancl
counting periods. As described above, some of the more deliver environmental "bads" (as negative outputs) to na-
commercial changes are recorded separately in reconcili- ture's production account (Peskin 1981).
ation accounts, but these accounts have rarely been pre- The model claims to be fully consistent with the prin-
pared and thus are largely neglected in policymaking. ciples of neoclassical economics in measuring the envi-
Now, however, awareness of the unsustainability of income ronmental aspects of social welfare. There are, however,
resulting from the consumption of finite natural assets considerable problems in measuring and valuing nonmar
has created new interest in accounting for selected re- ket contributions from and to nature and in double
sources in physical accounts and has also revitalized at- counting the external economies and diseconomies of
tempts to assign monetary values to the stocks and flows these contributions that are already reflected as produc-
of these accounts. tivity changes in the production accounts.

In principle, such accounts can be developed in har-
mony with national accounting concepts by extending the Indicators of Sustainable Product and Expenditure
SNA's balance sheets to cover fully natural resources such
as water, forest, or wildlife, even if they have nol: been the The environmental accounts described above produce
object of commercial transactions. Contrary to the prac- aggregates that can be used to modify the value added or
tice of reconciliation accounts, the separate listing of the value of gross production created, and the amount of
additions (discoveries, net revisions, extensions, growth, expenditures allocated for consumption and investment
or reproductions), reductions (extraction, deforestation, by those transactors of the economy that use or protect
or degradation), and revaluations in "national income' ~~~~~~~~~~natural resources and environmental services. Accord-
accounts for natural resources" has been proposed to ingly, the following new concepts of gross and net domes-
record changes in the values of the stocks of natural tic product, income and expenditure have been proposed
resources during the accounting period (Repetto 1986). .. .'
Net changes in the value of the resource position can be
estimated from these accounts for the calculation of sus-
tainable income or product indicators. Other procedures Sustainable Net Product and Expenditure
to estimate the depletion factor in the calculation of sus-
tainable income include applying depreciation principles Correcting national income for changes in the net re-
to the stock of natural resources or calculating user cost source position, which is obtained from accounting for
allowances for their intermediate consumption (see "Indi- depletion and the increase in the stock of natural re-
cators of Sustainable Product and Expenditure," below). sources, has been proposed for calculating indicators of

sustainable income or product (see "Natural Resource
Environmental Services Capital," above). It has been argued, however, that geolog-

ical discoveries of natural resources can be neglected,
The amount of environmental expenditures or costs since they do not reverse the process of depletion but

described above does not reflect the correct value of extend only the period over which depletion can con-
actual environmental damage. On the one hand, the value tinue. Consequently, if the depreciation concept were ex-
of damage may be higher or lower than the cost of repair- tended to the consumption of natural capital by resource-
ing it. On the other hand, accounting for environmental exploiting industries, it would account sufficiently for sus-
expenditures neglects the fact that pollution is connected tainability in a measure of sustainable product (Daly,
with both the benefits of using nature's disposal and Chapter 2).
absorption services and the "disbenefits" resulting from The valuation of natural resource stocks could be based
losses of these and other services that benefit consumers on the principle of replacement costs or willingness to
directly. Contrary to defensive expenditures, these serv- pay. However, changes in the value of environmental as-
ices are not priced by the market system and are thus sets can result from both physical depreciation and capi-
excluded from standard national accounts (see Peskin, tal loss or gain, as, for example, with increasingly heavy
Chapter 10). use of a natural resource, such as the use of a water body

The introduction of a natural production account into for fishing and recreation. In theory, valuation of capital
the national accounting system was therefore suggested. loss or gain should be based therefore on the marginal
Such an account would record environmental services benefits of uses (Peskin, Chapter 10).
(for example, waste disposal, cooling, and provision of The extension of the depreciation principle to the con-
oxygen and nutrients) as output from, and environmental sumption of natural capital affects the net value added of
damage (in particular pollution effects) as input into, the industries that exploit natural resources and thus the NDP.

environment, with the balance representing a net environ- In addition, defensive expenditures have been considered
mental loss or benefit. Industry, government, and house- as intermediate rather than final consumption, and the
hold production accounts receive nature's output as "free" further deduction of such expenditures from net national
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product has been proposed. This procedure would yield the exploitation of natural resources as intermediate con-
a new indicator, which has been termed "sustainable so- sumption of different production activities and deducting
cial net national product" (Daly, Chapter 2). a corresponding amount from final demand as a change

Such sweeping treatment, however, loses track of the in "environmental assets."6 For estimating the amount of
accounting identity between national income (the sum of intermediate consumption to be deducted from the gross
value added created in production) and national product output of resource-exploiting industries, the calculation
(the value of final demand) because defensive expendi- of a so-called user cost allowance has been advocated (El
tures contain elements of both intermediate and final Serafy, Chapter 3). User costs calculations avoid the diffi-
consumption and capital formation. A new, imore system- culties of estimating physical or value depreciation by
atic approach to dealing with (deducting) defensive expen- allocating a certain amount of the receipts from extractive
ditures has therefore been proposed in a draft SNA Frame- industries to an actual (Ward 1982) or hypothetical fund,
work for Environmental Satellite Accounting (Bartelmus which, if invested, would "create a perpetual stream of
and van Tongeren 1988). The idea is to reduce the pro- income that would provide the same level of true income,
duction boundary of the SNA by covering only nonenviron- both during the life of the resource as well as after the
mental activities and thus excluding all production of resource has been exhausted" (El Serafy, Chapter 3).
environmental goods (filters, chemicals, or waste disposal Discoveries are simply dealt with by changing the para-
plants) and services (protecting or restoring the quality of meters of the life expectancy of the resource, that is, the
the environment) that are used in intermediate and final resource-extraction ratio.7 SGDE is derived from SGDP by
demand. In this manner, value added and final demand deducting additionally defensive expenditures of environ-
are adjusted to obtain identical total values. Further al- mental protection. An approach for deducting defensive
lowance for the depreciation of natural resource assets expenditures without violating accounting identities was
then obtains a measure that could be termed "sustainable described above (see "Sustainable Net Product and Ex-
net national expenditure" (SNNE).5 penditure").

As an alternative, the joint UNEP/World Bank Expert
Group Meeting in Paris (November 1988) suggested ap-
plying a wider concept of depreciation to calculate "envi- Modified Gross or Net Product
ronmentally adjusted net domestic product." This concept
would include both the depletion of the environmental The accounting for environmental services and dam-
"stock" assets of natural resources and the degradation ages (or their difference, that is, the net environmental
in the quality of "permanent" environmentad assets. The loss or benefit) has been described as the result of intro-
depreciation of environmental quality could be estimated ducing a natural production account that modifies gross
as the difference between actual defensive expenditure output in the production accounts. This procedure would
and the cost of restoring environmental qluality to the yield a "modified gross national product" (Peskin, Chap-
level at the beginning of the accounting period (in other ter 10). Deducting environmental and other economic
words, "potential" defensive expenditures). However, such depreciation from this aggregate produces a "modified
a procedure neither accounts for the "inflation" of NDP net domestic product," which would account for environ-
by defensive expenditures nor reflects actuali environmen- mental degradation as well as resource depletion. Consid-
tal degradation or damage. Clearly, monr research is erable problems of measuring and valuing environmental
needed to clarify the relations between damage costs services and damages will probably make the estimation
(expenditures) and actual damage as well as their impli- of these indicators the object of research studies rather
cations for environmental accounting. than of routine compilation in environmental accounts.

Sustainable Gross Product and Expenditure
Future Work

Unfortunately, net product is infrequenty calculated
and rarely used in quantitative economic analysis because As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, worldwide
of the well-known difficulties of estimating depreciation. concern with the sustainability of current patterns of pro-
Therefore, GDP has usually received more attention in duction and consumption has raised doubts about the
economic planning and policy, under the assumption that suitability of standard accounting and its main aggregates
the gross and net indicators move similarly civer time. The for integrated socioeconomic and environmentally sound
adjustment of gross rather than net product or income planning and policies. In this context, the World Commis-
has therefore been suggested to obtain a measure of sion on Environment and Development drew attention to
"sustainable gross domestic product" (SGDP') or "sustain- the need to shift emphasis from the standard environmen-
able gross domestic expenditure" (SGDE). tal policy of dealing with environmental effects after they

The draft SNA Framework for Environmental Satellite occurred to "an approach concentrating on the policies
Accounting proposes to calculate SGDP by accounting for that are the sources of those effects" (World Commission
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1987, p. 310). Such policies should be assessed by indi- Notes
cators that present socioeconomic progress net of all
environmental costs. Up to now these costs have generally 1. For a further discussion of the concept of sustainable
been neglected or wrongly accounted for in the standard development, see Bartelmus (1987a).
macroeconomic aggregates. 2. See, however, Bartelmus (1987b), who proposed to apply

The obvious place to develop and standardize concepts the generic principles of the FDES to the SNA and the SSDS to

and procedures of environmental accounting is the exist- develop an "overall framework for statistical integration."
ing standard System of National Accounts, the SNA. The 3. The term "satellite accounts" is used here in a broad sense

ongoin revision of the SNA provides a unique opportunity to include, besides outlays and financial resources for environ-

to examine how the concepts definitions classifications mental protection (as presented in environmental satellite ac-
t examine how the concepts, definitions, classifications, counts in the narrow sense; see, for example, INSEE 1986b),

and tabulations recently developed in the fields of envi- costs and benefits of environmental impacts and resource deple-
ronmental and resource accounting can be related to, or tion or discovery.
integrated in, the SNA. At the current stage of develop- 4. Of course, these modifications apply also to national prod-
ment it might be premature, however, to radically change uct and income (adding net factor income from abroad); these
a well-established system of data collection and account- indicators are less frequently used, however, and, unless other-
ing that serves many different short-, medium-, and long- wise indicated, reference is made to domestic product only.
term socioeconomic analyses.8 Therefore, standards for 5. Even though accounting identities are maintained by this
environmental and resource accounting should be further procedure of deducting defensive expenditures, several assump-
elaborated in a satellite system of environmental accounts tions make the meaning of SNNE somewhat ambiguous, espe-
of the SNA. Efficient linkage will require some amend- cially for ex-ante analysis. The first assumption is that environ-
ofnts to the S eicien clnkagewio ll rsmexand- mental production is not replaced by nonenvironmental
ments to the existing classifications as well as explana- production. This is realistic only if SNNE is to reflect the aggre-

tions of, or cross-references to, alternative concepts and gate value of nonenvironmental income ex post. If it is to
tabulations in the core recommendations of the SNA. approximate potential income, however, and refer to a situation

A first draft of the SNA Framework for Environmental free of environmental distortions, one could assume that factor
Satellite Accounting was discussed by the joint UNEP/ inputs released from environmental production would have been
World Bank Expert Group Meeting on Environmental used to generate additional income. In addition, the above
Accounting and the SNA, and several recommendations definition of defensive expenditures does not account for indi-
were made. rect effects, that is, the employment of nonenvironmental goods

and services in the supply of goods and services related to

* The revised SNA should provide a place for environ- defensive expenditures.
6. Changes in environmental assets introduce a new element

mencstal faccnts wthinathe overtall symem and shoduld into final demand, which replaces the concept of capital accu-
discuss the fact that conventional income anc, product mulation with a new concept of "changes in tangible wealth."
measures do not reflect environmental degradation and 7. Another possibility is to consider discoveries of new re-
depletion of natural resources. sources as the creation of an asset and to record this activity as

* Environmental accounting should be presented as own-account capital formation of the mining industry (OECD

satellite accounts and not in the SNA itself. 1985).
* Functional classifications should be developed that 8. At least, this appears to be the view of the experts working

identify separately environmental goods and services, in on the current revision of the SNA, who concluded that "no
particular in COFOG, cpc, coip, and isic. major conceptual changes in the SNA should be introduced"

* Environmental resources that cannot be valued as (United Nations 1986, p. 6).
stocks should be listed in the form of an inventory that
may include indicators of physical quantity and quality. References
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Recent Delopments and Fuhure Work
Ernst Lutz and Salah El Serafy

The System of National Accounts (SNA) that is currently defensive expenditures and the depletion and degradation
in use is based on a document published more than of natural resources.
twenty years ago (United Nations 1968). A revision of this For defensive expenditures, the Bank recommended
system was started in the early 1980s, with a number of that the experts:
expert groups looking at various issues and considering * Discuss and, as soon as feasible, decide which expen-
how improvements could be made with as little distur-' 
bance tmprovthem cored systemadewit as posbleithe rvisi ditures are to be included under "defensive expenditures"
bance to the sNA core system as possible. The revisions * Agree that these are to be shown as a separate line
are scheduled to be completed by 1991, at which time a item
new version would be issued. * Decide where the adjustments are to be made and

Given the shortcomings of the current system with re- where the adjusted aggregates are to be shown (in satellite
spect to the environment and natural resources, the ques-
tion is how to reach the long-term goal of making the accounts or i the main system of producton, consump-
necessary changes so that national income accounting tion, and accumulation accounts).
more accurately represents true, sustainable income. On the issue of resource depletion and degradation, the
Some, at least in the past, have argued for radical changes, Bank recommended that the expert group:
while others have supported more gradual changes that * Adopt the principle of sNA-linked satellite accounts,
would improve income estimates by moving them in the where adjustments for resource depletion and degrada-
right direction. Although it is clearly desirable to make tion can be made
improvements as soon as possible, some outstanding c on- o Advise countries where a significant portion of gross
ceptual issues are yet to be resolved, and much empirical

workmuststil bedonebefre secifc rcommndatons national product (GNP) is based on the depletion or degra-
work must still be done before specific recommendations dation of natural resources that current income, as calcu-
for changes in the core of the SNA can be made. In the lated at present, overestimates sustainable income and that
meantime, the creation of satellite accounts appears to policymakers should explicitly be alerted to this fact
be the only realistic option for progress in this area. * Encourage work on estimating the costs and benefits

of resource depletion and degradation.
sNA Expert Group Meeting (Vienna, March 1988) The members of the group agreed that these two issues

In the context of deliberations over whether and in what are of great importance and indicated that they shared
way the SNA should be revised, the World Bank presented the Bank's concern about the environment and supported
a discussion note to the SNA expert group meeting held the construction of satellite accounts linked with the SNA,

in March 1988 in Vienna under the agenda item "Links as well as the development within the central SNA frame-
between SNA and Environment Statistics." The note fo- work of the functional classification of government expen-
cused on the two main concerns elaborated in Chapter 1: ditures (COFOG) and enterprise expenditures (coip) in or-

der to identify expenditures relevant to environmental
analysis. However, they did not agree to changing the

_ _ _ _ __ core accounts of the SNA in any fundamental way. Three
Note: The annex was written by Jan W. van Tongeren. reasons were given for this.
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* Since there are various conceptual approaches that * As presently calculated, GDP is not a comprehensive
could be taken for revising the SNA, a consensus should indicator that can satisfy adequately a diversity of needs,
be reached before the core SNA is revised. and its shortcomings should be kept firmly in mind.

* In the environmental field many valuation issues are * Replacing GDP with a more sustainable measure of
difficult, and more work is required before standard val- income is not yet feasible. For the time being, therefore,
uation techniques can be applied. satellite accounts linked to the SNA should be created in

* The group was pleased that a list of papers presented which adjustments and alternative computations can be
at the joint uNEPIWorld Bank workshops was attached to made.
the Bank's position paper. But since they had not seen * The revised version of the "blue book" (the volume
them before because of the limited communication so far describing the core accounts of the SNA), to be issued in
between environmentalists and national accountants, they 1991, should have a section in which satellite accounts
did not know what the issues and options were (and this for the environment are outlined.
supported the urgent need for producing this volume). * For the environment, net measures, such as net domes-

tic product (NDP), may be more meaningful and should beAs a concession to the environmental community, the emhszdortangsseaumns,ucasGP
chairman ~ stte tha if an.hnaeuaeeprec emphasized more than gross measurements, such as GDP.

chaian stated withsatei and when a t rienc * Further developments of the draft framework might
hasceenl gained withlsateite accounts hand wen variousd t deal with various assets such as air, water, and land sep-
national accountants should be open to an re revision, arately, since a uniform treatment may not be possible.
enation thaccountan shoulner on to antSNa .reion, * A classification of intermediate consumption by func-
evenein that wast mu the twenty-yearipei.o tion (coIP) and government expenditure by function

betweng the lasond the urre reinso w (COFOG) should be developed where "environmental goodsDuring the discussion some other points were made by ansevc"aridtfe.
vaiu pripat. and services" are identified.various participants. e Accounting for stocks of natural resources should be

* Users should be cautioned about the gross, domestic done in physical terms, not in monetary terms; monetary
product (GDP) as calculated at present; the revised SNA estimations, however, should be attempted for changes in
manual ("blue book") should include a discussion of the the stock of resources within the period under consider-
shortcomings of the GDP and state necessary warnings ation.
against its indiscriminate use. * For exploitable, commercially salable resources such

- Communication between national accountants and as minerals, a user cost approach, such as the one pro-
environmental economists should be encouraged so that posed by El Serafy, should be followed (Chapter 3).
problems can be discussed jointly. * For "permanent" resources, such as air, water, and

* Approximations that may be needed in erivironmen- soil, two options should continue to be pursued simulta-
tal accounting may not be worse than some current arbi- neously: treating restoration costs as intermediate expen-
trary estimations already sanctioned by the SNA,. ditures rather than as final ones, as is generally done in

* The SNA should be linked not only with environmen- the SNA, and treating damages to "permanent" resources
tal statistics but with social statistics as well. as consumption of natural capital.

At the end of the meeting the group agreed that these * Two (or possibly three) NDPs should be computed:
issues would have to be discussed again and that prefer- GDP - consumptionldepreciation of man-made capital
ably national accountants and resource econom,ists should = NDP1

address them together. A meeting combining the two NDPI - consumption/depreciation of natural capital
groups was held in November 1988, as described below. = NDP2.

* Further research is necessary to decide what deduc-
Joint Unmentald Ac nk ting n th S tions for defensive expenditure would be appropriate toEnvironmental Accounting and the SNAprdcND

(Paris, November 1988) produce NDP3.These points of agreement were communicated to the
SNA expert meeting later held in Luxemburg, which is

National accounts experts and environmental econo- deciedblw
mists met in Paris to discuss a draft framework for a described below.
proposed set of environmental satellite accounts (Bartel-
mus and van Tongeren 1988). Both groups were willing
to learn, the meeting was very productive, and a consen- This was the last expert meeting of many held during
sus was reached on several points, the past few years on the revision of the SNA before an

* Natural resources and the environment are impor- actual complete draft of the new "blue book" is consid-
tant and are likely to become more so in the future, so ered. Many outstanding issues had to be decided. On the
they should be properly accounted for. issue of the environment, the meeting endorsed the crea-
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tion of environmental satellite accounts linked with the counting" needs to be developed into a draft manual and
SNA. It was decided that the new "blue book" will describe eventually into a handbook in the handbook series of the
these, and further research in this important area was SNA.

encouraged. In another context, as far as the concept of 0 Evaluation of existing schemes. Currently, several in-
income is concerned, the meeting adopted the Hicksian dustrial countries (Canada, France, Federal Republic of
definition (See Daly, Chapter 2 and El Serafy, Chapter 3), Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, and the United
with a minor addition, as a basis for defining the coverage States) have developed or are developing resource ac-
and treatment of capital flows. Accordingly, income is the counting systems. Each of those approaches should be
maximum an individual (or nation) can consume during a evaluated and any general lessons identified.
period while keeping intact the stock of capital at the * Pilot case studies in developing countries. These pi-
beginning of the period as well as any net additions to lot projects would: try out the Bartelmus-van Tongeren
capital during the period. The explicit adoption of this framework in several countries with different natural and
concept does not imply, however, that the central SNA environmental resource problems and perhaps in one or
framework has fully adopted the concept of sustainable two industrial countries with the most available data,
income. provide lessons for integration into the draft manual, and

As a matter of fact: determine the policy implications of the improved income

* GDP will continue to be defined under the revised accounting.
sNA without ajtefWorking group and expert meetings. The authors of

SNA without adjustment for the degradation of natural tedatmna n h esn novdi h io
capital from the process of production and consumption. studies should meet to review the draft manual. The re-* The use of nonrenewable subsoil assets will not be sutuinevsioouldm sevuentle presenTed toa

taken nto acountin defning alue dded.sulting revision would subsequently be presented to an
taken intoccoutinefinngvaueadedexpert meeting and afterward be developed into a hand-

An alternative sustainable income concept to GDP book.
therefore will have to be elaborated in a separate hand- * In-depth case studies on developing countries. Con-
book on environmental accounting. trary to the pilot studies, the in-depth case studies would

A description of the current treatment of nonreproduc- involve new data generation and longer-term institution
ible assets, stocks, and flows in the SNA and a proposal building.
for its modification was circulated as a background (locu- * Physical resource accounting. UNEP has already done
ment; it is reproduced as the annex to this chapter. The considerable work in this area, but further effort is needed
proposal is very important from an environmental point to assess the environment and natural resource base, its
of view, but there was no time to discuss it at the meeting. changes in quantity and quality, and its linkage to mone-

Future Work tary accounting.
It is foreseen that these tasks, as well as other possible

Inducing production and consumption practices with ones, would be undertaken cooperatively by the World
less negative effects on the environment worldwide is a Bank, the U.N. Statistical Office (UNSO), the U.N. Devel-
formidable task. Changes are needed in policies, pro- opment Programme (UNDP), and UNEP, along with inter-
grams, projects, institutions, the distribution of income ested foundations (including the Ford Foundation and the
and wealth, and human behavior. But necessary changes Noyes Foundation), bilateral donors, nongovernmental or-
are often slow in coming. Improvements in any one area ganizations, and developing-country governments.
can make only a partial contribution to an approach
where many parallel activities are needed to achieve' de- Annex. The Treatment of Nonreproducible Assets,
velopment that is both equitable and environmentally Stocks, and Flows under Present SNA and "M.60
sound. Environmental accounting is only one of many Standards" for Reconciliation Accounts
tools that are needed, and, given the lack of past effort,
it will take time to develop it into an effective tocl to M.60 is an important document from the point of view
improve policymaking. Nevertheless, serious work in this of environmental analysis because it includes a framework
area should now be pursued actively and vigorously. and supplementary guidelines for developing resource

After several years with little visible progress, some balances (stocks and flows) that are compatible with the
steps forward have been made recently in the field of blne sok n lw)ta r optbewt hsteps fah bn dSNA. Since M.60 was developed much later than the SNA,
environmental and resource accounting. But much niore however, it reflects some advances in the field that were
remains to be done both at the conceptual as well as the not available when the 1968 SNA was drafted. Therefore
practical levels. there are several incompatibilities between the SNA and

* Draft manual/handbook. The Bartelmus-van Ton- M.60 that should be addressed during the present SNA

geren "Draft Framework for Environmental Satellite Ac- revision.
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The general rule in the SNA and M.60 is that changes * Nonreproducible assets should be included in the
in nonreproducible assets are recorded in the capital (flow) balance sheets when they are marketed and their use in
accounts when a transaction (a purchase or sale) occurs human production activities generates product and in-
and in the present M.60 reconciliation accotnts when come. This implies that land should be included when it
other changes occur in the asset balances. In addition to is used for agriculture, human settlement, and so forth
price changes, the latter include changes from new finds, and that income should be reflected in GDP, GNP, or
growth, destruction, and depletion of assets (see Chapter national income, either as a result of marketed or im-
11). The value of nonreproducible assets in the balance puted production, including own-account agricultural out-
sheet and reconciliation accounts when there is, no sale is put and imputed dwellings services to owners. For the
based on actual values of similar assets that are sold (such same reason, historical monuments should be included in
as for land) or on the sum of discounted future values the balance sheets as soon as the assets generate identi-
(such as for timber tracts and mineral deposits'. fiable income. In other words, assets should not be in-

The general rules are not applied uniformly to all assets cluded when they are marketed but when they are actually
and are unclear for some. The actual treatment distin- used for production and other activities that produce
guishes among land; historical monuments; tirnber tracts flows registered elsewhere in the SNA. It is important to
and forests; plantations and orchards; cultivated agricul- establish this link between income and production, on
tural products; livestock for dairy, breeding, and draft; the one hand, and the assets used in production, on the
and livestock for meat production. other, to arrive at correct capital-output ratios and other

measures of productivity.
Specific Applications of the General Rule * The natural growth of agricultural products, prod-

ucts of plantations and orchards, timber, and livestock
* Natural resources in the public domain are entirely for dairy, breeding, and meat production should be re-

excluded. corded as gross output at the moment of growth and not
* Land and historical monuments are include(i in the at the moment of harvest (for products of agriculture,

balance sheets only after an actual sale. This implies that plantations, and orchards), logging (for timber), or birth
only entries for changes in these assets are reccrded in (for livestock). During growth, the production should be
the M.60 reconciliation accounts if sales take place. reflected in changes in stocks, and, once allocated to

* For mineral resources, new finds as well as depletion uses, the stocks should be reduced again. This treatment
are recorded in the present M.60 reconciliation accounts. would eliminate from the present M.60 reconciliation ac-
It is not clear, however, what the exact coverage of the counts the entries for natural growth minus depletion and
new finds is; does it include all new finds, does it include would channel these entries through all changes in stocks,
only those mineral deposits that are actually mined, or is except for livestock growth used for dairy, breeding, and
there some intermediate type of coverage for new finds? similar purposes, which would be allocated to gross fixed

- Natural growth minus depletion of timber, planta- capital formation. This proposed treatment is an exten-
tions, orchards, and so forth is recorded in the reconcili- sion of the treatment for agricultural products suggested
ation accounts. There is no link between thi.s treatment by the November 1988 meeting in Buenos Aires organ-
in the balance sheets and production, which is recorded ized jointly by the Economic Commission for Latin Amer-
only when timber is logged and when orchard and plan- ica (ECLAC/CEPAL) and the Monetary Center for Latin
tation production is harvested. America (MCLA/CEMLA). That suggestion was made to bet-

* The growth of livestock is included, on the one hand, ter link gross output and cost in agricultural production,
as an item in the M.60 reconciliation accounts i(together particularly under high inflation. Similar arguments would
with the other natural growth items mention above) and, hold for all the other products of natural growth men-
on the other hand, as either gross fixed capital formation tioned above.
(for animals for dairy, breeding, draft, and so forth) or
changes in stocks (for animals for meat production). These References
two treatments seem contradictory.

* Agricultural production is not reflected in the bal- Bartelmus, Peter, and Jan W. van Tongeren. 1988. "Draft
ance sheets or reconciliation accounts and is not regis- Framework for Environmental Satellite Accounting." U.N.
tered as changes in stocks during the growth process. It Statistical Office, New York. Processed.
is recorded as man-made production after it is harvested. United Nations. 1968. "A System of National Accounts." Publi-

cation E.69.XVI1.3. New York.
Proposed Modifications

The following modifications would make the above
treatments more consistent.
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That the pressures for development may cause long-term damage to the environment and the
natural resource base has become of increasing concern to environmentalists and economists
alike. A great deal of work is now being done to clarify the linkages between development and
the environment. Such work should make it possible to integrate concerns about environmental
and natural resource management more effectively into the process of economic analysis and
decisionmaking.

An important problem has been that current calculations of gross domestic product (GDP), the
most commonly used indicator of national economic performance, ignore the degradation of the
natural resource base and view the sale of nonrenewable resources entirely as income. The papers
in this volume were selected from a series of international conferences jointly organized by the
United Nations Enviromnent Programme (uNEP) and the World Bank during the past six years.
The authors are either economists, who argue that present methods for calculating national
income fail to reflect the consumption of natural capital and that present practices inflate income
from defensive environmental expenditures, or they are income statisticians, who offer ways to
adjust for shortcomings in systems of national accounting.

The combination of economic and statistical perspectives on enviromnental and resource
accounting provided in this volume is rare. Throughout, the environment is treated as natural
capital that needs to be accounted for and maintained. The authors both deal with the conceptual
side of accounting and propose a variety of methods to help produce better measurements of
income, which, in turn, could better guide economic policies in general and also encourage a
more sustainable use of natural resources.
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